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ABSTRACT
Emergence of new applications requiring high data traffic necessitate the
development of high speed local area networks. Optical fiber is selected as the
transmission medium due to its inherent advantages over other possible media
and the dual optical bus architecture is shown to be the most suitable topology.
.A--,Nnchronous access protocols, including token, random, hybrid random/token.
and rlrtual token schemes, are developed and analyzed. Exact expressions for
insertion dela y and utilization at light and heavy load are derived. and inter-
mediate load behavior is Mvestigated by simulation. A neh tokenless adaptive
scheme whose control depends onl y on the detection of activity on the channel is
shoµn to outperform round-robin schemes under une% • en loads and multipacket
traffic and to perform optimally at light load. An approximate solution to the
queueing delay for an oscillating polling scheme under chaining is obtained and
results are compared with simulation. Solutions to the problem of building sys-
terns with a large number of stations are presented, including maximization of
the number of optical couplers, and the use of passive star/bus topologies.
bridges and gateways
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CHAPTER 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE NEED FOR HIGH SPEED LANs
Local area networks (LANs) are essentially switching technologies
designed to provide reliable digital data transmission in a limited geographic
area (e.g., within a single facility or campus of facilities), to serve hosts, minis,
micros, work stations, and other digital devices [Liss83].
LANs provide a direct, short (most of the times one hop), usually broad-
cast, and relatively noise-free path for a given pair of users. LANs broadcast
capability eliminates buffer requirements in intermediate nodes. Error recovery
can be simply implemented through retransmission or end-to-end acknowledge-
ment since the interaction between sender and receiver are almost ins'.antaneous
compared to long haul networks.
These unique features have helped LANs become increasingly popular
Most existing LANs serve environments where host-to-bost and interactive ter-
urinal traffic are the only load sources. Traffic measurements in an operational
Ethernet running at Albps have shown an average line utilization of only 0.60 0
to 0.84 0, with a peak utilization of 40% during rush hours (Shoc80).
Recent years have witnessed a re.pid growth ..a local area communication
needs corresponding to rapidly increasing user sophistication and tLe emergence
1
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Ccf new applications, especially those addressing the automated and distributed
office environment. Block transfer and video applications are among those that
require bandwidth not yet provided by actual LAN implementations (bit
rate < 50Mbps). Listed below is a set of applications and their peak data rates
(IEEE821.
TYPE OF	 PEAK DATA
SOURCE
	 RATE (kbpel
He transfer; Block traztfer
	
20,000
Video (uncompressed)
	 30,000
Voice ( immediate)	 64
Laser printer	 256
Graphics ( uncompressed)	 256
To support these high data traffic requirements, local area networks with
larger bandwidths must be designed. Although other switching technologies,
such as CBXs, can provide some communication to the local environment, LANs
may be the only available option when high bandwidths are required [Pfis$21.
Very high speed LAN design requires an integrated choice of transmission
medium, topology, and access protocol. Access protocols are dependent upon
the underlying topology, and medium selection may restrict the range of feasible
topologies. Unfortunately, existing LANs cannot upgrade to very high data
rates due to medium, topology, or access protocol limitations.
One purpose of this research is to identify a medium and topology
appropriate for the development of a very high speed LAN. In this selection, we
are concerned about issues of robustness, efficiency, fairness, ease of implementa-
tion, ease of expandability, and delay. For the chosen combination of medium
and topology we developed and evaluated protocols which satisfied the above
issues.
^I
2
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C	 1.1.1 CURRENT BOTTLENECKS IN DATA TRANSFER
At present, most network interface units (NIU) consist of two basic parts:
the transceiver and the controller. The transceiver couples directly to the line
and performs basic frame functions: error checking, packet delimiting and
address recognition. The controller usually contains both a CPU and memory,
and performs DMA functions during transm^.Jsion or reception of a packet. The
controller must also support the link level protocol and the protocol which con-
trots transfers from attached devices (terminals, host, diskpacks, file servers,
etc.). The NIU is frequently used as a multiplexer, and as such it concentrates
many single sources into one access point. I.A.Ns usually provide a layered
address structure which allows d irect addressing to the physical ports or
C,
	 attached devices. Ocasionally the NIU is part of a gateway which allows com-
n,;:nications with ether local nets.
Simulation results show that the chief limitation of LAN performance is
due to the switching functions of the interface for buffer management and pro-
tocol processing D'eh79, Mag1821. In those experiments the processing capability
of the micro-processor based controller unit becomes the bottleneck of the sys-
Lem under heavy load. The existence of a very high speed communication
medium will call for innovative transfer operations between devices and simpler
protocols to capitali::e on the available capacity. For trample, if a local network
can transmit at 1Gt,ps, then remote memory to memory transfers might be feasi-
ble. In reality, a network that fast would work transparently, and the entire
transfer would behave as a local DMA transfer. Because we are using a very
reliable and high speed medium, segmented messages are not necessarily required
for efficient line utih2atior, (in contrast to requirements when lines are
3
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unreliable) and the ability to transmit long messages minimizes the overhead of
C0 packet assembly and disassembly at communication nodes. Previous work in
this area has shown that implementing simple protocols directly on hardware
makes a very high speed controller unit feasible [Blau79].
4 We emphasize that the development of very high speed interconnection
media must be complemented by new hardware/software designs to allow com-
plete utilization of that technology. We will not pursue this issue further, but
we believe that new ideas in the bigh- level- protocol/OS /a rch iteerure fields will
match the needs defined.
1.2 CHOICE OF DIRECTIONS
1.2.1 WHY FIBER OPTICS
Among possible choices of a medium for the implementation of a very
high speed LAN (namely, coaxial cable, microwave, waveguide and fiber) fiber is
tho most cost-effective and promising technology. Waveguide is rejected because
of cost and difficulty of practical installation. Microwave is inherently point-to-
point, expensive, susceptible to interference, and not adequate for the local
environment. Microwave links between buildings are feasible but only justified
as gateway implementations. Therefore, only fiber and coaxial cable remain
Y
under consideration. Although fiber is a recent developed technology, it has
inherent advantanes over coaxial cable, as follows:
a. fiber has larger bandwith/km.
b. fiber has typical cost of $0.05 Mhz/Km compared to coaxial cable cost of
_
$3 Mhz/Km (Lute82).
t 4
C.	 fiber (single-mode) has dispersion of less than 0.01 ns/Km compared to aC!	 coaxial cable dispersion of 20 ns/Km (Lute82).
d. fiber has immunity against electrical and inagnetic interference (EML
crosstalk, noise, short circuiting, explosions, sparks, radiated signals, etc.)
(Jone76, Mu117 7, Ep«•o771.
r
e. optical fiber links offer secure transmission because they are difficult to
tap without noticeable signal loss.
f. fiber is much lighter and smaller.
g	 fiber has a typical loss of -.16 db/Km compared to a coaxial cable loss of
-13 db/Km.
h.	 fiber can be easil y and extensively multiplexed.
Fibers can be multimode or single-mode. In a multimode fiber the light
propagates in different modes which follow different optical piths. Because
modes are delay ed differently, a light pulse deforms and expands as it pro-
pagates along the fiber. This deformation called modal dispersion redu^_es the
available bandwidth/km for multimode fibers. Modal dispersion can be reduced
by using multimode graded-index fiber which forces the light to travel slower
along the locger paths, thus minimizing the difference in propagation delay
among the modes. However, complete modal dispersion elimination only occurs
with single-mode fibers, where only one mode is allowed to propagate. Because
the fiber functions as a wave guide, single-:node propagation is achieved by
using a very small core diameter.
For very high data rates single-mode transmission must bz used. The
small size of the core requires precision manufacturing techniques foi fiber fabri-
cation and the use of lasers as light sources. Nowadays single-mode technolog}•
has sufficiently matured and high performance reliable components have been
fabricated.
*r-)
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At this writing, coaxial cable still has the advantage that off-the-shelf
compenents of the CATV industry are readily available and cheaper than
corresponding components for the optical technology. At present, performance
and price of connectors and couplers for use on taps are the main obstacles for
widespread use of fiber optics. The major less of signal in fiber is due to coupler
insertion loss. Values of the order of -2db ( one transmitter tap and one receiver
' tap per coupler) are industry achievable, and progress in this area is expected in
coming years. In practical implementations each coupler may require two optical
connectors or splices for its connection. Low-loss len3 connectors have been
fabricated providing an average loss of -0.54dB (Masu821. Single-mode splicing
techniques are well developed and they provide connections with minimum loss
(C -0.05dB) under field conditions. Because of the above losses an acceptable
number of stations is an optical fiber 1.AN is only achieved if the number of
taps per station per bus is minimized.
1.2.1.1 LIMITATIONS OF ETHERNET-TYPE FIBER NETWORKS
Ethernet-type optical fiber networks use non-persistent CSMA-CD as
access method: if the bus is idle, transmit; if the bus is busy or a collision occurs,
reschedule retransmission for some time in future, with random, exponential
backoB. Therefore, the average retransmission time increases exponentially with
number of collisious. Packets are discarded after a maximum number of
retransmissions arz u.- successfull. Discarded  packets are eventually retransmit-
ted due to the action of higher level protocols. The underlying topology may
vary. The Mitrenet facility in Bedford, Ma.-sachusetts, uses a dual unidirectional
optical bus topology [Ping82, Hopk80]. The Novanet, at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratories, uses an active star configuration [lPing82(. Xerox has
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proposed two optical fiber architectures. Fibernet 1 [Kaws78] uses a passive star
configuration and Fibernet D [Raws821 uses an active star. Specifications for
Ethernet compatible implementatiuns can be found in [DEC80].
A general problem with Ethernet is that no bounded delay
 can be
guaranteed for any transmission. A second problem is low efficiency for high
transmission rates. Collision detection in CSMA-CD requires that transmission
time > round trip delay. In a very high speed environment transmission times
become smaller than the round trip propagation delay, and carrier sense
becomes ineffective. Under those conditions, CSIVIA starts performing as an
Aloha channel, and the maximum achievable throughput is 18% [Abra731.
Aloha channels are unstable if no control is exercised on the channel [Lam-,51.
Collision detection coupled with randomization of retransmission brings control
^k over the channel. However, if bit padding is used for short - ackets so that
transmission time = round trip delay, throughput decreases to zero with
decreasing packet lengths. Because propagation delay in the network is
independent of the data rate and CSMA delays are not bounded, we conclude
that Ethernet - type i,etworks are not suitable for very high speed transmission.
1.2.2 WHY BUS TOPOLOGY
Fiber optics topologies can be configured in three basic ways: star, bus,
and ring. Independent of the specific topology, the major difficulty in connect-
ing to a very high speed optical medium is the electronic circuitry, which must
function at the line speed. For switching speeds lower than 250 Mbz, 100K ECL
circuits are available and can per ;orm the digital functions. For higher switch-
	
" i	 ing speeds, either optical logics or circuits using discrete microwave electronic
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component3 are necessary. To date, optical technology has been unable to pro-
vide logical elements that are as fast and efficient as their electronic counter-
parts, and discrete microwave components are expensive and unavailable off-
the-shelf. Feasibility and cost-effectiveness of a very high speed LAN implemen-
tation requires that the electronic logic functioning at the line speed be kept to a
minimum. In a more general sense, reliability of the transmission medium may
be enhanced by keeping active electronics to a minimum.
A star topology provides a point-to-point communication link between
any pair of stations with an end-to-ead propagation delay being suffered b y any
transmission. Furthermore, simultaneous transmissions always collide at the
central node. At high speeds packet transmission time becomes smaller than the
end-to-end propagation delay and the star behaves as a satellite link. As
explained in Section 1.2.1.1, CSMA/CD performs poorly under the above condi-
tions. Because optical star implementatioLs [Raws82, Raws; 8, Ping82; use
CSMA/CD as the underlying protocol, they perform poorly at high speed. 	 1
Reservation schemes as adopted for satellite links are too complex to be con-
sidered for a LAN implementation.
Optical bus architectures use passive taps without active electronics
interfering directly with the medium. Also, address and flag recognition can be
done at a speed much slower than the line, and the only electronics required to
run at line speed are the clock reco- ery circuit, the carrier sense circuit and the
line buffer circuitry (which can be kept to a minimum, the amount necessary to
provide byte demultiplexing and transfer to a slower speed logic).
, 1
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Ring topology requires that certain amount of active electronics be
inserted into the data path for each station joining the network. Therefore reli-
ability degrades as the number of stations increases.
Point-to-point low speed links can be effortlessly converted to optical
links, if transmission speed is maintained. Thus, rings using coaxial cable can be
easily upgraded by substituting fiber for copper, a conversion which has been
successfully accomplished in many places [Ping821.
Nevertheless, when very high speed links are needed, ring topology
presents some serious drawbacks. A crucial problem it ring implementation is
the necessity to perform address recognition and flag setting at line speed and,
usually, depending on ring implementation, some buffering must also be pro-
vided. For example, Pierce ring [Pier72] is a slotted ring where the destination,
upon matching its address with the destination address in the slot, sets the
empty bit in the slot header. The used slot is then removed by a central con-
troller upon detection of the empty condition. In the Loomis ring [Loom731 , the
destination sets the accept bit in the header of the packet addressed to it, and
the sender or any other station is responsible for removing the packet from the
ring upon detection of the accept condition. In the buffer insertion ring f,Liu751
the destination is responsible for removing a packet addressed to it. In the
Farmer and Newhall ring [Farm69] ; though no address recognition is required
for packet removal, the sender is responsible for estimating total ring delay and
message removal is by shutting off the receiver shortly before the message is
expected to return. This removal technique is infeasible in a dynamic sad very
high speed environment. Furthermore, address recognition is sti1' necessary for
packet acceptance. All present ring protocols require address and flag setting
A
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hardware working at the line speed. Therefore, high cost ring implementation is
expected in high speed, and reliability is at risk.
Considering the above requirements, bus topology seems very promising
for high speed local network architecture. We further compare the single uni-
directioaal bus topologies in Figs. 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 with the dual unidirectional
bus topology shown in Fig. 1.4. In the dual bus topology there are only two con-
necting points per station per bus and expansion is easily done at botn ends.
The Z topology in Fig. 1.1 has the disadvantage of requiring three connecting
points per station on the sane bus. This further limits the maximum number of
stations that can be supported. Bus folding restricts practical implementations,
and future expansion requires cUting the cable. The C topology in Figs. 1.2 and
1.3 has the same disadvantage of three connecting points per station as the Z
topology. Expansion is also difficult because of bus folding. From the above, we
_ realize that the dual bus topology suffers only half the insertion loss per station
per bus, and offers easy expansion. Therefore, our research has concentrated on
developing protocols for the high speed dual unidirectional optical bus topology.
1.2.2.1 DESIGN GOAY.S
The goals for our protocol/topology integrated design are : robustness,
efficieucy, fairness, ease of implementation, ease of expandability and guaranteed
delay. These six points define the optimal guidelines for designing the protocols.
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1.2.2.1.1 ROBUSTNESS
Robustness here means reliable operation and automatic recovery follow-
ing station insertions and deletions. Improvements in reliability can be achieved
by avoiding sophisticated hardware requirements (i.e. phase synchronization of
all stations in the net, generation and detection of special packets, etc.). Our
protocols should allow simple and reliable engineering solutions to necessary con-
trol procedures. Insertion and deletion of stations in the network should be
transparently done, and only transitory interference should be observed. In the
ideal protocol, deletion should have no effect on the network performance and
insertions should only cause a small transitory degradation of performance.
Automatic recovery following network failures should be built in the access pro-
tocol. No higher level intervention should be required.
1.2.2.1.2 EFFICIENCY
Efficiency means that the protocol should provide high throughput and
low delay, especially when only a fraction of the stations are actively using the
network. Ideally, when considering any set of active stations in a fixed topology,
performance achieved by this s?t of stations should be independent of the net-
work length.
1.2.2.1.3 FAIRNESS
Fairness implies that active stations should be served in a round robin
fashion if all transmissions have equal priority. The high available bandwidth
and, consequently, the low delays encountered in the network make the need for
11
priority schemes a secondary issue. In the exceptional case, a bridge or a gate-
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way may need instantaneous high priority to insert external traffic and avoid the
need for huge interface buffers.
1.2.2.1.4 EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION
Ease of implementation implies that the protocols should be simple
enough to allow complete hardware implementation. It is inevitable that high
bandwidth will require that zontrol logic be implemented with technology like
GaAs which allows gate delays of the order of picoseconds. Detailed hardware
implementations are not the subject here. However, limitations of reliable detec-
tion and feasibility of implementation must be addressed when mechanisms that
allow special patterns to be generated or detected are described.
1.2.2.1.5 EASE OF EXPANSION
Ease of expansion depends more on network topology and less on the pro-
tocol itself, if the above issues are resolved. As seen, the dual bus topology
satisfies this requirement.
1.2.2.1.5 GUARANTEED DELAY
Guaranteed delay is of con ^er:, because the local network must be
prepared to carry different rinds of traffic such as: low throughput-high delay
traffic (i.e., interactive), low throughput-low delay traffic (i.e., OS to OS calls,
real time control), high throughput-high delay (i.e., file transfer), low
throughput-bounded delay (i.e., voice), high throughput-bounded delay (i.e.,
video), and others. It is important to be able to allocate bandwidth to stations
12
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with different traffic requirements in such a way that those requiremcnts are
satisfied and fairness and performance are maintained. If the access protocol
offers a bounded delay, the maximum number of sessions allocated to each kind
of traffic is easily evaluated and higher protocols in charge of How control and
bandwidth alle-ation are greatly simplified.
1.2.2.2 PERFORMANCE MEASURES
In this section we introduce the performance measures and basic assump-
tions used in evaluating the new protocols proposed in this dissertation. The
measures are also essential for comparison with other existing unidirectional
schemes and are the following:
(1) Queueing delay, defined as the total time spent in queue.
(2) Average insertion delay ID, dean,-d as the interval between the time when
the packet moves to the he-id of the trausmitting queue and the time
when successful transmission begins. Note that insertion delay is
equivalent to queueing delay when there is only one buffer p-r station.
Insertion delay is evaluated as a function of the number of active stations
and the offered load. The average is over all stations and over time. IDL
and IDH designate ID at light and heavy load, respectively.
(3) Maximum insertion delay MID, over all stations and over time. MID is a
function of the number of stations and the offered load.
(4) Heavy load bus utilization S(i), defined as the net Sus utilization when i
stations are active and have infinite backlog.
is
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FThe above measures, albeit simple, provide useful criteria to determine
whether or mot a bus protocol is suitable for a given application. r'-r example,
interactive and real time applications are particularly sensitive t) average and
maximum insertion delays. Batch data transfer is most affected by bus
throughput efficiency. Queueing delay is used in the simulation results and
approximate analysis in Chapters 6 and 7.
Several assumptions are made to render the models tractable. In the
sequel we introduce some assumptions which apply to all models used in our
study, along with some general definitions.
(a) Performance is evaluated at steady state:. Transient conditions are not
investigated.
(b) Whenever i stations are selected among N, we assume that all stations are
equally likely. A subszript to a performance symbol indicates the index of
the station where the performance is evaluated.
(c) Information is transmitted in packets. A packet has a data field and a
preamble. The data field includes headers (sender and destination
addresses, data field leorth, etc), CRC fields and higher level information.
We are not concerned with internal overhead in a data packet, so the
preamble is the only overhead considered. In all analytical derivations
data and preamble transmission times are assumed constant and equal to
Tr and Tp. respectively. Thus, total transmission time T = Tr + Tp.
(d) A token is a special sequence of bits or a well defined burst of carrier with
transmission time equal to Tt.
14
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(e) The propagation delay between stations S; and Si is assumed to be the
same in both busses, and is indicated by r;i. r is the end-to-end propaga-
tion delay. Our analysis is restricted to the case of equally spaced sta-
tions. Hence a = r;;+ r — r/(N-1) and r;J = a(i-j) for i> j, where N is
the total number of stations.
(f) Consider the time instants:
- EOC(b) as the time when END OF CARRIER occurs in the bus.
- EOC(e) as the time when END OF CARRIER is sensed at the station.
- SOT( b) as the time when a transmission starts in the bus.
i - SOT(s) as the time when a transmission  is initialed at the station.
I
(g) If a station has a packet to transmit, the interval of time between the
occurrence of EOC(e) and SO71e) is assumed negligible. Thus,
EO CIS) -SO T( o) -- U.
(b) d is the reaction time of a station. To simplify the analytic expressions
and without loss of generality we assume d/2 = F,OC(e) -EOC(b) =
SOT(b) -SOT(a). Thus. the reaction time for a station, defined as the
e l apsed time between the EIND OF CARRIER in the bus and the start of
the station transmission in the same bus, is equal to
SO:'(b) -EOC(b) = d. Similarly, there is a d second delay between, sens-
ing carrier from an upstream station and the interruption of an ongoing
transmission. We assume stations have equal reaction time d.
(i) The initial d seconds of the preamble may be corrupted by collisions. In
fact, if a pa,-'.-et collides with p other downstream transmissions, the first
K bits of its preamble ( where K=dC, and C = transmission rate
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(bits/s) ) correspond to the superimposition of p+1 transmissions. The
preamble, therefore, should be large enough so that clock synchronization
can be acquired despite initial garbage.
1.3 EXISTING PROTOCOL/TO?OLOGIES FOR UNIDIREC-
TIONAL BUSSES
1.3.1 SINGLE BUS TOPOLOGIES
1.3.1.1 Z TOPOLOGY
Fig. 1.1 - Express-Net.
A vocal network called Express-Net was proposed in [Frat8l]. The topol-
ogy is a single unidirectional bus connecting the stations as °howu in Fig. 1.1
Tap S is able to sense incoming upstream transmissions. Tap T performs the
transmission function and u able to abort ongoing transmission if tap S senses
any incoming line activity. Tap R is the receiver. Tap R 19 able to receive a
packet and detect end-of-train (EOT). A train is a succession of consecutive
transmissions.  In normal conditions the protocol works as follows.
Station 1 starts a train of messages by transmitting a locomotive (burst of
energy) each time it senses EOT at tap R. If station 1 hm a packet to transmit,
it appends the packet tc the locomotive. The other stations sense EOT at tap S
16
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and append their own ready packet. A station can only transmit one packet per
train.
1.3.1.2 C TOPOLOGY
1.3.1.2.1 C- Net
Inbound	 _--
TNI	 N-1	 N-	 .	 1
T 1
 S	 T	 S	 T	 S	 T	 S
outbound	 .---
Fig. 1.2 - C-net.
Gnet was proposed in [Mm-s81]. A station with a packet ready for
transmission senses the outbound channel. If no activity is detected it starts
transmission. If during transmission a packet transmitted by an upstream sta-
tion is sensed, the station aborts its own transmission and waits for EOT at tap
S t,) append its !)acket to the current train of messages. After a station has suc-
ces ,Jully transmitted a packet, a new packet can only be transmitted after the
staticx: hears its own packet at tap R aLd the end of train to which it a packet
belongs is also detected at tap R.
U-net was proposed in (Tsen821. There i- a locomotive generator whose
function is to maintain a locomotive circulating through the network to allow
stations to synchronize their transmissions. The locomotive can be a burst of
carrier. A station lenses the locomotive at tap S and, at the end of the train, it
appends its own packet, V one is ready. The locomotive generator generates a
new locomotive as soon as it detects EOT at its tap R. A station can only
17
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Fig. 1.3 - D-Npt.
transmit one packet per train.
The locomotive generator is a single-point failurt. Expansion to the left
requires physically moving the locomotive generator.
1.3.1.3 DU.kL BUS TOPOLOGY
_	 0 ♦ n I A...
L-LU-R DUN ----W
Fig. 1.4 - Dual Unid irectional Bus Topology.
In this topology protocols have the option to implement unidirectional or
bidirectional transmissions. Unidirectional transmission allows increasci in net-
work throughput because stations only use bandwidth in the desired direction.
However, knowledge of the desired direction implies that a session set-up phase
must be performed to discover the physics; location of the destination.
Although bidirectionality wastem some useful bandwidth, it avoids the set-up
phase and allows direct addressing by name. Addressing by name allows sta-
tions to send data to processes without knowing their physical location on the
bus. Processes can be moved about in the network without the knowledge of
18
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otbez processes. Addressing by name can be achieved by using a word associa-
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tive buffer in each bus interface to hold the names of the processes resident in
the attached computers. Session connections can be established in hardware
without intervention from higher level protocols.
1.3.1.3.1 DCR
A recent protocol proposal for the dual bus topology, DCR-Net (Taka83),
employs a deterministic resolution scheme on top of CShiA-CD to resolve colli-
sions in a finite time. The normal mode of operation is random access CS?kL-k-
CD. Once a collision occurs, it is resolved using an implicit token passing
scheme. This	 protocol,	 however,	 is not suitable to very	 high speed busses
because it requires transmission times larger than the round trip delay. Buzz-
Net, to be introduced in Chapter 3, was developed independently during this
research and proposes a similar hybrid mode of operation (random and token
passing). Nevertheless,
	 Buzz-Net	 does not	 impose	 any restriction	 on	 the
minimum packet length and, therefore, it is suitable to the high speed environ-
meat.
1.3.1.3.2 Feanet
To date, Fasnet (Limb82) was the only local network proposed for the
high speed dual bus topology, excepting the current research. Fasnet uses slot-
ted busses and two independent implicit tokens for access control. A token
' ideniifies the beginning of a cycle in a bus and is recognized as a bit set in the
slot header. Stations are synchronized at the bit level, and end stations are
responsible for generating tokens and empty slots on the busses. Slots carry an
I
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empty/busy bit and a token return bit in their headers. A station with a ready
packet acquires the first empty slot following the detection of a token. Busy
slots form-a train on the bus, and an end station, upon detecting the end-of-
train (EOT), sets the return bit on the first slot generated on the other bus.
The return bit propagates to the other end station which then regenerates the
token on the first bus. This schema works independently for each bus, and a
station can ou,y transmit one packet per cycle per bus.
Other variations of this design have also been proposed in [Limb82] , but
all assume fixed size slots and same synchronization scheme. We believe that
the requirement of modifying control bits "on the By' inside synchronous slots
may be a serious limitation to the use of Fasnet at gigabit rate.
1.4 DISSERTATION OUTLINE
Our research focuses c ti the development and performance evaluation of
protocols for the high speed dual unidirectional bus topoiogy. As seen in the
previous section, from the two existing protocols for the dual bus topology only
Fasnet is suitable to high data rates. Fasnet, however, is intended for networks
of reduced length and small packets of fixed size [Lirnb82). We consider this
environment very restrictive to the development of applications intended to take
full advantage of the high bandwidth available. One objective of this disserta-
tion is to produce protoccls able to adapt to a variety of traffic and network
conditions.
For our protocols we assume that transmissions are asynchronous and
packet size is variable. Analytical expressions for insertion delay and utilization
are derived. Results for intermediate load are obtained by discrete event
20
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it simulation.
In Chapter 2 we describe and analyze two token-based protocols: U-Net
and TDT-Net. U-Net circulates a token between end stations. To improve reli-
ability a dynamic end station election mechanism is incorporated to the protocol,
providing automatic recovery in case of end station failure. Transmissions are
bidirectional and stations transmit synchronized by the token. Many imp lemen-
tations for the token are suggested. Because stations have finite reaction time,
packets may be corrupted in the beginning and a preamble is required in each
packet. TDT-Net uses the infra-structure of U-Net but transmissions are corf--
uption free because stations are synchronized by minislots. We show that the
minislot can be as small as the maximum reaction time among the stations. We
show that these protocols achieve optimal performance for equally loaded traffic.
In Chapter 3 we discuss Buzz-Net which uses a hybrid random/token
scheme to achieve utilization near 1 for a single transmitting station while per-
forming optimally at light load. Buzz-Nat utilizations are lower than those for
U-Net or TDT-Net under e( ally loaded traffic. Transmissions are also bidirec-
tional and a special buzz pattern is needed to control the channel.
In Chapter 4 we describe a pure random scheme called Rato. Rato uses a
simple time-out delay to control the channel and transmissions are unidirec-
tional. Because the control is so simple, hardware requirements for Rato imple-
mentation are minimum. Utilization has an asymptotic value of 0.50 and i
independent of network span. Delay, however, is a function of the number of
stations and the maximum packet transmission time.
I.
The Token-Less family is introduced in Chapter 5. The beauty of these
}!
	
protocols is the simple channel control based solely on activity detection. There
is no need for special patterns or packets. Four versions of different complexities
i
are proposed: TLP-1,2,3 and 4. In particular, TL.P-3 is shown to perform identi-
cally to U-Net. Best adaptive performances are obtained with TLP-4. TLP -4
employs a dynamic end station selection whi^h permits adaptability to mul-
tipacket and unbalanced traffic. The protocol also behaves as a random scheme
at light load. TLP-4 provides the best overall performance of all protocols and
i	 comes very close to optimal.
Chapter 6 is dedicated to a comprehensive comparative analysis among all
proposed and existing protocols. Analytical expressions are used in utilization
and insertion delay comparison at light and heavy load. Simulation provide
results for intermediate'.oad, and unbalanced and multipacket traffic.
An analytical approximation to the queueing delay in oscillating polling
under chaining is obtained in Chapter 7. Oscillating polling models protocols
,ucb as TLP-3 and U-Met. Our analysis is restricted to the case of equally
loaded and single packet traffic. Simulation results show that the approximation
is very good when a = VT > 5. No previous results were available for oscillat-
ing polling under chaining.
To finalize our investigation of high speed LANs, we address the problem
of building systems with large number of stations in Chapter S. We propose
solutions that include maximization of the number of optical couplers in the
dual bus topology, use of hybrid passive star/bus topologies, and use of bridges
and gateways. Part of this research is original.
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CHAPTER2
TOKEN PROTOCOLS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we propose and analyze two asynchronous token based
protocols. The first protocol, U-Net, uses a new concept of bidirectional
transmission coupled with bidirectional token synchronization on the dual uni-
directional bus architecture. In U-Net collisions are nonexistent because stations
transmit only synchronized by token detection. The reliability issue of having
token regeneration attached to physical end stations is eliminated by performing
end station election at initialization ( or after a configuration change: stations
leaving or joining the network.), and by requ iring the end stations to remember
their state and exchange a token.
Our second asynchronous token protocol, TDT-Net (Time Division Token
Network), uses the same token regeneration and end station election procedures
of [:-Net. The difference resides in the way a station appends its packet. After
a '-)ken detection stations wait for a corresponding synchronizing slot before
transmitting. TDT-Nat is an extension of the concept of minislots (Klei771 to
dual unidirectional high speed bus architecture. Tlzis protocol has the advan-
tage of avoiding the initial corruption of packets observed in J-Net, eliminating
the need for an extensive packet preamble. Extra overhead, however, is neces-
sary to control the transmissions. The maximum utilizations and delays
23
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observed in TDT-Net. and U-Net are approximately the same.
Of the two protocols that have been proposed for the dual unidirectional
bus architecture, Fasnet 1Limb821 is the only one suitable to high data rates (see
Section 1.3.1.3). Fasnet is a synchronous slotted network with end stations (the
right-most and the left-most stations) responsible for slot generation and cycle
regeneration. The bit synchronization required at each station and the central-
ized control allocated to physical end stations degrade reliability and comprom-
ise robustness ( see discussion  in Chapter 1).
The latter two schemes have an advantage over Fasnet because they are
able to establish a token passing round (after coll;sion) without prior knowledge
of the end stations. End stations are dynamically elected before each token
passing round, clearly improving robustness and ability to withstand station
failure.
Previous token protocols for a single bus [Frat81, Tsen821 used unidirec-
tional token synch ronizatioa. These protocols caa be modelled as a cyclic pol-
ling system. Cyclic polling has been studied by many authors [honh74, Rubi81,
Toba831. Bidirectional token synchronization, however, produces an oscillating
polling unsuitable for exact mathematical analysis when packets are transmitted
one per polling instant [Ulug81]. In Chapter 7 we discuss the difficulties in
analyzing the oscillating polling and present an approximate solution that can be
used in evaluating protocols using bidirectional token synchronization (i.e. TLP-
3, U-Net, TDT-Net, etc.) under equally loaded and single packet traffic.
In this chapter we derive performance expressions for light and heavy
1.	 load. Simulation results are used in Chapter 6 for comparative anal;• s13 in mid-
dle range load.
2.2 U-NET PROTOCOL
U-Net (Unidirectional Network) is a !ocal network designed for dual bus
architecture. Briefly, we recall below some of the features of the dual bus archi-
tecture essential for the implementation of U-Net. Stations are connected to the
busses via passive taps ( see Fig. 1.4), each tap including a receiver and a
transmitter. The receiver detects presence/absence of carrier. When carrier is
present, the receiver attempts to acquire bit synchronization from the preamble.
After acquisition, the receiver copies bus data into private memory. The
transmitter sends a preamble followed by the data packet after it has received
the go-ahead by the access protocol. If the station senses carrier coming from
upstream while transmitting, it aborts its own transmission and tries again fol-
V	 lowing the incoming data.
We assume a reaction delay of d seconds between the time a station
senses end of carrier on the bus and the time it can start transmission on the
same bus. Likewise, there is a d second delay between the sensing of carrier
coming from an upstream station and the interruption of an ongoing transmis-
Sion.
The above functions are common to all UBS interfaces. Actual LBS pro-
tocols differ from each other in the way they use these basic functions to provide
access scheduling and synchronization.
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2.2.1 THE ACCESS PROCEDURE
The-U-Net protocol consists of two procedures. The first procedure,
described in this section, defines access to the bus after the end stations have
been elected and the token mode has been established. The second procedure,
introduced in the next section, defines the election of end stations at network
initialization and/or network configuration change.
The following describes the token mode of operation used in U-Net. The
two end stations are defined as L (left) and R (right). Protocol operation can be
viewed as a sequence of cycles. Each cycle is initiated by one end station, for
example, R station. R sends a special bit pattern, called token, on the R-to-L
bus. This token is followed by a data packet from R (if R has data to send).
Each station continuously monitors both busses for a token. Once the
token is heard on a bus (henceforth referred to as the token bus), the station is
allowed to transmit one packet on both busses. More precisely, immediately
after hearing the token, the station begins transmitting the pmamble on the
token bus. If, after an interval d from the beginning of its transmiss i on, the stn.-
tion does not hear conflict on the bus (conflict may occur if an upstream station
on the token bus is also attempting to transmit), it proceeds transmitting the
preamble on the token bus as well as on the reverse bus (i.e., the bus in the
opposite direction). If conflict is detected (i.e., the station hears another pream-
ble coming in !rom upstream while it is transmitting its own), the station aborts
its transmission on the token bus and does not attempt to transmit on the
reverse bus. The statio p restarts transmission after the oncoming packet has
passed. This procedure is called pro4ing the token bus.
1
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On the token bus, packets are appended to the token in the same way
that cars in a train are appended to a locomotive. Each station has :he chance
to transmit on the train, and can transmit at most one packet. Packets on the
bus are separated by gaps of size d. On the reverse bus, a similar train is
formed. However, packets are not preceded by a token; ra'her they are
separated by larger gaps than the packets on the token bus. The size of the gap
between two packets on the reverse bus is equal to twice the propagation delay
between the two sending stations, plus 2d. Fig. 2.1 shows the space-time
diagram for a possible sequence of packets on the .oken bus and on the reverse
bus. A snapshot of the system is also shown.
Another difference between the token bus and the reverse bus is that on
the token bus the initial d seconds of the preamble may be damaged by
conflicts. In fact, if the trait carries N packets, the first K bits of the preamble
(where K_ = dC, and C = bus speed) in the first packet correspond to the
superimposition of N-1 preambles. The preamble must be large enough to allow
bit sync to to acquired despite initial garbage.
It is important to note that each packet transmission is heard by all sta-
tions exactly once. Assuming the R-to-L bus is the token bus (see Fig. 1.41, the
packet transmitted by station i is received by station 1' +1, 1* +2, ... , and N on
the token bus, and by station i-:, 1' -2, ..., 1 on the reverse bus. The transmis-
sion mode is implicitly a broadcast mode; specific knowledge of the destination
station is unnecessary to properly route the packet.
The cycle terminates when the train terminates (i.e., when all the sta-
tions, including L and R, have had the opportunity to send their packets). The
L station detects the end of the train from the absence of carrier for more that
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2d seconds at the end of a packet (or token). After detecting the end of the
train and (possibly) transmitting its own packet, the L station declares the cycle
closed and starts a new cycle in the reverse direction by injecting a token in the
reverse bus, which becomes the new token bus. I he operation is the same with
the roles of token bus and everse bus interchanged.
Tokens can be implemented as bursts of carrier smaller than the
minimum packet transmission time but large enough to be reliably detected
(> d). A carrier burst is simple to generate, easy to be detected, and cannot be
corrupted by errors on the channel. If the hardware is carefully designed, burst
counting can be reliably implemented and a sequence of n bursts can be recog-
nized. If this sequence represents an r. token, priority traffic can be directly
implemented in the low level access protocol by generating cycles with different
tokens and allowing only the traffic cotresponding to the token type to be
transmitted in the cycle. Because stations always defer to incoming traffic, the
bursts are not destroyed and maintain their integrity along the cable. Tokens
may also be implemented as special packets. This implementation requires more
sophisticated generation and detection, and is prone to eventual errors in the
charnel. Because the token is a packet that may contain generic information,
this implementation leaves margin to future developments.
2.2.2 END S'T'ATION ELECTION PROCEDURE
U-Net is equipped with a dynamic procedure for electing end-stations.
This procedure provides automatic recovery from station failure and from token
loss, without operator intervention. It also permits smooth insertion of new sta-
i	 tions in the system.
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R is defined as the round trip propagation delay on the fiber cable plus
twice the station reaction time. TMAX is the maximum size packet transmission
time. to 6 `the time required by an end station to "turn around" the token (read
it frorr, )ne bus and inject it onto the other bus).
Next, some observations. During normal token made operation there are
short gaps between packets within each train, and larger gaps between trains.
The distance between gaps is < TMAX, by definition. If a continuous data
stream of duration > TMAk is detected, it is interpreted as an anomaly. This
property is exploited in the election procedure. As a second observation, the
maximum duration of a silence gap at a station (the time during which both
busses are sensed idle) during token mode operation is R + to. This worst cage
silence happens when the token is circulating with no packets being appended.
L the train is not empty then the end station may process the token regenera-
tion while packets are being received. Therefore, the token regeneration takes
less than to and tLe silence gap is less than R + to. A larger silence gap denotes
an abnormal situation (e.g , a failure).
The following describe• the end station election procedure. During this
procedure each station moves through the states shown in Fig. 2.2.
During nornial operation each established (as opposed to new entering)
station is found in the token mode state. Operation in this state was described
in Section 2.2.1. From this state a station moves to the buss mode state if it
observes a silence gap > R + to, or senses continuous signal for an interval
> Tom.
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In buss mode a s t ation ii:sues a buzz tone on both busses. As a possible
implementation, this buzz tone could consist of a preamble repeated continu-
ously withr.'.a • gaps. During bras mode a station defers to upstream stations by
aborting its ► • i , J ! tone when a buzz tone arrives from upstream.
After an interval R + TM&V from the time the first station entered buss
mode, all stations are necessarily in buss mode (a similar fact is proven in
Appendix 5.1). At this point, a station can be in one of three possible condi-
tioas:
(1} Deferred on both busses. IL this case, the station is an intermediate sta-
tion (i.e. not an end station.) It moves to she wait for token state. In
this  state, the station remains silent, awaiting for the token.
(2) Still transriitting on one bus (and has deferred on the other because a
busy tone was detected or the bus is busy). 'I he station is an end station
and moves to the end station, selection state, where one of the two end
stations is selected to start the token cycle.
(3) Transmitting on both busses. This implies that there is only one station
on the bus? The station moves to the new station state (to be defined
later).
in end station !selection the newly elected end stations must decide
which has the luwest ID s.nd thus starts first. This decision can be fixed based
on the topology (physical ID), or can be made by the stations based on some log-
ical ID. In a logical decision, each stAtier. replaces the buzz tone with a pattern
consisting of its 1D number repeated over and over. The elected end stations
compare 1D numbers. The high ID IlLmher station moves to wait for token,
M
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the low ID number station moves to the starting end station state, waiting for
the reverse bus to become idle. It then issues a token and moves to token
mode. In -a fixed decision, one of the end stations is selected s priori as the
r
token regenerator (the station still transmitting on the F-to-L bus is the right-
most whe, -as the one still transmitting on the L-to-R bus is the leftmost). Upon
entering end station selection, the selected station assumes it has the lowest
ID number while the other end station behaves as having the highest 1D.
Thereafter, both end stations perform as above.
Upon hearing the token, all other stations rpove from wait for token to
token mode.
A new entering station finds itself initially in the new station state.
From this state, it must detect the token on both busses before moving to
token mode. If a token is heard twice on the same bas, but not on the other
bus, the station is t L e new ec:d station. Thus, the station moves to buzz mode
to trigger a new election. Likewise, the station moves to buzz mode if a silence
gap > R + ;o is detected. This gap may occur at system initialization.
The election procedure may appear somt.i ,bat elaborate, but it is quite
efficient. The whole procedure requires approximately 3R+ Tm kY+to to recover
from failures. Typically, this is in the order of fractions of a millisecond for
channel speeds over 104 Mbps. The procedure is robust to any sort of failure
(the system can even detect and recover from failures occurring during the
recovery procedure). even Mu res occurring during the recovery preced-ire are
detected and recovered from.
Q__ ^
2.3 TDT-NET
In TDT-Net, token regeneration and initialization procedures are per-
formed a_s in U-Net. Similarly, stations synchronize with tokens on both chap- w
eels, and transmissions are bidirectional and of variable length. Stations are
assigned numbers according to their ph ysical location in the network. In this
way, station N-1 knows that it is the second to transmit on the R-to-L bus and
the N-14'h to transmit on the L-to-R bus.
The token synchronizes the start of a transmission round. Each station,
upon detection of end of token. starts its own slot schedule in a completely dis-
tributed fashion. The d, seconds following EOC constitute the first slot. if the
station assigned to that slot ( the end station itself ) does not have a packet to
transmit, the station leaves the slot intact ( silence for d, seconds). All other
stations detect thi , empty slot and realize tha_ no transmission from the slot
owner occurred in that round. If no packets are transmitted, each succeeding d,
silent period is considered a slot and assigned correspondly to succeeding down-
stream stations. An empty round corresponds to a token foilowed by N empty
d, slots.
However if a station has a backlogged packet, the station transmits the
packet starting d, from the beginning of the corresponding synchronizing (or
reservation) slot. In the next section we discuss the setting of parameters d. and
d, and show that in fact de should be set to 0 to improve perfc-mance, if some
i A
extra precaution is takan.
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If a station detects a transmission on a synchronizing slot, the slot
schedule is restarted only after EOC is detected. In this ^vay, each transmission
enables slot resynchronization for every downstream station, allowing a great
safety margin in the design of interface clocks. Furthermore, collisions are
avoided and the preamble has to account only for clock synchronization.
If we observe events on the bus, the first slot logically occurs d seconds
after the end of token. After a transmission, synchronizing slots logically restixt
d seconds after EOC,' occurs on the bus. The gaps of d seconds occur because of
the reaction time of stations.
2.3.1 PAR A-METERS d, AND dt
Network utilization is improved by minimizing the overhear c...,s I by
synchronizing slots d,. In this section we calculate lower bounds for d, and d, to
tolerate deviations in the reaction time of stations and drift of clock frequency.
There is no central control and stations identify slot boundaries indepen-
dently based on the detection of EOC and on measures of its internal clock.
aerefore, each station carries its own view 
of 
the s o^tedA schedule. The net-
work is out-of-svne when a station detects a transmission from another station
in the synchronizing slot (as computed by itself) reserved for a third station.
Improper selection of parameters d, and d, may cause out-of-sync situations
when deviations in clock frequency and delays in logical circuits accumulate
unfavorabiy. However, if the maximum deviations are known, d, and d = can be
set properly to avoid loss of synchronism under the worst case condition.
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EOS,{ j) = i d,i + dj/2 .
equality condition for synchronism we obtain:
> `i-1)(d,i - deg) - d!
 , d, > 0 .
.+7
This inequality gives us a lower bound on d,. The worst case for d, occurs for
i = N-1, j = N and adequate combination of deviations. The lower bound
d«,;,, is given by:
demin = ( N-2)Ad, - dmin , demin => 0.
If the minimum reaction time is greater that the total clock drift, d. can
be set to 0.
The second inequality becomes:
d,i => d,+ d,+(i-1)(d,;-d,j).
Therefore, the lower bound d,. is:
d,min = dmLX + de + ( N-2)Ad, .
Under most conditions, clock fregiiencies are very stable making clock
deviations negligible. Hewever, circuit delays always exist and are necessary in
practical implementations. Therefore, we expect dm;,,, >> NAd,. Consequently,
we consider d. = 0 and d, = dm,=.
: DING PACE. L'I.A,",K NC rIL1:Ell
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2.4 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
2.6 U-NET RESULTS
For U-Net, in addition to the assumptions in Section 1.2.2.2, we further
assume that token- regeneration is hardware implemented and occurs within a
negligible d,-lay after the eud of train is detected. Therefore, an end station
regenerates the token 2d seconds after the EOC of the iast packet in the train is
sensed in its taps. Without loss of generality, we assume that the same delay in
token regeneration occurs when the end station is the last to transmit at the end
of round. This assumption guarantees a minimum 2d interval between the
token and preceding packet on the same bus. We also assume that token and
packet generated by an End station in the same bus are separated by an internal
d. This assumption guarantees token integrity when a burst of carrier is used as
a token implementation.
2.5.1 DELA PERFORMANCE
2.6.1.1 LIGHT LOAD
Before deriving the expressions for IDL, first note the following. Assume
that at light load a packet u generated at some random point in time. Also,
assume that the possible transmission instantis are separated by z and y seconds,
as shown in the !ollowing diagram:
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Fig. 2.3 - Transmi-ssion instants in a cycle.
In a cycle:
E(delay for an arrival in zj = z/2
E(delay for an arrival in y) = y/2
P arrival occuni in z = z/(z+y)
P arrival occurs in yj = y/( z+y)
Hence:
E(delay) =z.^
2 ( z + y)
Consider station i. The idle cycles s ^en by i are as follows:
1 f2d>I	C2d>I	 :2d>I
^--^ Tj+24+2%,	 1	 Tj+2d+2r
	 1,n 
1	 1
Fig. 2.4 - Idle cycles seen by station i in U-Net.
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Consequently:
(2r,, + 2d + Tk )2 + (2r;N + 2d + Tk)'
IDL; =
	 2(2r + 4d + 2 Tk)
Assuming a symmetric topology we have rl ; = (1-? )a and r;N = ( N -0a.
Averaging over all stations we get:
N 2
IDL N 
EIDL'
= 
r+6 3 2+ I 
+rb+ 2,
I-1
where	 b = Tk + 2d can be interpreted as	 the minimilm delay	 in	 inverting
rounds. For the usual case in high speed busses where r >> b we simplify the
above expression to yield:
IDL
=3 
2+ ^11
When N >> 1, IDL is minimum and enual t,- 2ri;i.	 The worst case for
IDL occurs for	 N = 2 where, under the simplifying	 assumptions, we	 get
IDL .=r.
2.6.1.2 HEAVY LOAD
At heavy load active stations transmit twice every cycle. Due to the net-
work topology, the closer a station is to the end stations, the closer the
transmission instants are. Considering t station i (as in the case of light load),
the transmission instants are located in a cycle as follows:
1
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Fig. 2.-S - Transmission instants for U-Net at heavy load.
.Averaging over all packets, IDH; is clearly equal to cycle12. Consequently,
IDH = IDH; and, when i stations are active, IDH(1) is given by:
IDH(i)=r+ Tk + 2d + i(T+d) - T.
IDH(i) is bound and increases linearly with 1. It is also clear that the
maximum insertion delay (MID) is given by IDH(N).
2.b.2 UTILIZATION
Knowing the expression for the cycle at heavy load, the bus utilization
when i stations are active is immediately calculated as follows:
	
2 1 T,	 i T,
S(1)	
cycle	 r+ 2d + Tk + i(T+d)
The maximum utilization S is given by S(1). For the usual case where
r>>2d+ Tk and T>> d weget:
S(1)r+iT,and
41
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N T,	 N T,
S	 7 + NT	 (r + NTH ) + NT,	 (2-2)
As we see, even for small T, we may still have considerable capacity, espe-
cially when NT, >> r + NTp. In that case, the performance of the system
depends upon the percentage of preamble needed :o handle f-ollision and locking
of ',he receiver clock. For T, >> Ta , and assurning a = r/T, we have:
S(N) —	 1
1 + N
	
(2.1)
Equation (2.1) will be used to calculate U-Net maximum utilization in the
comparative ar3lysis in Chapter B.
2.4 TDT-NET RESULTS
For TDT-Net, in addition to the assumptions in Section 1.2.2.2 we
assume that end stations regenerate tokens d seconds after the end of their
transmission or synchronizing slot in the past round. In the new round, the end
station that has originated the token observes a delay d before transmitting a
backlog packet. If we look at the events on the bus, a token is, in the worst
case, surrounded by silence intervals of size d. Consequently, token integrity is
preserved and reliable token detection occurs even when the token is a simple
burst of carrier.
;I
2.6.1 DELAY PERFORMANCE
Similar to U-Net, delay performance in this section is measured in terms
of insertion delay (ID), defined in Session 1.2.2.2. Analytical expressions for ID
at light (IDL) and heavy load (IDt) are derived.
2.6.1.1 LIGHT LOAD
In order to evaluate IDL, the transmission instants for station i at light
load are obtained from the following diagram:
...	 I<d-'2f,,>	 I> I > ...	 1 > ...	 /	 <I+2r	 —	 d> < 	 4	 ... 'I
l i	 1	 1	 i	 N	 N	 l i
1	 1	 1	 1
t,	 tZ	 ti
Fig. 2.6 - Transmission instants for TDT-Net at light load.
We have:
z; = Tt + 2d + (21* -1)d, + 2ri ; ,
q;= Tk+2d+(2N-2i+1)da +2r;N.
Proceeding as in U-net and using A = d, + a and B = 2d+ d, + Tk , we
get:
IDL = .4( I	 + B 'N-t 2N-1 A 2 + ( N-1)AB + t
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\ For very fast logic implementation of the station interfr•.ce, especially
when integrated op:-,.s is used, it is re&,onable to assume r >s (N-1)d,. There-
fore, a >>-d, and A - r. Under the above assumption, we can rewrite IDL as:
2
ILL= 
r+
I J.Z1
 6 3 
2+ 
I	
+rb+ 2
If we compare this expression with the one derived for U-Net we observe
that they are identical if we exchange B for b. The reason is that in the latter
expression we are ignoring the synchronization slots what leads both systems to
very similar performance.
Following the same steps performed for U-Net, when r >> B, we simplify
the above expression to yield:
ML T 2 + 1	 .
s	 N-1
Repeating the observations in U-Net, the worst case for IDL, assuming a
constaut D, occurs for N=2. When N » 1, IDI, is minili-ium and equal to 2r/3.
The worst case for IDL occurs for .N = 2 where, under the simplifying assump-
tions, we get IDL = r.
2.6.1.2 HEAVY LOAD
At heavy load, the transmission instants in TDT-Net are given by the
diagram in Fig. 2.7. From Fig.2.7 we get:
cycle = 2Tk +2(7+  d) + 2N( T, + d) .
Hence,
4k'
\1It
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Fig. 2.7 - Transmission instants at heavy load in TDT-Net.
IDH(,%l = MID = r + Tk + d + N( T, + d) - T, .
Comparing this result with the one obtained for U-NET, we can identif}
a slight improvement on IDH due to the absence of collisions and preamble over-
head.
2.6.2 UTMIZATION
For throughput derivation in TDT-Vet, we consider the following
diagram which describes a train when stations r and j transmit:
TL d ><d,> <d,> ... <d,> <Tr><d><d,> ... <d,> <T ► ><d>
	
1	 i-1	 i	 i+ I 	 ;-1
Fig. 2.8 - Train of transmissions in TDT-Net.
As we see, if a station does not transmit it contributes with a slot of size
d, for the cycle, otherwise it transmits and contributes with Tr+d seconds for
the cycle. Thus:
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2d + Tk + i(T, + d) + (N-i)d,
ion S is given by S(1i). For the usual case where -
r >> d + Tk and T, >> d we get:
i
S( 11 =	
T,	
, and
T + iT, + (N-i)d,
NT,
S	
r + NT,	 (2.2)
X-- we see, even for small T, we may still have considerable capacity, eape-
cially when NT, >> r. in this rase, the capacity approaches 1 as NT, increases.
We observe thrt (2.2) and (2.1) are equal for T = T,.
1
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CHAPTERS
BUZZ-NET
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, we describe and analyze Buzz-nP', a hybrid random
access/virtual token protocol for the dual bus topology. In principle, Buzz-net
behaves as a random access, network at light load.	 If there is an upsurge of
traffic, all stations switch from _random access to controlled access mode. The
synchronizing event for this transition is a special "buzz" pattern emitted on the
bus (hence the name of Buzz-net). In the controlled mode all backlogged sta-
tiont " P:hate iL transmitting one packet. When the controlled cycle is com-
pleted, random access mode i3 resumed.
The main goal in the design of Buzz-net was to develop a local network
that could	 yield high throughput Pff'iciency, provide bounded insertion
	
delay,
operate in fiber optic environment, rua under totally distributed control, survive
to processor failures, and allow automatic station insertions/removals.
Within the family of unidirectional bus architectures we can distinguish
two classes: token (or virtual token) schemes, and random access schemes. In
the first class are Express-net [Frat81], D-net [Tsen82], i asnet [Limb821, and U-
net, described in Chapter 2. All of these token schemes can provide good per-
formance in a local fiber optics network environment. However, each has some
drawbacks. For example, the "folded" topcicgy in Express-net and D-net causes
r
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higher attenuation than the dual bus topology since the signal must traverse
twice as many taps. In D-net the network fails if the token generator(s) fails
Fasnet has-similar problems with failures of end stations. In all schemes a token
latency proportional to the end to end propagation delay is suffered at packet
in_-crtion. This delay translates into throughput degradation if only one station
has data to send and can transmit only one packet per token.
In the random access family the most popular scheme is CSN1A-CD
[Fletc, 61. Although this scheme was initially developed for bidirectional busses,
it can be extended to dual unid ! !ctional bits?es. CSFiA-CD eliminates token
latency and provides high thrc ighput to a single sending station. However, it
shows throughput degradatir a, unbounded delays, and capture problems in
heavy load multistation situations.
Because of the above trade-offs, the "best of ah worlds" appears to be a
hybrid random access/token architecture. One such :architecture, MAP, was
proposed in [Mars81]. That architecture eliminated the latency problem, but did
not resolve the single station throughput problem. Furthermore, the folded
topology still caused an uudesirable extra attenuation in the signal. Recently, a
similar approach to Buzz-net has been proposed but it requires message-- greater
than the end-to-end propagation delay for reliable collision detection [Taka831.
Fleeting thic requirement leads to performance degradation as packet padding
becomes necessary when the tr&nsmission speed increases.
Buzz-net, described below, appears to be a more viable hybrid architee-
tune in that it combines many of the advautages of token and random access
schemes without !, suffering of their limitations.
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3.2 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
Tbe-network can operate in either of two states: random access or con-
trolled access. In the random access mode each station transmits ready packets
on both busses as soon as it senses them free. When a backlog builds up (and,
therefore, interference starts occurring) one or more stations start buzzing the
busses. The buzz causes the mode to switch from random access to controlled
access. In controlled access mode all the backlogged stations are allowed to
transmit one packet each without collisions. After the controlled access cycle
terminates, random access mode is resumed.
The following general assumptions sre made:
(I) Once a station has completed the transmission of a packet on a bus, this
packet will be heard correctly by all downstream stations on that bus.
That is, a station engaged in transmission always defers to an upstream
transmission by abc:ting its packet. The upstream transmission is
allowed to proceed inta,A. The underlying assumption is that the
beginning-of-packet Rag (^_, nnot be replicated within the packet data.
T his way, a new packet can be detected even when this packet is immedi-
ately preceded by another (truncated) packet. Flags can be implemented
as reserved bit patterns (in which case bit stuffing is needed to preserve
data transparency) or as code violations during transmission. This
assumption, although not strictly required for the proper operation of the
Buzz-net protocol, is introduced here to simplify the presentation.
(2)	 The buzz signal is a signal (or event) clearly distinguishable from regular
packet Row. For example, the buzz could consist of a preamble string
eg
d)
i
r
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longer than the standard preamble used for data packets. Other possibil-
ities include the use of short bursts (shorter than the minimum packet
length) or the use of interpacket gap fillers. As we shall see, the protocol
can be defined independently of the buzz implementation: only a few tim-
ing parameters are affected. In Section 3.4 we compare the various buzz
implementations.
3.3 TFE ALGORITHM
Initially, a station starts in the Idle state of the random access mode (see
Fig. 3.1). VN'hen a packet arrives, the station moves to the Backlogged state.
From this state, transmission of the packet is attempted in random access mode
as follows:
(a) If both busses are sensed idle, the station moves to Random Access
Transmission state. In this state, packet transmission immediately
begins on both busses (it is assumed that the sender is unaware of the
relative position of "he destination on the bus).
(b) If one bus is idle and the other is busy, the station moves to Wait for
EOC state, where it waits for EOC (End-of-Carrier) on the busy bus.
(c)	 If both busses are sensed busy or a buzz pattern is sensed, the station
moves to the Bu:s-I state, which is part of the controlled access pro-
cedure.
In Random Access Transmission the station proceeds to transmit on
both busses. If, while transmitting, the station is interfered by au upstream sta-
tion (that is, it hears a BOC, Beginning-of-Carrier, on one of the busses) it
Is
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aborts its transmission and mover to Buzz-I. The upstream transmission  is
allowed to proceed intact. If the transmission is successfully completed, the sta-
tiou moves-to Idle.
In Walt for EOC, when EOC is sensed, the station moves to Random
Access Transmission. If, while in Wait for EOC, the station senses a buzz
pattern or it senses both busses busy, it moves to Buzz-I.
While in the random access mode a station with several packets read y
 for
transmission may attempt to send them all in a single train, cycling between
Backlogged and Random Aceem Transmission states, thus capturing the
channel and locking out the other stations. To avoid cap ture, a minimum inter-
packet gap must be observed between any consecutive packet transmissions.
This minimum gap, on the order of a station reaction time interval (the delay
between detection of EOC on the bus and the issue of BOC by the station),
allows downstream stations in Wait for EOC to detect EOC inside a train and,
upon collision, force the system to controlled access mode, thus breaking cap-
ture.
If the network is lightly loaded, stations tend to remain in the random
access mode, cycling between Idle, Backlogged, and Random Access
Tranamiastcn states. When the ioad builds up and interference occurs, all
backlogged stations move to the controlled access mode of operation through the
Buzz-I (see Fig. 3.1).
In Buzz-I a station transmits the buzz pattern on both busses (deferring,
of course, to upstream transmissions) for R seconds, where R = round trip pro-
pagation delay (2r) plus twice the station reaction tune (2d) plus twice the time
l
to recognize a buzz (2Y). Because of deferrals, a station in the buzz state may
actually buzz the busses only intermittently, or it may not buzz them at all
Alter R seconds, the station moves to Buzz-II state.
At the end of the Buzz-I phase a station either senses a buzz or it senses
silence on the Left-to-Hight bus (see Appendix 1). In the latter case, the station
knows that it is the leftmost backlogged station. As such., the station is respon-
sible for initiating the controlled access cycle described below. It cannot initiate
the cycle, however, until buzzing has ceased also on the Right-to-Left bus. In
Buzz-II the station buzzes only the Left-to-Right bus, deferring as usual to
upstream stations, until it hears no more buzzing on either bus. At this point,
the station moves to Controlled Access Transmisalon. The intermediate
Buzz-II state guarantees that the leftmost (and only the leftmost) station starts
the controlled access cycle when all the Right-to-Left buzzing has ceased.
In Controlled Access Transmission each station is allowed to
transmit its backlogged packet and move to gold state thereafter. Controlled
mode transmission is carried out much the same as in token networks, except
that the Left-to-Right bus must be probed before transmission. A station waits
for the Left-to-Right bus to become free, then	 probes this bus by starting
transmission of the preamble. If the station does not hear upstream interference
within a reaction time interval, it then proceeds to transmit the remaining
preamble also on the Right-to-Left bus, Followed by the data packet. If interfer-
ence is sensed, the station aborts transmission and retries when the Left-to-
Right bus is free again (after EOC is sensed).
f A.
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Clearly, iu the controlled access mode, a "train" of packets is formed from
left to right, and backlogged stations are allowed to append their packets to the
train in &-left to right order. At the conclusion, ail stations are in the Hold
state.
A station remains in Hold until it detects a silence interval of R1 seconds
on both busses, where R1 is equal to 2r + 2d. R1 guarantees that a station
leaves Hold to move to Idle only after the controlled access round has been
completed but before any new transmission can occur. This property is impor-
tant for fairness. If a station were allowed to enter Idle before all backlogged
stations had transmitted their packets, it could attempt to transmit a new
packet in random mode ; causing interference and forcing the network into buzz
mode, thus getting a second chance in the ensuing controlled cycle. The longest
gap between two subsequent packets clearly occurs when the two backlogged
stations engaged in the cycle are at the left and right end of the bus, respec-
tively. First, the left station transmits its packet, then 2r + 2d seconds must
elapse before the station detects (on the R-to-L bus) the packet from the right
end station. 'Therefore, it is impossible for a station to move to Idle before the
cycle is completed.
Small inaccuracies in measuring R1 may permit one station to resuine
random access mode early and keep the other stations in Hold. Although the
stations in Hold eventually time out, this unfair behavior may be undesirable in
practical implementations. To compensate for clock deviations, stations in Idle
should wait At seconds before resuming the random access mode. The At safety
interval should be larger than the maximum deviation in measuring R1 among
all stations. If it is necessary, an additional state may be included between
1
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Hold and Idle to enforce delay At.
A new nutering station may attempt to transmit in random access mode
although the bus is operating in controlled mode. T f a collision occurs, the new
station starts buzzing. To avoid deadlocks we require each station in Con-
trolled Access Transmission to move back to Buzz-I upon hearing a buzz.
However, the new entering station may capture the channel preventing the
remaining stations from leaving the controlled access mode. Time-out To from
Controlled Accesa Transmission and Hold to Idle avoids the lock-up effect.
A more detailed description of the recovery procedures when a new station joins
the network is given in `section 3.5.
3.4 BUZZ SIGNAL IMPLEMENTATIONS
The buzz signal is a signal (or event) clearly distinguishable from regular
packet flow. If the preamble pattern is uniquely distinguishable even when
embedded in other data, then a simple buzz implementation consists of sending
a prolonged preamble ;p attern. The uniqueness of the preamble pattern pre-
cludes its use within the data field of a packet. Tc, maintain data transparency
(and allow transmission of random data) bit stuffing must be used. If the
preamble is a {0,1,0,1,...) sequence N bit long, a 1 must be inserted at the
transmitter after each {0,1,0,1,...) sequence N bit long which occurs in the body
of the packet. The extra 1 is later removed by the receiver.
An alternative buzz implementation which does not require bit stuffing
consists of enforcing a minimum gap AT between any two consecutive packets
on the bus. AT is large enough O'o allow a station in buzz mode to fill the gap
with a burst of (arbitrary) data, which downstream stations can later detect
1
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(i.e., AT must be larger than station reaction time). Furthermore, it is assumed
that there is a maximum packet transmission time < Tmaz. Under these
assumptions a station may buzz the network by filling interpacket gaps, and,
when the bus becomes free, b y sending an uninterrupted arbitrary data pattern
lasting longer than Tmaz. A station recognizes the bus condition whFn it meas-
ures mere than Tmaz seconds between two gaps > AT on any of the busses.
Yet another buzz implementation consists of sending short bursts of
unmodulated carrier where the length of a burst is less than the smallest packet
size, but lirge enough to be safely detected by a station. More precisely, a sta-
tion buzzes the network by sending one (or more, for reliability purposes)
burst(s) on both busses. A station recognizes the buzz condition when it detects
on either bus the presence of a burst shorter than the minimum packet length.
This scheme provides a faster detection of the buzz signal than previous
scheme.
In general any method which permits some form of out-of-band signalling
is a feasible buzzing method. The best method will most likely depend on inter-
face implementation considerations, and may vary from ap plication to applica-
tion.
If the preamble cannot be distinguished when it is embedded in a packet,
the first buzz implementation cannot be used. Furthermore, some minor
changes are required in the basic Buzz-net protocol described in Section 3.3,
since we can no longer assume that a packet transmitted without interference is
successfully received by all downstream stations. After a successful transmission
(either in random access or in controlled access mode) a copy of the packet must
be saved for a round trip time R. If no buzz signal is heard within R seconds,
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the copy is discarded. Otherwisc, it is scheduled fpr retransmission. Duplication
and out of sequencing are possible in this mode of operation, and must be elim-
inated by higher level protocols.
3.5 NEW STATIONS JOINING THE NETWORK
A newly active station may join the network at an'^ time. No extra pre-
cautions are necessary if the new station starts the access algorithm from Idle.
In some cases the joining procec-s occurs transparently. In ether situations,
2ctivity of the new station forces a transient phase which adds delay to the
transmissions in progress. Whatever the case, the new station does not cause
any	 permanent disruption of the	 network	 traffic, and	 the	 access algorithm
automatically absorbs the external interference.
To facilitate our discussion, we name the "present" leftmost colliding sta-
tion L and the newly active station A. The actual identity of L may vary
depending on which event we consider to be the timing event. For example, it is
possible that when A comes alive the present identity of L is station '!, but by
the time A transmission hits L, L may have changed to station j, with j>i.
This change is likely because station i has finished its transmission and moved
to Hold when the transmission from A hits its taps. In ancther situation, if L
ha- not initiated the controlled access cycle, then we are actually considering the
initial leftmost station. In this cage no colliding station has transmitted any suc-
cessful packet.
We define controll-d access mode delcy as the time during controlled
access mode in which the busses are not used for packet transmission.
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To better understand the joining process, we analyze the following possa-
i
ble states which a newly active station may find in the network when it comes
alive:
•	 r
(a)	 The network is operating in random access mode.
In this situation, A is absorbed transparently.
(b)	 The network is operating under controlled access mode and
A detects a buzz signal. A, upon detecting the buzz, moves to Buzz-I.
We identify two subcases:
(b1) A bu:: is detected by L before L atarte the controlled access cycle.
No forced transitions occur due to A buzz. Only a maximum extra
delay of R seconds is added to the controlled access mode delay, in
the worst case (L is station 1 and A is station N).
(b2) A buss collides with transmission by L.
L moves to Buss-I. Stations located between A and L stay in
Buzz-II until the end of the new buzzing phase. Statiors located
on the right of mix (A,L), upon sensing the buzz that follows the
interrupted transmission by L, move back to Busz-U and partici-
pate in the new buzzing phase. The new buzzing phase takes at
most another 2R seconds in the worst case (stations 1 and N parti-
cipating in the new buzzing phase). This delay is added to the
controlled access mode delay. At the completion of the new buzz-
ing phase, the new access controlled cycle resumes the transmission
of interfered stations.
(c)	 The network is operating under controlled access mode and A starts a
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transmission without detecting any buzz signal.
If A collides with some transmission, it moves to Buzz-I and, if A buzz
hits Some station not yet in Hold, we are back to case (b). If all stations
have already moved to Hold, after R seconds A is allowed to transmit
(the transition from Buzz-II to Controlled Access Tra.nsmisslon is
instantaneous) and, at the end of its transmission, A moves to Hold
together with the other stations. Subsequently, the network operates
normall y . The extra R seconds are added to the controlled access mode
delay.
If A appends its transmission to L transmission, then A moves
back to Idle and the other stations may append their packets to the train
at the right moment. It is possible that A may con t inue to transmit in
random mode after reaching Idle. If that occurs, any station which has
previously moved to Bold eventually times out and moves back to Idle.
Nevertheless, if these stations do not have any packets to transmit, A
may continue to lock the remaining stations in controlled access mode.
Time-out To in Controlled Access Transmission prevents this capture
effect. There is, of course, the case of A joining the network and 311 other
stations moving to Bold without any interference with A. If A keeps
transmitting vigorously,time-out from Hold will save the day.
The above cases (a), (b) and (c) cover all possible states that a joining
station can encounter in the network.
The new station joins the active stations gracefully. The t-ctra delay
added to controlled access mode delay is at best 0, betw p-en 0 and 2R in most
cases, and of the order of To in the very unlikely worst cd a situations.
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C, 3.6 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We -use the performance measures defined in Section 1.2.2.2. For this
analysis, we assume that data and preamble transmission times a ►e constant and
equal to T, and T,,, respecti%ely. T = T, + Ty. We aLso assume that stations
have an equal reaction time d and that the buzzing scheme is implemented by
transmitting short bursts (d seconds) of unmodulated carrier. The d burst is the
minimum transmission time that can be reliably detected by the hardware -ee
Section 3.4). Under this buzzing scheme the time to detect a buzz signal is of
the order of d and, for simplicit y , henceforth we assume that R1 = R.
For the event diagrams in this section, we assume the following naming
conventions for the m a in events occurring on the tap of a station:
eoc	 = end-of-carrier detected.
boc	 = beginning-of-carrier detected.
dob	 = detection of buzz at tap.
sob	 = start of buzzing at tap.
eobr = tap stops buzzing on the R-to-L bus.
eobl = tap stops buzzing on the L-to-R bus.
bop	 = beginning-of- packet transmission.
cop	 = end-of-packet transmission.
cd	 = coilision detected at tap.
3.6.1 UTILIZATION AT HEAVY LOAD
Fig. 3.2 portrays the cyclic pattern when all N stations are at heavy load,
assuming that packet transmission time is greater than propagation delay
between adjacent stations (T > 211). This inequality implies that no packets are
successfully transmitted during random mode. Later we will discuss the nuances
of allowing T < 2a. We observe that stations always conflict at the end of a
controlled phase, thus moving back to the buzzing phase. Therefore, the
activity in the network is a succession of cycles where active stations are served
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round robin, lowest numbered stations first. From Fig. 3.2 we see that:
cycle =2R +2 ,r+  N(T+d) + 2a + 2d + at .
For the usual case where T >> d, R >> d, and At is negligible, the utili-
z at lon LS:
N T`►
S(`'^= NT+2F,+2r+^c
For N >> 1, *» Sp, T,» Tp , and assuming ct = 71T, we have:
S(N)	 16a
1 + N
Equation (3.1) will be used to calculate the maximum utilization when we
compare Buzz .-net to other schemes in Chapter 6.
Now we consider T < a. At heavy load, if the righmost active station Li
Sp the only station able to transmit packets during random mode is Sj
 itself. In
fact, if packet transmission times satisfy the following inequality:
kT + (k- 03d < 2 r_ l i + 2d ,
is an integer, then max{k} world be the maximum number of packets
that S, ro 'd transmit random mode. In the formula above, S;_ t is the closest
backlc.e,ty_A station to SP and 3d i9 the interconsecutive packet gap.
This unusual asymmetric behavior gives the rightmost backlogged station
a better throughput than the other stations. As we are interested in caiculating
the throughput over all stations, we disregard the packets transmitted during
1
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random mode by the righmost backlogged station and a lower bound in total
average throughput is achieved.
The worst case situation for utilization occurs when the propagation
delay between the right most colliding station and the immediate precedent col-
Hing station is maximized. When only i stations are active, the worst case is
achieved for W 1,2,...,i-1,N of active stations. For this situation, the evele I5
expressed as:
cycie(0 = 2R + 2r + 2ri _ 1,N + i( T+ d) + 2d +,fit .
For T >> d, R >> d, and At is negligible, we obtain:
cycle(i) = 2R + 2r + 2r;_ i,N + IT.
As ri_1 N = (N- i+1)a, we get, under the fair assumption,:
i T,
S( ^ )	 iT + 2R + 2r+ 2(N-i+1)a' i>1
The worst case for S(i) occurs for i=2. If only one station is active, that
is i — 1, the station can transmit in random access mode since no collision
occurs. Thus we have:
3.6.2 INSERTION DELAY
At light load a station can transmit immediately with negligible probabil-
ity of collision. Therefore, average insertion delay tends to zero as the offered
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load goes to zero. At heavy load average insertion delay is closely related to util-
ization S. Naively, if i is the number of active stations:
IDH(o) — i TI S(ij - T
For intermediate load values, the average insertion delay cannot be
evaluated analytically since the lengths of random access and controlled access
cycles are random variables very difficult to characterize. Simulation was used
to obtain intermediate load values.
Fig. 3.3 shows simulation results for a network with 15 stations and three
different combinations of packet transmission time and round-trip propagation
delay. The traffic was uniform (equally distributed among all stations) and Pois-
son (exponential interarrival time), with single packet messages of fixed size.
The preamble transmission time was set to 100 ns. Buzz detection time was
null. Since our interests were concentrated in measurink the insertion delay, sin-
gle buffer stations were used in the simulation. The use of a single buffer
avoided excessively increasing the simulation time excessively for high utihza-
tions.
95% confidence intervals were collected and shown if they were over 5 -c
of potted mean point values.
3.6.3 MAXIMUM INSERTION DELAY
If i stations are active and at heavy load, the maximum insertion delay is:
MID(i) — cycle(s) - T , at heavy load.
^I
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In Appendix 3.2 we show that Under condit;ons of intermediate load and
very unlikely events, AM) can reach the approximate maximum value of
12r + (2N =2) T + 5^p.
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APPENDIX 3.1
R GUARANTEES PROPER OPERATION FOR BUZZ-NTET
Fact: R seconds after entering the Buzz mode, a station either detects a buzz
on the lrto-R bus, or it senses the L-to-R bus idle, in which case the sta-
tion knows it is the leftmost backlogged station. Furthermure, the other
stations are in Hold or Bnss mode.
Proof in this proof we assume that the time required to recognize a buzz pat-
tern	 is gyp.	 Assume that station S. enters the Bnss-I state at time 0.
Soon after Si enters this state, a buzz pattern will propagate on the R-
to-L bus from Si to the left end of the bus.
First we prove that at most the buzz will reach the left end station
2r;.N. + 2r;, sec after S; enters the Buzz. This worst case occurs as follows.
A station at the right end of the bus is engaged in the transmission of a
long packet (or a long sequence of packets). Thus, S, must defer to the
ongoing transmission and cannot inject the buzz on the R-to,-L bus.
However, if Si enters the Bcss-I at time a, then by time r;v, the right
end station either senses the buzz from S; or senses the transmission
which prevented S; from buzzing. In either case, if the right end station
is still tran--mitting, it reacts to the collision d seconds later. At this
point, according to our protocol, the right end station interrupts its
transmi.sion and emits the buzz pattern, which will reach the left end of
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the R-to-L bus by time 27;N + r; t + d.
If the right end station is in Idle when the transmission arrives,
then it will be prevented from starting any transmission (aad will eveniu- -
ally be forced to move to Hold) because any possible idle period on the
Lrto-R bus will be filled with buzz from S;. Therefore, by time 2r;N, S;
senses the R-to-L bus idle and it starts buzzing that bus d seconds later.
The buzz signal reaches the end of the bus after r; l seconds, by time
21-;N + r; t + d. Any upstream transmission hitting S; on the R-to-L bus
after it starts buzzing is necessarily a buzz signal. We have thus proved
that the buzz reaches the left end statiou within r + T N + d and all sta-
tions on the right of S; are in Hold or Buzz-I.
p^ seconds after the buzz pattern has reached the left end of the
bus, the stations at the left of S; can be either in Hold or in Buzz-I.
Consider the leftmost of the stations in Buzz-I. This station tias entered
the Bazz-I at the latest at time r + r;N + d + jo. In any case, a buzz
pattern from thi, station is present at S; from the left at time
2r + 2d + fp. The extra d accounts for the reaction time of S t . If no
buzz is heard by station i by 2± + 2d + 2,p, then the set of stations in
Bass-[ at the left of i is empty. Thus, S; is the leftmost station with a
non-zero backlog (i.e, in Buzz-1 state). Because the buzzing parameter R
is defined to be greater than or equal to 2r + 2d + 2 5p, the protocol
works properly.
Q.E.D. M
5f,
M.
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APPENDIX 3.2
WORST CASE INSERTION DELAY FOR BUZZ-NY."
A long insertion delay in Buzz-net eventually occurs because a packet
arriving during Hold must wait for the current contro2ed mode to terminate
before its transmission can start. A tentative transmission of the backlogged
packet occurs when the station enters Idle. However, as shown in Appendix 1,
all stations at the end of the controlled phase move synchrojously to Idle. If
more than one station has a backlog, the tentative transmission may be cor-
rupted by a collision, and a new controlled mode will add overhead to the inser-
tion delay. The backlog packet is only successfully transmitted at the end of
the new controlled phase.
The worst case for Maximum Insertion Delay (SID) is determined by the
tupology, which station starts buzzing first, and on the relationship between r
and T. We consider ^p to be the time needed to detect the buzz and T mi „ to be
the minimum packet transmission time. Other parameters have been introduced
previously in the chapter. The evolution of events in the network is described in
a sequential time table for concise and ease description.
The station under obscrvation is called the tagged station. Two worst
case situations are considered:
(I)	 The tagged station is in a group physically very closely located to Sr.
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The tagged packet arrives at time to and finds the tagged station in Hold
because of a buzz originated in the group at to-So-d- We assume the
group buzzing is originally the first and only one in the net. The follow-
ing sequence of events occur:
el.	 Sly detects the buzz at to+r.
e2. S, stops buzzing (assuming S, did not originate the initial buzz) at
"o+R.
e3. End of SN buzzing i3 detected by S 1 at to+R+2r+d.
e4. All stations except the tagged station are participating in this con-
trolled phase (they have collided at the beginning of the random
phase) and they transmit. SN ends transmission at
to+R +3r+(N-1) T+(N-1)d.
e5. Group senses R-to-L 'bus idle at to +R+4r+(N-1) T+Nd.
eft.	 Both	 busses	 sensed	 idle	 for	 R1	 by	 group	 at
t v&;f = to+R+R1+4r+(N-1)T+Nd.
At this point the net has returned to random mode. The tagged
station tries to transmit its packet. If T > 2r+d-Tn, io the following
sequence of events may occur:
e7. The packet propagates and reaches SN St twui+r+d.
e8.	 The	 worst case	 occurs	 when SN had	 finished a	 TQ,i.
transmission d seconds earlier, not colliding with incoming
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packet.	 ON packet, however, hits S, while it is still
transmitting and	 colli4ion
	
is detected
	 by	 S,	 at
t wait +2r+d-TMin.
eg .	 S, starts buzzing and buzz is detected by SN at
tv41'9 +3r+^p+2d-Tmi..
e1O.	 SN starts buzzing and R-to-L bus is sensed idle by S, at
trait +R +4r ^ cp +3d -Tmin.
ell. Now, if the tagged station is the right most in the group of
N-1 stations, it could be forced to wait for N-2 transtnis-
sions. Thus, the tagged station would only be allowed to
transmit at trait -`•-R+4r+(N-2)T+(N+1)d+i;^-T urin•
If T < 27+d - Tmi. the following sequence of events may occur:
ei .	 Collision occurs at tagged station at the end of transmission
3t bait+ T.
e8. Buzz is detected by SN at t wait +r+ T+yo+ d.
e9. R - to- L bus is detected idle by S i at 1o.;t+R+2r+ T+^;+2d.
e10. As before, the worst case occurs with the tagged station
having to wait (N-2) ( T+ d) before appending its packet at
?wait +R +2r+ (N-1) T+Nd+Sp.
Combining the previous two cases we get:
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MID =2F+R1 +6r +(2N-3)T+ 2Nd +^o+ min (T,2r+d-T.M)
= 12r + (2,'V-3) T + (2N+6)d + 5^O + min (T,2r+d-T.j.) .
(1)
For the usual case where r > T >> d, and Tmj, <<2r, we obtain:
MID = 12r + (2N-2) T + Sp .
(2)
{ I) SN is the tagged station, and we assume that SN-1 is closely located to SN.
The tagged packet arrives at time to and finds the tagged station in Eold
because of a buzz originated by SN
-1 at to-<p-d. We assume SN_ 1 buzzing
is originally the first and only one in the net. The following sequence of
events may occur:
PI.
	 S 1 detects the SN-1 buzz at to+r.
e2. Sh•_1 stops buzzing at t(,+R-=--d.
e3. End of SN-1 buzzing  Li s detected by S 1 at to+R+r-<p.
e4. S 1 stops buzzing and starts transmitting at to+R+r.
e5. All stations except the tagged station are participating in this con-
trolled phase they ha ,. a collided at the beginning of the random,
phase) and they append transmissions to S i packet. SN starts
counting silence at to+R+2r+(N-1)T+(N-1)d.
e6	 SN	 srnsers	 both	 busses	 idle	 for	 R1	 at
tweit =: to+R+R1r2r+(N-1)T+(N-1)d.
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At this point the net has returned to random mode. The tagged
station tries to transmit its packet. If T > 2r+d-T ei11
 the following
sequence of events may occur:
e7. Th y packet propagates and reaches S t at t,,.; t +r+d.
e8. The worst case occurs when S t had finished a Tmin
transmission d seconds earlier, not colliding with incoming
packet. St packet, however, hits SN while it is still
transmitting and collision is detected by SN at
1
.4it +2r+ d-Tmin.
e6.
	
	
Sy starts buzzing and buzz is detected by S i at
is„t +3r+io +2d- Tmin.
elo.	 R-to-L bus is sensed idle by S t at t., ,+R+3r+2d -Tmu,.
ell.	 St stops buzzing at t.,1t+R+3r+y^+2d
-T1in*
e12.	 S .,j appends its packet to the train formed b} transmissiop_s
from	 stations	 1	 to	 N-1	 at
t_,,;t+R+4r+(N- 1) T+(N+1)d +ic -Tmin
If T < 2r+d Tmin the following sequence of events may
occur:
el	 Collision occurs at the tagged station at the end of
transmission at tw.;t+ T.
e8.	 Buzz is detected by St at t„^;,+r+T+^o +d.
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e9. R-to-L bus 19 detected idle by S, at t.,it+R+r+T+d.
e10. S,	 stops	 buzzing	 and	 starts	 transmitting	 at
fW4tI+R+r+T +sp +d.
ell. SN appends its packet to the train formed by transmissions
from stations 1 to N-1 at t,,,;,+R+2r+NT+Nd+yo.
Combining the previous two cases we get:
AHD = 2R +R1 + 4r + (2N-2) T + (2N-1)d + ^p + min ( T,2r+d-Tm,n)
= 107 + (2N-2)T + (2N+5)d + 5p + min ( T,2r+ d- Tmir)
(3)
For the usual case where r > T >> d, and Tm ; o «2r, we obtain:
AfLD= lOr+(2N-1)T+5cp.
(4)
Comparing the results of (I) and (11), we observe that (2) is likely to be
&ieatef than (4) because usually T < r for the high transmission speeds with
which we are dealing. However, the worst case observed in (I) only occurs when
a' stations but one are grouped together, which is highly improbable. Moreover,
the sequence of required events for those two cases hm a very low probability of
occurrence, so th- 1D will be much lower than MID on the average.
tl
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CHAPTER 
RANDOM ACCESS WITH T.L\TrOUT CONTROL
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we describe RATO, a random access protocol with time-
out control RATO is a very simple scheme that uses the minimum hardware
necessary for a protocol implementation in the dual bus topology. The only con-
trol requirements are the sensing of activity in the bus, and a fixed time delay
between consecutive transmissions from the same station. Because RATO :s so
simple, it is obviously limited in performance and, as we will see later, dependent
on network parameters. However, RATO will be -ery usefu.' when we perform
comparative analysis in the ne y t chapter. We will observe that at times a simple
scheme can outperform more sophisticated  protocols.
4.2 THE FRo,roCOL
In contrast to previous schemes, RATO transmissions are Coj)'L ed
separately in each direction. It bidirectionality is required, a packet can be
queued for independent transmission in oppc-3ite directions. However, when a
e:3sioa is established between processes residing in different stations, the
processes may be able to determine their location relative to each other during
ttte set-up phase, and consequ_ntly, etat,ons may attempt to transmit only in a
slugle direction.
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Performance measures and assumptions are the same m in Section 1.2.2.2.
We further assume that the receiver is able to dctect a packet when the packet
ii immediately preceded by some truncated tra.u,5mission.
When a station has s packet to t-ansmit, it performs the foliowiLg S4eDS:
(1) The station senses the bus. If the Gus is busy it defers until the bus is
idle.
(2) TLe station starts transmitting t1tie packet. If a co1sion with an
upstream transmission occurs, the current transmission is aborted and the
station repeats step 1. Otherwise, step 3 is performed next. Observe that
the incoming trausinission gets only corrupted in its first d seconds, where
d is the station reaction delay. The packet preamble guarantees data
integrity and allows reliable packet reception at downstream stations.
(3) The station observes a ti--a-out of To seconds before it considers a new
packet for traLSmissian. If the transmission queue is empty after the
elapsed To seconds, the st}ition goes idle until a new packet arrives. Ther-
the station performs step 1 again.
From the above description we can se,- that all the needed steps can be
easily implemented under complete hardware control.
4,2.1 MINIMUM VALUE ;0 FOR FAIaNESS
Time-out Tc is critical to provide fair access to all stations in both direc-
tions.	 We determine To such that all stations have a chance for a successful
transmission in a finite Mime.
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Consider the L to-R bus. Due to transmission deferral, downstream sta-
tions are preempted by upstream transmissions. Therefore, the worst case con-
ditioo for the insertion of a packet occurs for the station next to the most down-
stream station (the most downstream station only transmits on the R-to-L bus).
Let us investigate the worst case for station N-1 trying to transmit to station N.
Assume that station N-1 detects the bus idle and starts transmitting. After
T-c, where t is very small, the transmissioc is almost completed but a collision
with a transmission from station 1 occurs. Station N-1 defers and attempts
again when the bus is idle (wituin d seconds of reaction delay). When the
transmission is almost com>leted a collision from station 2 now occurs. Colli-
sions from other statio-ns follow this pattern until station N-1 finally succeeds
after transmission from station N-2. The sequence of events as seen by an
observer on the bus is depicted in Fig. 4.1, where a worst case collision is
represented by < T -E >, < i > is a sr.ccessfui transmission of duration T by
eT- c>,< r >< d ><T- c>< t >< , ><...> < N•f X d >< N-1 >I
I	 o	 I
a
i
N-1 etahou	 N-1 atatiox
	
atvrmtt@ tramomiseiow	 rucceedo
Fig. 4.1 - Worst Case Insertion Delay for R TO.
station i, and < d > is a station reaction delay.
From the figure we get:
I
Y =(A;- 2)T +(N- 2)Te,N >2
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To provide a finite insertion  delay to station N-1 we must guarantee that
the next trausmission by station 1 (also applicable to other stations) does not
occur before To seconds where 7'0 is given by:
To > limn ( Y - T) .
—o
Hence,
To> (2N - 5) T + (N - 2)d, N > 2.
For N >> 1 and T >> d we have To > 2NT.
It is clear that all the other stations, not only station 1. must also be sub-
jected to the same constraint.
4.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
easing t5e performance measures and assumptions defined in Section 4.4.3,
we next proceed to the evaluation of RATO performance. We sssume
To = (2N - 5) T + (N - 2) d.
4.3.1 UTILIZATION
At heavy load, time-out To forces transmissions to be clustered together
in rounrls starting every To + T seconds. A round is t'epicted in Fig. 4.2.
From 4.2 the bus utilization when i stations are active is:
_ i T, _ i	 T,
SO)
	 To + T	 N-2 2 T+ d' 
for i< N-1.
	
4.1
1
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Fig. 4.2 - 1 7 eavy Load Round in Rato.
Channel capacity or maximum utilization S is given by SIN-1). The
maximum utilization is independent of r (the end-to-end delay ) and approaches
.50 As T, >> Tp and N >> 1. Thi° relationship implies that packet lengths
must be large to provide a good throughput, especially since the preamble must
iLcrease with transmission speed. Independence from r makes it possible to
cover large dLtances and still maintain accepta: 	 throughput.
4.3.8 DELAY PERFORMANCE
Delay performance is measured in terms of the insertion delay (ID). At
light load the bus is usually idle and very few collisions take place. With light
traffic the insert ion delay is negligible if packet interarrivai time is greater than
To. In case of multipacket messages, the ID for the first packet is 0 and is To
for the other packets of the same message.
At heavy load, the insertion delay (IDI) always Equals To. However, the
worst case for ID (MID) occurs at intermediate load when station N-1 (assuming
left to right transmissions) tries to transmit after a To second wait and finds the
bus idle. When the transmission is almost completed, a collision occurs with a
transmission from station 1. Then station N-1 attempts again and suffers a colli-
sion station 2. Collisions with the other stations !ollow this pattern until station
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N-1 finally succeeds after the transmission from station N--2. The above pat-
tern was also s.ctually assumed as the worst case in calculating To. Therefore,
from Fig. 4.1 and remembering that station N-1 has already waited To at the
beginning of the events, AMID = 2 To + T. For N >> 1 and T >> d we find
MID = 4NT. This worst case result is approximately twice the value of IDH.
Of course, the events leading to the worst case are very unlikely, and MID
should neither affect the average delay nor the delay distribution.
4.4 CONCLUSION
A very simple random access protocol with time-out control (RATO) was
described. The protocol uses time-out To as its only control and relies on defer-
ral to upstream transmissions. Due to its simplicity, R—ATO i:^.:plementation cost
should be the lowest among all protocols.
A power bound on tLe value of To to guarantee fair access and bounded
delays was given. A major drawback is the dependency of To on the product
NT. If To is set to its minimum acceptable value, then a new station insertion
should be followed by a correspondent increase in To. In case of station dele-
tion, To should be decreased, to avoid wasted bandwidth and unnecessary delay.
Expressions for utilization and delay at light and heavy load are obtained.
In the next chapter RATO Is compared with the performance of the other proto-
cols and it is shown that under certain conditions RATO is a good choice.
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CHAPTER 5
TOKEN-LESS PROTOCOLS
6.1 INTRODUC'T'ION
The main motivation for the development of the Token-Less fan;il; Va`
to eliminate some of the implementation difficulties and performance limitations
experienced with existing and proposed protocols.
U-Net and TDT-Net, described in Chapter 2, rely on the detection of spe-
cial patterns to implement the signalling scheme which controls the channel.
The need to recognize different transmission patterns may cause difficulties in
imple -ientation. Both protocols offer excellent performance when stations are
symmetrically located and the network is equally loaded with single packet mes-
sage traffic. However, in the simulation results in Chapter 8, we show that the
performance of U-Net and TDT-Net degrades considerably with unbalanced and
multiT acket traffic.
Buzz-Net, described in Chapter 3, achieves optimal performance for a sin-
gle sending station (single or multipacket messages) and negligible delay at light
load (thL behavior is common to all random access schemes). I-,,,wever, perfor-
mance degrades when two or more stations collide due to the overhead from
cycle reinitialization. Furthermore, Buzz -Net relies on the generation and detec-
tion of a special pattern to implement the buzzing scheme. All three schemes
are adversely affected by an increase in network span.
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Rato, described in Chapter 4, uses a single time-out To to control the
channel. However, To is a function of the number of active stations and the
maximum transmission time. Although Rato is insensitive to network span, its
delay performance is only acceptable when the product NT is small. Utilization
approaches .5 for large N, and the protocol unnecessarily delays multipacket
messages even if bandwidth is available.
Fasnet, a protocol developed for the dual bus topology, is a synchronous
slotted protocol, witb the physical end stations being responsible for slot genera-
tion. Stations are required to maintain bit synchronization with the channel,
and this requirement imposes strict tolerances in clock recovery and internal cir-
cuit delays. Synchronous implementation, seen also in rings (see comments in
Chapter 1), requires a great deal of processing at channel speed and the active
circuitry in series with the line compromises reliability.
Token-Less protocols achieve high performance standards using the detec-
tion of activity in the channel as the only low level hardware requirement.
Token -LAss provides round-robin access to active stations without using a token:
hence the name Token-Less. Because detection of activity 19 essential to imple-
ment the deferral procedure in unidirecticnal cb_nnA3, the complexity of the
high speed circuitry must be kept to a minimum, improving reliability and cost.
Starting from a simple scheduling concept, we develop four versio- ,
 of differing
complexity. Two versions, TLP-2 and TLP-4, orov i Je dynamic selection of
end stations and are less sensitive to increases in network span or asymmetric
placement of stations. TLP-3 performs as U-Net or TDT-Net, while TI,P-1,
the simplest version, compromises between performance and simplicity of state
diagram. A comprehensive comparative analysis of the Token-Less family
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including its versions and other protocols is contained in Chapter 6.
The basic operating principles of Token-Less protocols are given in Sec-
tion 5.2, and details of the different versions are described in Section 5.3. Sec-
tioc 5.4 addresses joining and recovery issues. Performance analysis is found in
Section 5.5.
6.2 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
The Token-Less Protocol (TLP) runs on the dual bus architecture shown
on Fig. 1.4. Stations are connected to each bus via two passive taps, a receiver
tap and a transmit tap. Stations receive packets and monitor channel activity
through the receiver tap. Specifically, the receiver can observe presence or
absence of activity (i.e. data) and detect events such as EOA (End of Ac ivity)
and BCA (Beginning of Activity).
The transmit tap transmits (data) packets or an activity signal AS).
The activity signal keeps the downstream part of the channe! busy. its ; Jpie-
mentation (modulated or uumodulated carrier, random bits, continuous st .uence
of 1's, etc.) can be ehosen according to the low level encoding utilized for
transmission on the channel.
A maximum reaction delay of d seconds is assumed between the time a
station senses E.O.d on one bus and the time it can start transmission on either
bus. Likewise, there 19 a maximum d second delay between the sensing of
activity from an upstream station and the interruption o: an ongoing transmis-
sion. Moreover, an activity burs', of d seconds is the minimem amount of energy
49
	
reliabiy detected at any interface. The actual value of parameter d depends on
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rtue speed Full! tfmmuuJlvu Ut:16y3 vl the detellloa lolsic5 is rue baruware unple-
mentation. Experimeutation shows that detection of activity in optical fibers
can be done reliably in nanosecond intervals.
A transmitting station always defers to an upstream transmission by
aborting its own. The upstream transmission proceeds with only the first d
seconds corrupted regardless of the number of other downstream stations
attempting to transmit. If the preamble is sufficiently long, thi_a feature guaran-
tees that a packet which has been completely transmitted by a station is
correctly received by all (downstream) stations.
It is also assumed that an interface detects a packet even when the
packet is immediately preceded by a truncated transmission. The underlying
assumption is that tbF beginning;-of-packet flag cannot be replicated within the
packet data nor contained in the activity signal described above. Flags can be
implemented as reserved bit patterns (in which case bit stuffing is required to
preserve data transparency), or as code violations on the bit encoding level.
The goal of the protocol is to guarantee collision-free transmissions among
all backlogged stations, and to achieve good througbput/delay performance for a
variety of traffic conditions and station placement. Furthermore, the Deed to
d-tect special packets (e.g., tokens) is avoided, and control is completely distri-
buted. These goals are achieved by F,O.4 events propagating in the two busses
alternatively. EOA events can be viewed as virtual tokens which allow stations
to transmit packets in a round-robin fashion. Some advantages of controlling
the channel only through EOA evens are simple, reliable, and low cost imple-
mentations even at very high speed. Another advantages Are easy implementa-
tion of initialization and recovery procedures for the protocol.
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6.3 THE PROTOCOL
The protocol basically consists of four procedures. Each of these prcr
cedures has a specifically defined purpose and is represented by a set of states in
the protocol's state diagram. The first procedure, called probing, enables a sta-
tion to recognize its turn to transmit in a round. The second procedure enables
a station tc deteimine whether it is an extreme (left most or right inost active)
sf.ation
and reverse rounds. The third procedure provides recover y when illegal events
are detected. The fourth procedure enables a newly active station to synchron-
ize with other active stations, if any, or to initialize the round-robin cycles in an
empty net. An active station is a station that is nei'.her idle nor powered-off.
Different parameters and options may be chosen when specifying tl.e full
protocol. Before exploring the details of the different implementations, the com-
mon foundation o! the various versioLS of Token-Less protocol is presented
[_	 below.
6.3.1 BASIC TOKEN-LESS PROTOCOL
Ia describing the basic protocol, A is a variable designating one channel
and A designates the opposite channel. Events on channel A are indicated by
EVEN 711 A).
Assume channel A has been sensed busy by station S, with a backlog. S;
tben waits for EOA(A). If EOA(A) occurs, S, starts transmitti p.g activity signal
on channel A. If BOA(A) occurs, S, stops transmission and waits for the next
EOA(A). Otherwise, after time-out d, S, starts packet transmission on both
t
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channels.
The above probing procedure avoids starting transmission on channel A
when an interpacket gap is detected. If any burst of activity triggered by an
interpacket gap is sent on channel A, a collision with an upstream transmitting
station may destroy the desirable collision free property of TLP. Actual packet
transrnissiou only starts on both channels when the end of a train of packets is
detected. Prior to that, only the first d seconds of the incoming packet on cban-
nel A is corrupted.
After packet transmission is completed, the station tests i ► .q status as the
extreme station. S; sets time-out ES (Extreme Station) ana continuously
transmits the activity signal on channel A until either a BOA(A) is detected or
time-c'jt ES occurs. If 30A(A )' is detected, S; cancels time-out ES and repeats
the above procedure with A and A reversed. If ES is reached, S; realizes it is an
extreme station and start3 the round restart procedure. The round restart pro-
cedure enables a round to ^e initiated in the opposite direction. Different ver-
sions of TLP take slightly different actions at the end of a round. Therefore,
this procedure is explained separately in each TLP version.
If both channels are initially idle, the rnit1*a/i: ation procedure is invoked.
S; sets time-out jVD (Network Dead) and waits for the fir.3t of two events: BOA
on either channel or time-out ND. If BOA occurs oil channel A, S; cancels
time-out IvD and perform-- as if channel A were initially sensed busy. Alterna-
tiveiy, if time-out :'VD occur-3 (no othet station is active in the network), S;
begins the recovery procedure to initi&lize the idle network.
^I
^f
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Fig. 5.1 - Flow Diagram of the Basic Token-Less Protocol.
The recovery procedu re is also invoked during normal operation when 11)e-
gal events are detected on the chancels. Illegal events may be s} mptomatic of a
temporary malfunction in one interface or a station out of synchronism. A
thorough discussion of recovery and joining procedures is given in Section 5.4.
A block diagram of Basic Token-Less protocol is shown in Fig. 5.1.
5.3.2 VARIOUS MIPLEMENTATIONS
The several ways to specify round restart, initialization, and choose
parameters ND and ES lead to different versions of TJL LP. Two versions. TLP-1
end TLP-3, require all powered-on stations to be 3x0ve iu the network. TLP-2
and TLPA require only backlogged stations to be active. Moreover, TLP-3
and TLPA use additional status variables to improve performance. All versions
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are completely distributed, follow the basic protocol described in the pre% IOUs
section, and use the same recovery procedure.
These four versions, TLP-1, TLP-2, TLP-3, and TLP-4, constitute the `
family of Token-Less Protocols.
DdW tIocu
'v'ariable A denote-3 the channel where EVri L expected or where the sta-
tion is currently transmitting the activity signal. Channel A is called the syn-
chronizing channel. The identity of A changes during  the execution of the proto-
col and is assigned value 0 or 1 depending On whether the synchronizing channel
is, respectively, channel L.rto-R or channel R-to-L.
Parameter R = 2r + 2d is fundamental in the implementation of the pro-
tocols. r is the end -to-erid propagation deiay. R may be interpreted as the
interval of time needed for EOA to be propagated from one end station to the
opposite end station (r seconds), detected at the latter station and regenerated
as a DOA on the other channel (reaction delay d), propagated back to the
former station (r seconds), and finally detected (reaction delay d).
A station physically located inside the present sweep of the virtual token
is called an 1naide station. Similarly, a station physically located outside the
present sweep of the virtual token u called s.n outaidc station.
A station i3 idle if it is in the Ivi.E state. A station that 'Is neither idle
nor powered-of is called an active statioL. in TLP-1 and TLP-3, a powered- on
station is always active. In TLP-Z and TLP-4, an idle station only becomes
active when a packet back-log is formed
„^. 88
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5.3.2.1 TLP-1
TLP-1 is described below in detail. This description includes back-
ground information which also pertains to TLP-2, TLP-3 bnd TLP-4. The
state diagram shown in Fig. 5.2 definer TLP-1 operation.
States ON and I at the left of the figure represent the initialization pro-
cedure. Also at the left, states R1 and R2 represent the recovery procedure. R
is a pseudo state which simplifies the drawing of state transitions into recovery.
States WFT, TTT, ST, and TXP represent the probing and transmission pro-
cedures. State ES executes the round restart procedure.
A station enters ON only when it is powered -on. If one o f the channels
is bus y , A is set to that channel and the state moves to WFT where the station
waits for synchronizing EOA(A) as described in Section 5 . 1. If both channels
are idle, S; sets time-out ND = R + d and moves to state I. ND guarantees
that if any station is active in the network it will be heard before any other
action is taken. The reason for setting ND to the given value will be clear after
the round restart procedure is explained. If activity is sensed in a channel (BOA
detection) before time-out ND is reached, A is set to the corresponding channel,
and the station leaves the initialization procedure moving to state NUT. Oth-
erwise, when ND is reached, the recovery procedure is executed by states R1 and
R2. In the state diagram, the dotted lines which converge toward R1 represent
transitions due to illegal events. The recovery procedure is standard for all ver-
sions of TLP and will be explained in Section 5.4.
^ - Z
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States WF'T, TTT, ST, and TXP allow a station to identify its turn
and transmit a backlogged packet at the proper time. When in WFT, the sta-
tion waits for EOA(A) as described in 3.1. If thera is a backlogged packet,
detection of EOA(A) moves the state to TTT, after setting time-out d. The
purpose of TTT is to detect the end of a train of packets with an interpacket
gap of at most d seconds. If no BOA(A) is detected before time-out d expires,
the state moves to TXP and the head of the backlogged packet queue	 is
transmitted on both channels. At the end of packet transmission, the state
moves to ES and the activity signal is transmitted on channel T However, if
BOA(A) is detected while in TTT, the state moves back to VUT. State ST
performs as TTT except that no packet transmission occurs. Consequently, the
state changes directly from ST to ES, without passing through TXP.
The round restart procedure is performed in state ES. In this state, the
station transmits the activity signal in the channel opposite the channel where
the virtual token is propagating. The former is the new synchronizing channel.
If activity lasts ES = R seconds the station realizes it is an extreme station. Ii
the station has a backlogged packet it moves back to TXP. Otherw*. ,e, it
remains in state ES and behaves accordingly after inverting the *lentity of the
synchronizing channel.
Observe that if only one station is active in tte network, periods of
activity in either channel are separated by R seconds of idie time. Because any
new active station waits for ND = R + d seconds in state I before starting
recovery, it is clear that this ;oining station will be synchronized with the net-
work if at least another station is active. It is also clear that transmL°slon by
the joining st:'tion is detected by the active station before time-out ES = R
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expires, because of the definition of R.
An example of the operation of TLP-1 for a network with 10 stations i
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t ig. 5.3 - TLP-1 Space Time Diagram.
given in the space-time diagram shown in Fig. 5.3. The time intervals A, B, C,
D, and E represent rounds. In round A the virtual token propagates from left to
right, stations 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are powered -on , and stations 1, 7, and 8
transmit packets. In round B, the virtual token propagates from right to left,
station 6, is powered-on, and stations 6, 4, and 1 transmit packets. Rounds C,
1
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•	 D, and E are similar.
TLP-1's greatest advantage is simplicity. Only the first station which
finds the network dead must execute the initialization procedure. All other sta-
tions detect activity when they come alive and gracefully join the set of active
stations. Ease of network joining is a consequence of time-out ES = R at the
end of each round. However, performance is impaired due to this extra over-
head.
Performance also degrades under other special circumstances. Ie TLP-1
a powered-on station always performs activity on the channel even if the station
has no packet to transmit. This implies that the virtual token in each round
revolves between extreme powered-on stations. If traffic load is unbalanced and
only a few stations are actually transmitting, this mode of operation introduces
unnecessary delay because the virtual token must sweep the entire bus, rather
than only the section of the bus containing the stations involved in transmission.
6.3.2.2 TLP-2
In TLP-2, the unnecessary delay observed in TLP-1 is eliminated by
allowing the virtual token to sweep only between extreme stations which have a
packet to transmit. This efficiency is achieved by forcing a station with no
backlog to idle. Fig. 5.4 shows the state diagram for TLP-2.
Compared to TLP-1, ST i3 no longer necessary (only backlog statiors
are active) and ON is replaced by states IDLE and B. IDLE is initially
entered when a station is powered-on. While in IDLE, transition to B only
occurs when a packet i4 backlogged. When ES is left, the state moves back to   
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IL'LE if no backlogged packet is present.
Transitions from B are similar to those from ON iu TLP-1, except that
time-out ND is set to 2R, allowing newly backlogged stations to smoothly join
the other active stations. The longest delay for a joining station occurs as fol-
lows. S2 , physically very close to S l , transmits a packet synchronized by chan-
nel R-to-L. Assume packet transmission ends on S 2 tap at time to. After
activity signal is transmitted on channel L-to-R for R seconds, the station
moves to IDLE. Nov, assume that the only other backlogged station partici-
pating in the round is SN. SN transmission starts on bus L-tcrR at
to + R + 
r2N + d. SN packet is detected by SI R + r21V + rNl + 2d - %, (=
2R - 712 - 721 ) seconds after transmission by station 2 has passed. If station 1
had backlogged a packet immediately after the transmission by station 2 had
passed, the delay ND = 2R would have provided the necessary waiting time to
avoid erroneous initialization of the network by station 1, which had not sensed
any activity for almost 2R seconds.
In terms of state diagram complexity, TLP-1 and TLP-2 are very simi-
lar. Performance, however, may differ substantially. Ituproved behavior for the
identical traffic pattern as in the previous example for TLP-1 is shown in the
space time diagram of Fig. 5.5. When active stations are physically close ( com-
pared to whole network length) and activity continues for successive rounds,
TLP-2 is preferred to ALP-1. The virtual token sweep is conned only to the
span of the network covering the active stations, and stations do not incur ini-
tialization overhead due to constant activity on the channels. An example of
such a favorable situation occurs when physically near stations transmit mul-
tipacket messages. At heavy load, TLP-1 and TLP-2 perform identically.
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Fig. 5.5 - TLP-2 Space Time Diagram.
However, if the load is light, TLP-2 shows inferior performance because a newly
backlogged station must execute the initialization procedure whenever the net-
work is idle.
6.3.2.3 TLP-3
A substantial contr;bution to overhead in both previous versions of the
protocol is given by time-out R between rounds. This delay can be reduced by
observing that in TLP-4, if a station is an extreme station in a round, then, in
"I
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G
I
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the next round, the station is likely to be an extreme station again. TLP-3
works similarly to TLP-1, with the exception that an extreme station starts a
n,-w round in the opposite direction as soon as a time-out of 2d seconds bas
elapsed since the last action of the station on the channel. Time-out 2d in
TLP-3 is negligible compared to time-out R used in TLP-1. The result is sub-
stantial performance improvement. Time-out 2d is sufficient to guarantee that a
new powered-on outside station the set of active s.ations in a finite time.
This joining procedure is thoroughly explained in Section 5.4.
The state diagram for TLP-3 is shown in Fig. 5.6. As opposed to TLP-
1, TLP-3 substitutes states ESO and ESI for state ES. In addition, a Bag
E(A) signals whether or not a station is the most upstream active station in
channel A. ESO is entered after a packet transmission if Bag E(A), correspond-
ing to the present synchronizing channel A, is 0. ESO performs similarly to ES.
Nevertheless, if time-out R is reached while in ESO, EJA) is set to 1, indicating
that the station is currently an extreme station on that channel. Transition into
recovery from ESO onli occurs if activity on channel A (i.e., BOA(A)) is
detected. If BOA(A) occurs, the state moves to WFT, &o in normal procedure.
ESI, however, is entered after a packet transmission if flag E(A),
corresponding to the present synchronizing channel A, is L ESI performs simi-
larly to ESO except that time-out 2d is used instead of time-out R and any
activity on either channel ; •^ +hile in ESI, triggers recovery. Transition into
recovery resets E(0) and E(1) to 0.
Transition from ESO to %S1 occurs when time-out R expires, if
E(A) = 1 and there is no backlog. If E(A) = 0 and there is no backlog, the
state remains in ESO. In case of backlog, the state moves back to Tom. The
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reverse is true for transitions from E31 to ESO if time-oltt 2d is substituted for
R.
TLP-3 i, always superior to TLP-1 except in unrealistic cases where sta- --
tions turn on and off continuously. In such situation collisions could force addi-
tional recovery overhead of up 2R + d seconds per round (see Section 5.4).
Under this circumstance TLP-1 performs better because ovL rhead (not includ-
ing propagation delay) is kept at R per round.
The cost of this improved performance is a more complex state diagram
and additional use of status flags. These flags are needed as internal hardware
variables contributing to a more elaborate implementation.
The space-time diagram ini Fig. 5.7 shows how this version works for the
same example considered previously for the other versions. Observe that the
backlogged packets are transmitted in a much shorter time with TLP-3.
6.3.2.4 TLP-4
TLP-4 combines features of both TLP-2 and TLP-3. The token sweep
is confined between the most widely separated backlogged active stations, as in
TLP-2. Ext-eme stations preserve their status in flag variables set in the same
manner as in TLP-3. The extreme station flag variable allows round reversal
witb a minimum overhead of 2d seconds.
Fig. 5.8 show! the state diagram for TLP-4. As in TLP-2, state ST
found in TLP-1 and TLP-3 is unnecessary, because on!y backlogged stations
are active. Also, transitions between ESO and ES1 do not exist. because
absence of backlog moves the state to IDLE. The need for state WT is
I
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explained in the recovery section. Essentially, it prevents a lock-up condition 	 1
which could provoke infinite delays in accessing the network.
Because flag variable status u preserved when the station returns to
IDLE, initialization delay is diminished by allowing  extreme status stations (any
station with a channel Hag variable set to 1) to transmit immediately synchron-
ized on the corresponding channel, if both channel, are sensed idle at packet
arrival. If the station i3 an extreme station on both channtls, the last value of A
determines the synchrcnizinq channel. This procedure is executed by the condi-
ticnal transition form B to =. Also different from the initialization in
TLP-3, a station does not start recovery if both cbannels are sensed busy while
in B. Sensing both channels busy probably means that a recovery is occurring.
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G There is no need to cause delay by starting recovery. The station simply
remains in state B waiting for a channel to become idle. Then the station moves
to state WFT synchronized on the busy channel. The busy channel Bag is also
reset to 0.
At heavy load, when all stations are active, TLP-4 performs identically
to TLP-3. There are no collisions or initializations. Overhead between rounds
is kept at 2d seconds.
At light load, first stations go through the initialization procedure. How-
ever, the extreme station flag corresponding to the synchronizing channel is set
to 1 after the first successful transmission on that channel, when the station is
the momentarily extreme station. Subsequently, the station can access the net-
work as in random mode, without any delay. If there are multipacket messages,
packets will be transmitted successively with an interpacket gap of 2d seconds.
While no collision occurs, stations access the network freely. Delay at light load
is decreased to almost zero.
At intermediate load, TLP-4 performance may degrade considerably.
The token sweep may be confined to a smaller section of the networi , so that a
new backlogged outside station always ?auses collisions. Furthermore, a station
may join the network synchronized by one chancel, and if the station has a flag
set for the other channel, it reverses the round at the end of As packet transmis-
sion, even if another station upstream is still active. This incorrect round :ever-
sal causes a collision with the upstream station transmission, triggering recovery
a.cd causing extra delay. Such inefficient processing is most common when the
ratio r/T increases ( 7' is the packet length) for equally distributed load and ran-
dom traffic.
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When leaving state B and going to state I, time-out ND set to 2R is
optimal. As discussed in TLP-2, ND must be large enough to allow a station to
find the network initially idle and acquire synchronization without starting an
unnecessary recovery. Because rounds are reversed within 2d seconds, idle time
in both channels is usually of 2d duration during a sequence of successive rounds
where extreme station identities are constant. However, if a present extreme
station is not extreme in the following round, the execution of the round restart
procedure at the stations could lead to idle intervals as large as the worst idle
interv als observ ed in TLP-2. Therefore, ND = 2R is large enough to handle
the worst situations explained in TLP-2.
Time-out ND should not be set less than 2R. Monitoring the number of
passes through recovery shows that the peak load of TLP-4 queueing delay
coincides with the load that causes the maximum number of entries into
recovery due to collisions. The number of passes through recovery due to net-
work idle i9 negligible at light load (flags are set to 1 and stations transmit
immediately) and heavy load (all stations always transmitting). At intermediate
load, entries into recovery due to collision dominate completely. Simulation
results show that decreasing the value of ND deteriorates TLP-4 performance
for equally loaded network. Triggering recovery too soon wastes time beca ►
 se
the station acquires sync in le--s time if another station is active. The number of
stations satisfying E(0)=E( 1)=0 increases with load. At the limit, when ND is
zero, stations having both flags at zero initialize the network without waiting for
sync, if both channels are momentarily idle at packet arrival. Based on the
above, the value of ND was set at 2R.
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TLP-4 always performs better than the other versions under conditions
of light load, when delay becomes negligible. At heavy load, TLP-4 and TLP-3
both perform optimally.	 At intermediate load, unevenly distributed load and
multipacket messages may cause TLP-4 to outperform the other versions, as
simulation results in Chapter 6 show. For very large networks, the improvement
may be considerable.
6.4 RECOVERY AND JOINING
For all versions of TLP, the recovery procedure is executed by states R1
and R2. R is a pseudo state which simpUe-_ drawing state transitions to
recovery. These transitious are drawn in dotted lines to distinguish them from
transitions between reg-ular states.
TLP protocols are structured so that stations sense only one channel
busy at any one time. Furthermore, packet transmission is collision free and
BOA events are only expe6!-d in the channel which is currently busy, or where
the station is presently transmitting activity signal on.
Transition into R1 is '.riggered by detection of simultaneous activity on
both channels or upstream activity during packet transmission (collision).
Either condition may be caused by station malfunctioning, or newly powered-on
(TLP-3 and TLP-4) or newly backlogged stations (TLP-4).
Newly active inside stations are always transparently absorbed by the
network (the joining process occurs without extra overhead). State ON (TLP-
1,TLP-3) or B (TLP-2,TLP-4) guarantees the correct behavior by moving the
state to WFT when one of the channels is initially sensed busy. The variabie A
4'
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is set to the busy channel.
A newly active outside station is still transparently absorbed in TLP-1
and TLP-2 because of delay R between rounds. This station detects end-of-
train in the synchronizing channel, and its transmission reaches the current
extreme station before the round is reversed. It then becomes the new extreme
station.
However, in TLP-S and TLP-4, a newly active outside station only joins
the active network after recovery is executed. The extreme station situated
downstream to the joining station reverses the round before the joining station
can transmit successfully. In both versions, the delay 2d in round reversal
allows the new station to collide following its attempt to transmit at the end-oi-
train in the round. The joining station then starts the reco. ery process.
Stations perform recovery in a completely distributed fashion and a unite
time. The following steps are executed during a recovery:
(a) Detection of abnormal condition and transition into R1.
O
(b) Transmission of activity on both channels for R = 2r + 2d white in state
R1. After R hrs expired, move to R2.
(c) In R2, continue to transmit activity on channel Irto-R. After both chari-
nets are sensed idle, the station executes the standard procedure as if
channel L-to-R had been initially detected busy. In TLP-2 aad TLP-4
the state moves from R2 to =, because a backlog always exists. In
TLP-1 and TLP-s, if a backlog exists, the state moves from R2 to
TTT, otherwise the state moves to ESO, where the station checks
105
whether or not it is an extreme station.
CLABI:	 The above steps guarantee complete recovery within 2R. + d
seconds in the worst case.
PROOF:
Assume that station S; is the first station to start recovery at time
to. Define t,(EVENT,4,' ' s the time that event EVENT detected o: ori-
ginated at S1 tap ou -hannel A reaches S, tap on the same channel.
Hence, to = t,(B0.4.4.)].
S, activity signal, transmitted on both busses , hits another station
Sj at 1j (BCA,4.)) = to + r;j. Here, if Sj is not yet in recovery, it moves to
state VYFT and waits for EOA in the normal procedure. Otu -rwise, Sj
starts recovery. In the later case, the activity signal transmitted on both
channels by Sj starts at tj(B0AJ4.)J = to + r,j + d. R seconds later, S,-
activity on channel R-to-L stops, and Sj moves to R2. Any active station
S,, between S, and Sj, not yet in recovery, moves into recovery at
t 't jB0.4j4.)j = t0 +r,i+ rjk+d when S, activity signal is detected (observe
that the other channel has been busy with S, activity signal). In this
event, Sk activity signal starts d seconds later and Sk activity on channel
R-to-L stops at tk (E014 k(RL)j = to + r,j + rik + 2d + R, and Sk moves
to R1.
Assume S1 , 1<1,  and 5„ r> t, are, respectively, the leftmost and
the rightmost stations on recovery. S, starts recovery at most by time
tRj = 1j (B0A,4RL)j	 and	 enters	 state	 R2	 by	 time
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(R: = tRl + d + R = t to + r,7 + d + R. Nevertheless, S, can only detect
channel R-to-L idle by
tia, = Max tl lEOA k(RL); I S, in recovery
=max to + ri, + rr* + rw + 2 d + R I I < k < r, S, inrerovery
to +r;,+rq+2d+R 
11
which depends only on the position of the extreme stations involved in
recovery.
From the expressions above, t iv, > tk2 . Therefore, S, starts
packet transmission at most by is = t;y, + d. The worst case for t,
occurs for i = 1 = 1 and r = N. Therefore,
Max t, =to +2r+3a +R=to +2R+d,
and complete recovery occurs within 2R + d from tLe detection of illegal
events on the channels.
n
Now the need for state IVT en TLP-4 is explained. Assume for a
moment that +ransitions to NVT go d irectly to IDLE. Following recover y
 in	 j
TLP-4, if S, has only one backlogged packet it, can return to idle after leaving
ESO and setting E(RL) = 1. However, if S, receives another packet before it
detects activity on channel L to-F, S, may transmit and cau±: another recovery
before stations on left of S, have the opportunity to transmit. This behavior may
W
t.
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repeat following each succeeding round, possibly preventing the low numbered
stations from transmitting packets.
State WT prevents such a lock-up from occurring. After the transmis-
S 1 03 from the next active downstream station reaches S, (at most R seconds
after S, leaves ESO), S, is in synchronism again. Consequently, a station leaves
WT and goes to IDLE after BOA(.) has been detected or time-out R has
expired. Time-out Fi is set when state WT is enterej.
6.5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In all previously described protocols stations with backlogged packets
transmit in sequential order from 1 to N and from N to 1 alternatively. This
operation reduces the gap between two consecutive rouuds but introduces
differences in performance among the stations. In fact, the time needed to
i
access the channel is dependent on the position of the station on the bus. If sta-
tions are uniformly spaced and traffic is balanced, only the central station
receives access to the network at uniforml y distributed time intervals. All other
stations observe alternatively shorter and longer time intervals. This asymmetry
in time access distribution introduces some unfairness in delay performance but
does nct affect static,n throughput which is the same for all stat1'0123.
Some symbols and assumptions used in the analysis are listed below:
N = number of stations connected to the network.
T = packet transmission time (includes preamble overhead) assumed
constant.
rij = ri; = propagation delay iDe:ween sta t ions i and j. Stations are
assumed to be unifusmsy spaced al-mg the busses.
r = ril + r;N = end-to-end prop.kgvtt;tn delay on the bus.
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S, = rigthmost active station
S, = leftmost active station
S. = i-th station
6.5.1 NETWORK UTILIZATION
Under equilibrium conditions, network utilization S,{M) is defined as the
ratio betweer the time in a round spent for packet transmissions and the sound
duration, given	 that M stations are active and
	
always transmitting in etch
round under TLP version i.	 The round duration, R(Mi), defined as the time
between the detection of the end of round at one end station and the detection
of the next end of round at the other ^ ,nd station, is given by
R(M) = Rt( T + 2d) + TES + rl, which is maximum when S 1 and Sp; are the
extreme stations ( ri , = rjN = r).
Station reaction time is usually equal to a few bits of time and, there!ore,
d'd << T. TES represents the time needed for a station to discover that it is an
extreme station and is equal to the time-out set during the round restart pro-
cedure. In TLP-1 and TLP-2, TES is R seconds. In TLP-3 and TLP- , TE,,
may be assumed 2d at heavy load. At heavy load the identity of the extreme
stations does not change, and no extra overhead is incurred due to the initializa-
tion procedure. The occurrence of errors and consequent recovery procedure
activation is neglected in all protocol evaluations. Thus, in terms of a = r/T
St.2(M,a) _	 +I 3a (6.1) , and 
.53,4(M, a) =	 I a (6.2)
1	 M	 I + 11
1
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Maximum network utilization is achieved for N = A!. Versions 1 and 2
perform identically because the worst case is assumed when stations l and N are
the extreme stations. The comparison of the utilizations of different versions of
TLP with other protocols is found in Chapter 6.
6.1:.2 DELAY PERFORMANCE
Delay performance in this section is measured in terms of insertion delay
(ID), as defined in Section 1.2.2.2. Analytical expression for ILA at light (IDL)
and heavy load (IDIfl are derived, whereas results for general load are obtained
in Chapter 6 by simulation and in Chapter 7 by analytical approximation.
6.5.2.1 LIGHT LOAD
In TLP-4 insertion delay is neghgihle. The first packet transmitted after
power-on Euffem a delay of 3R due to network initializatirn, but all subsequent
packets are immediately transmitted after arrival. In of' multipacket mes-
sages, packets are transmitted with au interpacket gap of ^d seconds. The pro-
bability of collision during message transmission is assumed negligible.
In T.LP-2 insertion delay is the time needed to initialize the idle network,
which is 3R. All swi gle packets suffer this delay. In case of multipacket mes-
sages, the first packet suffers delay 3R and subsequent packets are transmitted
with an interpacket gap of R seconds.
For TLP-1 and TLP-3 all stations are assumed powered-on. Therefore
Sy and SN are the extreme stations. Consider station S;. At light load, access
instants for S,. are alternatively separated by z; and y, time intervals where
r i
F7..L ?
 11 1"^ n.,
z;=n(z;)(T+2d)+ TES +2r j ; and y;=n(y;)( T +2d) + TES+2r;N. n(.) represents
the number of packets transmitted in the corresponding interval and can be
assumed equal to be 0 at light load.
The average insertion delay for packets generated at station S; at random
points in time is:
ID1,; = 
2
r;	 y;
Prob( arrival in z; } + 2 Prob( arrival in y; }
X,	 z;	 + Yi	 Y;
2 z+ y	 2 z+ y
_ ( TES + 2 rli) 2 + ( TES + 2r,N)2
2(2 TES + 2r)	 (5.3)
Maximum IDL occurs at t! ,Q end stations and minimum ILL occurs at the
central station(s).
TLP-1 shows 
2 
r < IDL, < 
3 r
, and TLP-3 shows 
1 
r	 <<I DL; r,
which demonstrates that the difference in ILL among stations is always less than
712. Averaging ovEr all stations yields:
N	 TES
IDLTLP-1,s = 1 IDL; =	
1	 s 
+ TES r+	 2 + t —
N 	 TES + r	 N-1	 (5.4)
6.6.2.2 HEAVY LOAD
At heavy load stations always have a packet to transmit, and the time
intervals between
	
consecutive	 access rights	 at	 station	 S;	 are alternative]),
lil
--
	 --	 r- - ..e.
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z;= (2(,V-I- ) + 1) ( T+2d)+ TES +2r'N and Y,= (2(i-1)+ 1)( T+2d)+ TES+2r,i.
The average insertion delay is:
IDH; _ ?' 2 Y' - T
—(N-1)T+ 2Nd + TES +r=LDH.
(5.5)
IDH is independent of statioc location and increases linearly with the
number of stations. As expected, ID is bounded for any value of offered traffic.
6.5 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter describes four versions of Token-Less protocols designed for
the dual unidirectional bus architecture. The control operation of the protocols
is solely based on the detection of activity on the channel and is completely dis-
tributed. The circuitry needed at line speed is kept simple and small. Access is
collision free and packet delay is bounded. Joining and recovery actions are
analyzed and TLP behavior under adverse :onditions is proved correct. Exact
expressions for behavior at light and heavy load are derived.
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CHAPTER6
COMPARATIN'E ANALYSIS kNTD SIN ULATION RESULTS
6.1 INTRODUC'T'ION
In this chapter we present a comparative analysis of the dual bus proto-
ccls previously introduced. For reference we also consider some of the protocols
developed for the siLgle unidirectional bus topology.
We start by deriving utilization and delay (IDL and IDH) expressions for
Fasnet, Express-net, D-net and Ethernet, using the same assumptions with
which expressions for the proposed protocols have been obtained. Next we com-
pare utilization and insertion delay of all protocols for different values of net-
work length, packet size and number of stations.
Because analytical results are constrained to light and heavy load, we util-
ize a discrete simulator to evaluate performance under different traffic condi-
tions. The basic simulator is briefly explained and results for insertion delay
versus utilization for Buzz-Net, U -?Vet, TLP and a variation of CSMA/CD are
presented. Due to the Aapt:abibty nature of some of its versions, TLP covers all
ranges of performance shown by other protocols, with some advantages
specifically applicable to asymmetric traffic and load. In view of the above
findings, our simuiation efforts concentrate on the variou! versions of TLP under
five different traffic and network conditions. We plot results for the insertion
A3
j
delay (11)), queueing delay (QD) and utilization for the various versions. 95"
confidence interv als are col!ected, and the value of the intervals as a percentage
of the plotted average point are given for the most critical casea.
6.2 PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR EXISTING PROTOCOLS
6.2.1 EXPRESS-NET, D-NET AND GNET
For Express-net (Frat8lj and D-net (Tsen82j the throughput and delay
expressions can be derived following the same procedures as in U-Net (Session
2.4.2). The locomotive is assumed to be a burst of carrier of d seconds, where d
is the statioL reaction time. Both protocols perform identic?lly and their utiliza-
tion and insertion delays are given by the following formula-
1 T,
S(I)	 27 + 2d + I'( T + d)	 for I' > 1
 6.11	 )
IDL = r + 3d , at light load .
2	 (6.'?)
IDH(i)=AfID(i)=2r+2d+i(T+d)-T, at heavy load.
(6.3)
Obviously, the maximum utilization S is given by .S( %j. For A T >> 2r,
the as y mptotic utilization is T,1 T. For the usual case where r >> d, T >> d.
and :usuming v = r1 T and T >> ''. we get:
1 + N
	
(6.4)
IDL = r, at light load .
(6.5)
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IDH(i) = 27- + ( i - 1)T , at heat  toad
(6.6)
For C-net, IDL = 0 and IDH(i) is the same as above, except that MID, in
the worst ^ase, is greater than IDH(,') [Niars8l]. On the other hand, C-net
throughput is the sum of the throughput given in (6.1) plus a fraction b which
depends on packet length, transmission rate and physical location of stations. b
represents the contribution of successful transmissions between trains ['Mars81).
Because of these nuane-es in performance, we proceed without comparing C-net
with other protocols.
6.2.2 FASNET
Fasnet (Limb821 uses a s y nchronized approach with transmissions occur-
ring in a slotted bus. Collisions do not occur nor is a preamble required for the
data field.
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Fig. CA - Fasnet slot.
Th p diagram of a slot in f asset is shown in Fig. 6.1 (not in scale), where we
have assumed that a time equal to the reaction time o! the station is representa-
tive of the le,,gth of the unused portions inside the slot. Ignoring single bit
times, we assume that the slot transmission time T equals T, -f 2d. FolloAing
the derivations in (Limh82) the performance expressions for Fasnet me given by:
A,I
d 1
i T,S 
^, — 2r + 2d	 (i+1) T,	 or i — 1	 (6.. )
ML = r + T,/2 , at light load. r!6.8)
IDH(i) = MIT(i) = 2r + 2d + i T, , at heavy load
(6.9)
Of course, S = S(.V). The term T,/2 in IDL and the extra 1, in S(i)
account for the lack of synchronization between the two channels, which delays
the „ut-of-band request for starting a new cycle. For NT. >> 27, the asymp-
totic utilization is N/(N-1). Assuming N >> 1. and T - T, the utilization as a
function of a is given by:
S = S(N) =	 1
1 + 2a	 (6.101N
If we compare (6.10) snd (6.4), we see that they are e qual. under most
conditions, Fasnet and Express-net ( or D-net) perform similar :N Fasnet was
developed to have small fixed slots, and under that condition, IDL is affected
very little by t a lack of synchronization between the busses.
6.2.3 ETHERNET
Ethernet-lik^ systems utilize CSMA-CD as the transmission protocol. At
present CS) A/CD i9 one of tLe most frequently used protoccLq for t A.Ns,
although its performance degrades as the factor a = r1 T increa_Q es and delay is
unbounded. Nevertheless, we include Ethernet results as a motivation for the
development of new protocols for high speed LAINs. ConGgurations of Ethernet
systems vary from bidirectional bus systems to star shape topologies as Fibernet
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and Fibernet II. However, all these dSerent implementations perform the
same, because they follow strictly the same CSMA-CD protocol.
At light load, IDL is negligible. Metcalfe  and Boggs have calculated some
performance parameters for Ethernet when stag -)ns pump data at heavy load
[Metc76]. When N stations are transmitting, they assume an ideal retry
mechanism where each station transmits with probability 11N. Activity in the
bus is modelled as a succession of successful transmission and contention
periods, although idle periods may happen during contention. Time is slotted.
and slot time is 2r. Transmissions only occur at the beginning of a slot. After a
successful transmission, a delay r is observed to clean the channel and allow
equal access to all stations. They derive:
S(11V) =	 T> 2 rT+ 
2 r f(.ti)	 , (8.11)
where f(N) = (1 - IIA1 N" 1 . For instance, f(5)=1.44, f(10)=1.58, f(15)=1.63,
f(50)=1.69 and f(100)=1.70. is interpreted as the number of slots devoted
to contention prior to the acquisition of the ether by some station, when all N
stations are transmitting at full load. As all stations are equally likely ^o acquire
the ether, for an arbitrary station i, E,IDH,) (mean value of IDHj can be calcu-
lated as follows. if the selected station is successful (prob. 1/A'), then
E(IDH,j = 2r f(N). However, if the selected station is unsuccessful (prob.
(N-1)IAI, it must wait for the mean acquisition time of the successful station
plus T •+ r plus another E 1DH;J, given that contention periods are independent
and equally distributed. Therefore:
E(fDH,) = E(IDHJ = 27- f(N) + (N -1)(T + r) .
(6.12)
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AThe above formula describes the mean value of [DH only. IDH is not
bound, and in actual implementations packets are discarded after some number
of unsu^:cess:ul retransmissions.
When a collision occurs in Ethernet, the transmission is aborted. There-
fore, the preamble is only necessary to permit a station to adapt to the ampli-
tude and phase of the new signal and extract timing information which enables
signal recovery. Nevertheless, we assume the same TP for all protocols.
To detect collision Ethernet requires that T > 2r. When T < 2r, bit
padding forces the transmission time to 2r. Under those conditions, Ethernet
capacity can be expressed as:
T
S -- S(1V) —	 •
2 711 + f( ^^^^)
	 (fi. I3 )
6.3 UTILIZATION AND INSERTION DELAY COMPARISON
6.3.1 S vs a
Comparing the simplified expressions of S for TLP-3,4 (eq. 5.2), TLP-1,2
(eq. 5.1), U-Net (eq. 2.1), TDT-Net (eq. 2.2), Buzz-net (eq. 3.1) and Rato (eq. 4.1)
with those derived above, we can categorize the protocol into six groups of
equally maximum utilization. The groups are the following:
group 1 - TLP - 3, TLP- 4, U- net and TDT- Net.
group 2 - Express-net, D-net and Faanet.
group 3 - TLP-1,2.
group 4 - Buzz-net.
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Fig. 6.4 - Utilization vs a for N = 100.
Figs. 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 show the plot of utilization versus a for N = 15, 30
and 100, respectively. Groups 1-5 are in decreasing order of maximum utiliza-
Oon. For groups 1-4 utilization improves as the number of stations increases,
while Ethernet (group 5) is insensitive to changes in N. Ethernet only show3
acceptable utilization when or << 1. Rato is also insensitive to N and bas a
constant utilization of = 0.5 for all ranges.
8.3.2 S, IDL AND Oil
To develop ; feeling for the absolute value of delay and throughput
expected when using the protocols in actual implementations, we tabulated the
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performance measures of the various protocols, assuming th p following parame-
ter selection:
speed of light in fiber (v) = 2z10 8 m/s.
transmission rate (G) = 1 Gbps.
max station reaction time ( d) = 20 as.
s y nchronizing slot (d,) = 20 as.
token transmission time ( Tk ) = 100 ns.
preamble transmission time ( T ) = 100 bs.
packet length = 500, 1000 and°10,000 bits.
network span (!) = 1 and 5 km.
TABLE 5 1
N - 15. Span ^ 1 km. G - I Gbps, v - 2s 10 8 rn s
packet length - 500 bits
TDT-net U-net Funet D-net Bu.i-net Rato Ethernet
IDL(pol 3.69 3 .50 5.27 500 0 0 0
IDH(u,l 12.4 13 8 18 .0 18 4 39 1 15 3 93 3'
5(51 32 .30 .19 .19 .07-.22 16 .02
S! 10) 48 44 32 .31 .14-.22 .32 .02
S(15) .58 .52 42 .39 .19 44 02
packet length a 1000 bits
ML(u.) 3 69 3.50 5.52 500 0 0 0
IDH(po) 19 4 20.8 26.0 25.4 46 l 27 8 100'
S(S) 48 47 .31 .38 .14•.29 17 04
S(101 .65 61 .48 .48 .24-,29 .35 04
S(15)	 .73 68 .58 57 .32 49 .04
packet length	 "0 000 bits
IDL(,w 3 69 3 50 100 5.00 0 0 0
2)HIu81 145 141 170 151 172 253 226'
S(5) 90 90 .71 .83 .57•.62 .19 41
5(101 .95 .94 .88 90 .74- 76 38 3n
S(IS) 97 96 88 .93 R2 53 38
' mean value only
Table 6.1 - Performance results for N = 15 and ! - 1 Vm.
Results for N = 15 are shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, and results for
N = 100 are shown is Tables 6.3 :,ad 6.4. TLP-3 performs as U-Net and is a
reference for the comprehensive comparison of TLP protocols in Section 6.4.3.
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Our first observation notes that at this very high transmission rate, Eth-
ernet performs very poorly at heavy load, even for packet lengths of 10,000 bits.
This performance was expected from the results of the previous section. To
improve Ethernet to the level of the other pro t ocols, packet lengths at over
100,000 bits would Lave to be used, what is completely impractical. Ethernet
has only negligible delay at light load. However, even at light load, we cannot
TABLE 6.2
N - IS Span - 5 km, C - 1 Gbpe, v - 2s 10e m/e
acket length - 500 bite
TDT-net U•net Fasnet Dnet Rjmnet Rato Ethernet
IDL(No) 17.3 17.3 25.3 25.0 0 0 0
IDH(ve) 321 33.t* 58 0 58 4 162 15.3 439'
S(5) .09 .09 OS 05 .0: 14 .15	 1 .004
silo) i7 15 .09 .09 .03-.14 .32 .004
S(15) 23 22 .13 .13 .05 .44 .004
p acket len67th - 1000 bits
IDLI0e) 173 17.3 255 250 0 0 0
IDH(N.) 39 3 408 65 0 65 4 169 27.8 44.5'
S(5) .17 .16 .09 .09 .03-.24 .l7 .008
S(10) .28 .28 .16 .16 .06- 15 .35 .008
S(15) 38 35 .23 .2J 09 .49 .008
acket ler.6th	 10.000 bits
IDL(us) it 3 17.33 30 0 25 0 0 0 0
IDH(us) 165 167 210 191 295 253 572'
S(5) .56 .66 .45 50 1	 .24•.34 .19 08
S(10) 10 79 .62 .66 .39- 44 .38 08
S 15) 86 85 .71 74 .49 .53 Ott
• mean value only.
Table 6.2 - Performance results for N = 15 and I = 5 km.
guarantee a bounded delay because of statistical fluctuations in input traffic.
U-Net and TDT-Net perform very similarly. Some differences are that
S(0 values for U -Net do not depend on N, while TDT-Net, for a few active sta-
tions in a large population, has a slightly lower throughput than, U-Net due to
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TABLE 6 
N - IOO. Sp an ^ Ikm, G - I Gbpe, v - 2slo' m/8
packet ler	 h - 500 bite
TDT-net L-net Faenet I}net Buts-net Rato Ethernet
DJL(mv) 4.72 140 5.27 5.00 0 0 0
DD!-ilvj 56.5 66.5 60 5 89.4 89.5 119 561'
S(5) .25 1	 .30 .19 .19 .07-.25 V. 02
S(10) .41 .44 .12 .31 .14-.28 .04 .02
S(151 .51 .52 .42 .39 .19-.31 .05 .0_'
S(50) .78 .69 .70 .63 .41-.44 .21 .02
'(100) .88 .74 .83 .71 .55 .42 .0^
pie	 r- 	 IenSth - 1000 bite
DDL(us) 4 7: 3 40 5.52 500 0 0 0
IDH(06) 105 118 111 119 IN 216 610'
S(5) .41 .47 .31 .38 .14-.29 .02 .04
S(101 S8 .61 .48 48 .24-.36 .05 .04
S(I5) .58 .68 SS .57 .32-.40 .07 .04
S(50) .88 .82 .82 .77 .58-.59 .23 .04
S(loo) 93 85 90 .83 .71 .45 .04
packet lenrth	 10.000 bits
IDL(Nol 4.72 3.40 10 0 25.0 0 0 0
mH(vo) 91-0 100' 10:0 1010 1030 1971 ;501'
S(5) 88 .90 .71 .83 .55- 62 .03 .41
S(10) .93 .94 .83 .90 .7-.76 .05 .39
S(151 95 .96 .88 .93 .79-.83 .08 .38
S(5O) .99 .98 96 .97 .93- 93 .25 .37
S(100) .99 .98 .98 .98 .96 .50 .37
' mean value only.
Table 6.3 - Performance results for N = 1GO and ! = 1 km.
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reservation slots overhead. However, TDT-Net utilization is almost always
higher than U-net utilization, especially when packet length is small and all sta-
tions are active. This edge is c. result of the lack of a large preamble in TDT-
Net data packets. As packet size increases and transmission times become
greater then r, U-Net and TDT-Net perform similarly for all proportions of
active stations.
Fasnet and D-net perform approximately the same. Their performance is
always inferior to TDT-Net. U-Net always perform better than D-net and
Fasnet, except when N is large and packet lengths are of small to medium dura-
tion. Those conditions are the ideal environment for Fasnet.
When the span of the network is large and the number of stations is
small, Rato performs better than the other schemes if packet length is kept to a
maximum. When packet length increases beyond a maximum, TDT-Net, Fasnet
and D-net improve their performances and eventually surpass Rato.
U For a single sending station, Buzz-net utilization approache9 1, because
packets are sent consecutively without interference. However, in an equally
loaded network, without this advantage, Buzz-Net performs poorly. This capa-
city for sending multipacket bursts over the net is also explored in TLP-4, which
performs extremely well even when more than one station is sending ( see Sec-
tion 5.3.2.4).
To summarize the results in this section, we present, in 'fable 6.5, the
best choice of protocols for the conditions depicted in Tables 1-4.
P
-	 1
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TABLE 6 4
N^ 100, L- 5 kn. G P I Cbps, v- 2s 10' m e
pa	 et length - 500 bits
TDT-net U-net F u net D-net 9u::-net R ato Ethernet
IDLIv^I 16.8 16 8 25.3 25.0 0 0 C
IDH(ys) 76.5 86 5 101 109 210 M 2610'
S(5) 09 09 .05 .05 .02-	 17 '	 .02 .004
S(10) 16 16 09 .09 .03- 17 04 004
S(15) 22 22 .13 .13 .()5- 23 06 004
S1501 49 45 .33 31 14- 23 .21 004
S(1001 07 57 .50 45 .24 42 .004
packet length - 1000 bite
IDL(v01 16 8 16 8 25.5 25.0 0 0 0
am 91 126 136 151 159 261 216 2559'
S(5) 16 16 1	 09 09 .03- 20 702 n08
SI101 .27 .28 16 .16 .0& 25 OS 008
S(15i 36 36 23 .23 09. 26 07 008
SI501 66 62 49 48 .^4-.32 23 .008
x `1001 .80 73 66 63 .38 46 008
packet length	 10 000 bit-
ML ?
	s 1 13 8 !6 8 300 25.0 0 0 0
1D H,	 s) 1017 1027 1060 1	 1050 1161 1671 3,47'
S(5) 65 66 45 50 .24- 36 .03 08
S(10) 79 79 62 .66 .38- 48 05 OF
S; l5 i 85 .85 71 74 48- 55 08 08
Sf50) 95 .94 .89 .90 .75- 75 .25 08
S(1001 98 96 94 94 .86 50 .08
' mean value only.
Table 5.4 - Performance results for N = 100 and I = 5 kin.
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TABLE 5.5
NETWORK PARAMETERS
N	 Span	 Pckt 'bits
PROTOCOL BEST CHOICE
1	 Z	 J	 S	 S
1 km
S00 TDT-Net U-Net Rato Faunet D-net Buss-Net
1000 TDT•Net U Net Funet. D-net Rato Buss-Net
10.000 TDT-Net, U-net D net Fasnet Buss-Net Rato
15
5 km
500 Rato TDT-Net, Unet raenet, D-net Buss-net
1000 Rato I	 TUT-Net, Unet Fasnet, D-net Buss-net
10.000 TDT-Ne i , U-Net D-net Fasnet I	 Rato Buss-net
1 km
S00 TDT• Net 	 Funet U-net D-net Buss-net Rato
1000 TDT-.'Vet	 Funet U-net D-net Buss-net Rato
10,000 TDT-Net, U-Net, Funet, D-net Bun-net Rato
100
5 km
500 TDT-Net U-Net I	 Faonet D-net Rato Buss-net
1000 TDT-Net U-Net I	 Fwnet D-net Ruto Buss-net
10,900 TDT-Net, U•Net, Fasnet, D-net Buss-net Rato
Table 6.5 - Best choice of protocols.
6.4 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS THROUGH SIMULATION
This section presents simulation results that supplement our understand-
ing of protocoi behavicr and provide extra data for comparati v e analysis. The
first subsection describes simulator implementation. The second subsection
presents results for insertion delay for Buzz-net, U-Net, CSMA-CD, TLP-1,
TLP-2, and TLP-3. The final subsection compares the four TLP versions in five
examples under vatieus traffic conditions.
6.4.1 DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATOR
To evaluate the protocols at intermediate load and varying traffic condi-
tions, a discrete eveLt simulator was written in C lanpage. The basic primi-
tives	 of the simulator assume an underlying dual bus topology with	 equally
-	 spaced stations.	 Later, we show how unQvenly spaced statlon3 are accommo-
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adated. The simulator consists of two parts: a common core and a ; rotocol
specific, high-level language description. The common core handles the basic
functions of the simulator: initialization, r-anagement of the event queue, traffic
generation, -ollection f statistics, etc. The protocol descriptioc is a set of pro-
cedure calls which represent a modified diagram of states and transitions from
the original protocol. Because our protocols are described by state diagrams, the
transition to the modified diagram is simple, although some care is needed to
ensure a one to one correspondence between the two. No automated reproduc-
tion or checking available is available, so the implementor must conduct the
final debugging of the simulation program. The simulator includes a debug
option that produces a detailed, selective list of actions at running time. Unix
s y mbolic debuggers and screen editors provide support to the debugging phase.
The simulation program is validated after a thorough checking of the Event
debug Lt for deterministic or quasi-deterministic situations. A deep under-
standing of the protocol operation is essential at this stage.
The simulator uses a global event queue for the entire system. Scheduled
events are of two types: bus events and external events. Bus events processed
for a station are always rescheduled in the event queue for the next successive
stations. Scheduling fcr only the next successive stations avoids the po!ential
need to delete numerous events scattered throughout the event queue. It also
allows fcr simplified future expansion of the simulator to process multiple local
networks interconnected by bridges. Fig. 62 shows the modified state diagram
for Buzz-net, which corresponds to the state diagram in Fig. .2.1. In Fig. 6.21
LYENT(i,j) means that station i scheduled the event for station J. The propa-
gation direction is implied by the numbering order of the stations. For Buzz-net
the bus event types are: EOP (end of packet), BOP (beginning of packet), EOB
II
u
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Fig. 6.5 - State Diagram for Buzz-Net Simulation.
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(end of bu_.; and BOB (beg1nn1'ng of bu g ;. External events are associated with
time-out conditions for a particular station. These events acre represented as
TIMEOUT( <duration >, <etation> *)
A bus Status variable 6 zero if the bus is idle, and one if the bus is busy.
Status variables are updated at the beginuing of event processing. Changes in
status variables are coupled with corresponding events. Transitions are caused
b y events of can be arbitrar y functions of status variables. Instantaneous state
visits are possihJ - if transitict:s out of the state are triggeredb y simultaneous
events occurring when the state was entered. We use [event] to indicate that
the transition onl y occurs if the state visit is instantaneous. Cancellations of
events arc necessary because of collisions (abortion of ongoing transmission!
The basic steps for eveni processing are:
E\ -ENT (i):
reschedule event for subsequent stations;
update status variables;
sa%, e time of event;
IF a transition occurs
THFN' BEGIN
update state,
execute state;
update time of state transition;
END;
END OF EVENT (i )
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Me,.-,age length can be det ,:,ministic or exponentially distributed. A ma-x-
iinum allow ."- packet length forces long messages to he broken into packets,
allowing mt: •.; a.ket traffic generation. Message interarrival time is determinis-
tic or exponentiail i distributed. Therefore, combining the two possibilities for
message length generation with the two possibilities for message interarrival
time, four types of traffic can be generated. Stations can be assigned arbitrarily
to one of four -roups. Each group can be assigned a traffic type and a load
level. Stations inside a group share the load equally. Load 0 can be assigned to
a group to force a set of stations to be inactive. This way an uneven placement
of stations can be .,imulated.
A set of supporting C pro,-,rams and C-shell scripts allow the coilection of
95'c confidence intervals and automation of the simulation operation. Statistics
collcction start time and simulation ei,d are defined in terms of the total number
of packets transmitted. This primitive control is simple, but requires extra care
to ensure that the statistics for individual stations are relevant. We us-d experi-
mental runs to determine the end of the transient phase, and collected statistics
for a minimum of about 1000 departures per station. Confidence intervals were
collected by batch runs.
6.4.2 A GENERAL INSERTION DELAY COMP.ALRISON
A Network witb 1S stations, end-to-end delay of 5 µa (corresponding to a
span	 of	 1 km), fixed	 packet length	 of 1000 bits, exponentially	 distributed
in`.Prarr ► %al time and infirate buffer per station was sinc-.,lated.	 The insertion
delay is plotted against the utilization in Fig. 6.6. U-Net and TDT-Net were not
simulated, but the y , behavior is similar to TLP-3.
I1
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Fig. 6.6 - Insertion Delay vs Bus Utilization (span=1000m).
Although the original CSKA/CD protocol is not adequate to high speed
I—CNs because it regi:ir.ss packet transmission time greater than the round trip
delay for collision detection and fair access, a modified version of CS:4La/CD
adapted to the dual unidirectional bus topc:e0.r was simulated. The CSMA/CD
plotted corresponds :o the following modification of the 1-persistent CSNL-k/CD.
A packet is transmitted simult3.neously in both busses, and collisions are recog-
nized by detecting an incoming upstream packet during transmission. Note
that, as a difference from bidirectional CSIviA/CD in single bus, after a packet is
successfully transmitted, it cannot be destroyed by any other station. In fact,
stations always defer to an incoming packet. In case of collision, the Ethernet
exponential binwy backoB algorithm is used to randomize the retransmission
delay, with no limit in the number of allowed retransmissions. If after the ran-
dom delay, either bus is still sensed busy, the station persists sensing un,d both
i^
--a
busses are sensed idle (1-persistent CSMA/CD); the station then r^transmits.
When a transmission is succes:,fol, the station waits for a fixed delay ( = r)
before attempting to transmit again. Note that, in spite of the fart that T << r,
the performance of this version of CSMA/CD is much better than the standard
Ethernet CS11Lk/CD. However, since this random scheme does not show a
bounded delay and TLP-4 and TLP-3 clearly offer higher throughput, it was not
thoroughly investigated in this dissertation.
TLP-2 shows an increase in delay for very light traffic, because when ail
stations are back to idle the time consuming initialization procedure must be
performed by ali stations. TLP-2 does not show any improvement over TLP-1
because the load is evenly distributed among all stations. Buzz-net performance
degrades as soon as collisions force the protocol into control mode, but insertion
delay is kept bounded. TLP-3 offers better performance but has a constant
delay at light load. TLP-4 performs like a random scheme at light load, but
shows ID greater than TLP-3 as the utilization increases beyond = .09. The
equally loaded network does not allow TLP-4 to take !apitalize on its adaptabil-
ity. In the next section, we identify traffic conditions that allow TLP-4 to per-
form better than TLP-3 over the whole input load range. Nevertheless, for the
given example, TLP-4 performs better than the other schemes. We also
observed that IDH, IDL and S for all schemes match the analytical predictions,
giving us an indication that our simulation is valid and sound.
Becsuse Buzz-Net performance seems to be lower bounded by TLP-4 per-
formance over almost all utilization values, and U-Net performs as TLP-3, in the
next section we concentrate our simulation efforts on the comparison of the TLP
versions under various network conditions.
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I6.4.3 TLP SIMULATION RESULTS
To study differences in the performance of the various TIP versions, we
selected five examples where network conditions favor the protocol differ_nt;v.
For all simulations we assumed a network with 15 stations (N = 15), infinite
buffer per station, transmission rate of 1 Gbps, and fixed message len-,th with
message interarrival time exponentially distributed. The preamble ir, each
packet was 100 bits. 95% confidence intervals were collected through batch
runs, and experimental runs were used to identify the trar:sient phase.
6.4.3.1 EXAMPLE 0: EQUALLY LOADED, SINGLE PACK1-, r I11FS-
SAGE
In tLis example the influence of parameter a (= r/ 7^ on the dela y of
TLP-3 and 4 is studied. We assumed an equally loaded network with a span of
10,0U0 m. Niessages are single packets of 1000 bits (preamble not included).
Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 show the insertion delay (!Dl and queueing delay (QD), respec-
tively, against bus utilization.
Comparing Fig. 6.7 with Fig. 8.6 from the previous section, we see that an
increase in a is detrimental to TLP-4. In Fig. 6.7 we observe that the maximum
insertion delay (MID) for TLP-4 occurs at some intermediate utilization, rather
than the point of maximum utilization as before. Howev--r, from Fig 6.8 we note
that this degradation in ID does not affect the queueing delay. Comparing the
curves for TLP-3 and 4, we observe that TLP-3 performs better than TLP-4 for
the equally loaded network except at light load, when TLP-4 offers negligible
delay. The shape of the delay curves for TLP-3 are not affected by an increase
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Because TLP-4 showy worse MID in a large network, for the next exam-
ples we assume a network span of 10,000 M.
6.4.3.2 EXAMPLE 1: SINGLE HEAVY LOADED STATION, SIN-
GLE PACKET MESSAGE
In this example stations generate single packet messages of 1000 bits
(preamble not included). Station 8 has it.creasing load, while the other stations
offer a constant background load of 5 bibps. Fig. 6.0 presents the insertion and
queueing delays (ID and QD) for TLP-4. For TLP-1,2 and 3, station 8 delays zre
shown in Fig. 6.10 and the delays for background stations are shown. in Fig.
6.11.
Among TLP %ersions, TLP-4 is clearly the best. Station 8 maximum utili-
zation uade- TLP-4 is about 10-fold the maximum utilization achieved by TLP-3
(the next best). In TLP-4, station 8 ID i° a decreasing function of the load for
high load values, showing that the protoco! gives all necessary bandwidth to the
heavy !oad station without further overhead. Because insertion and queueing
delays for background stations are practically equal and constant with offered
load, station 8 traffic does not in'ierfere with the performance of the other sta-
tions after their delay reaches the stable value.
Unlike the equally loaded case shown in Fig 6.8, TLP-2 presents better
queueing delay than TLP-1 when the load is more than '	 4.2 Mbps.	 That is
becausz more throughput is given to the heavy load station without affecting the
delay performance of the background stations. For all versions, insertion and
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TABLE A 3
EXA'PLF !
PROTOCOL MAX BUS ll'I'II,17—kTI0"1
TLP-1 0 012
TLP-2 0.014
TLP -s 0.0:4
TLP-4 > 0
Table 6.6 - Ex.1: TLP-1,2,3,4 Maximum Bus Utilization.
queueing delays fur the background stations remain approximately the same for
all input loads. This behavior is a consequence of the bounde3 delay suffered by
all packets and the light load condition where all the background stations are.
At the background stations, when a packet arrives, the previous packet is
guaranteed to have been transmitted. Therefore insertion and queueing delays
are the same.
it
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The maximum bus utilization measured via simulation for the various
protocols is shown in Table 6.6. Confidence intervab for the queueing delay at
station 8 are the most variable. In Table 8.7 we show the collected 05%
confidence intervals. TLP-1, 2 and 3 show excellent results. Due to the adapta-
bility of TLP-4, the confidence intervals tend to fluctuate greatly. However, the
large values for confidence intervals observed at increasing load do not
compromise our interpretations, because the TLP-4 performance is one order of
TABLE 8.'
LXkMPLE I
95% CONTMENCE INTERV.,'IS FOR
QUEUEING DELAY AT STATION 8
TI.P- 1
Lo yd fytb	 !	 1-3 5 8 7 15
Conf. Int	 I< 5 c I	 5-c I:o'c 10% < 5";
TLP
Cont ?nt.	 < 5 c
T1.P 1
Load (ti	 P S) 5-18 20 10
Conf. Int < 5-c 1	 8-, < 5-,
T1 P.
Load f%ft pa) S50
	
60 '0 80.00 100 1:0 140 160 180 :00
Conf 1nt < S rc ' mac 55 0 8`c 18 c 1^ c '.0 C 3.`, 1- c--o 49r
Table 6.7 - ExT 95(—c Confidence Intervals for QD at Station 8.
mag-Ditcde above the other protocols.
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8.4.3.3 EXAMPLE 2: SINGLE HEAVY LOADED STATION, MUL-
TIPACKET MESSAGE
The effect of multipacket traffic on TLP's performance is investigated in
this example. We assume the same conditions as in Example 1 except that the
traffic offered by station 8 consists of messages 10,000 bits long. The messages
are broken into 10 packets of 1000 bits (preamble not included) that are queued
for immediate transmission. Niessrge queueing delay equals the queueing delay
of its last packet. h;essage insertien delay is the interval between the arrival of
the first packet at the head of the output queue, and the start of the successful
Fig. 6.12 - Ex-2: TLP-4 ID and QD vs Station 8 Load.
transmission of the last packet.
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Fig. 6.12 shows insertion and queueing delay for TLP-4. Comparing Fig.
6.12 with Fig - : from the previous example, we note that station 8 delay in the
present case is little affected by the multipacket traffic, and; surprisingly, the
delay for background rtations even improve with the multipacket traffic.
Although insertion delay! in Figs. 6.12 and 6.9 have slightly different interpreta-
tions and are different, queueing delays t -e very close.
For TLP-1, 2 and 3, station 8 delays are shown in Fig. 6.13 and back-
ground stations delays are shown in Fig. 6.14. Compared with the single packet
message case in Example 1, queueing delay at station 8 has increased by one
order of magnitude, although background stations delays sho •, v no change in
their order of magnitude. In Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 TLP-2 now perforris better
TABLE 8 8
E CAATLE 2
PROTOCOL ?tkX BUS l T LIZATION
TI,P -1 0.012
TLP. 2 0414
TLP. 3 0 024
TLP- 4 0.19
Table 6.8 - Ex.2: TLP-1,2,3,4 Maximum Bus l;tilization.
than TLP-1 for the entire input load range.
Table 6.9 shows the collected 95% confidence intervals for queueing delay
i at station 8 and Table 6.8 shows the maximum bus utilization for the protocols.
Comparing the maximum bus utilization in Tab ► es 6.8 and 6.8 we observe that
TLP-1,2 and 3 present the same valuer with single or multipacket heavy load
traffic, while TLP-4 shows a slight decrease in bus utilization for the multipacket
condition. The results for TLP-1,2 and 3 are expected. For those prctocols only
l 
>t
	
one packet is sent per round and thus the bus utilization is independent of the
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TABLE 6.9
_	 E^t:WPLE 2
95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR
QUEUEING DELAY AT STATION 8
TI.P. I
Load (kfb s) 1 S 5 6 1 8 10 20
Conf	 Int. < 5% 6% 19 % 350 41 % 280 0 5O10 < 5°'0
71 P-1)
Load	 fib o) 1.3 5 8 10 2450
Conf Int < 5 1"0 6% 52-o 23 0 < 5 c
T_.P-3
Load Mbp q 1-15 20 30160
Con f. In:. < 5^c 43°0 < 50
T1 PA
Load (!Kb s 1 1	 J 1	 5 1	 10 1	 15 20 30 40	 SO
Conf Int
I	
19 rc I	 10-c I Ao I 'I-c I	 10''	
1
8^0 14^c Sic 8rc
Load (!&P8) 60 1	 '0 80 90 100 120 140 160 ISO
Conf	 Int. In i	 IOr'o 1	 13o 1 . So 1	 12 rc 1 6c I J9 0 I	 '-0 I	 68`
Table 6.9 - Ex.2. 95% Confidence Intervals for QD at Station 8.
number of packets per message and depends on the total offered load caly. In
TLP-4 a multipacket message is sent as successive packet transmissions if back-
ground stations have no packet to transmit. However, the Longer activity of
multipacket message transmission increases the p.obabiiity of collision with
backg7ound traffic. The overhead of resynchronizing the cycles for transmission
of collided packets accounts for the small loss in bits utilizatior observed in
TLP-4.
The performance achieved by TLP-4 in the latter two 4xamples is
unmatched by any other LkN protocol, placing TLI'-4 in a uaique class for LAN
protocols.
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6.4.3.4 EXAMPLE 3: EQUALLY LOADED NETWORK, SMALLER
ACTIVE SET
This example investigates TLP performance when the set of active sta-
tions is smaller than the total number of stations, or equivalently, when stations
ure not symmetrically located in the network. We assume that stations 8 to 15
are inactive. The load is equally distributed among the active stations, and mes-
D l	 l	 1	 1
IQ 0	 20 ILO e0 PO '00 120 1  'e0 '6 7^ ;^0 ._^ :^0 :b0
ro. A" 13 ( Mboc l
su lrc 9 5 1^•^- ,.•
Fig. 6.15 - Ex-1 : TLP-3,4 ID and QD vs Input Load.
sages are single parkets of size 1000 bits (w/o preamble).
Fig. 6.15 show s results for TLP-3 and 4, and results for TLP--1 and ? are
shown in Fig. 6.18. Table 8.10 shows the maximum bus utilization achieved by
the protocoL9.
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Fig. 6.16 - Ex.3: TLP-1,2 ID and QD vs Input Load.
Compa.ing Fig. 6.15 with Fig. 5.8, the maximum utilization for TLP-4
increases as the active set is reduced, but the maximum utilization decreases for
TLP-3. TLP-3 is not adaptive, so a fewer packets per cycle must share the same
round trip propagation delay overhead which remains constant independently of
the sia.e of the active set. Once again TLP-4 adapts well to new con"itions.
TLP-3 slightly outperforms TLP-4 in the range .:;25 - 95 Mbps. At light load
TLP-4 ID approaches 0, while TLP-3 TD stops improving around 35 Mbps (.:;
2/3 of the end-to-end trip delay, as expected).
Fig. 6.16 shows that the maximum utilizations for both TLP-1 and 2 are
very limited. TLP-2 performs better than TLP- l for loads higher than 20 hfbps.
TLP-2, therefore, adapts better to a smaller active set. Table 6.11 shows 95,70
confidence intervals for the queueing delay averaged over all active stations.
••.
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TAI'' E 6.10
EXA.MYLE 3
PROTOCOL NtA X BUS UTILIZATION
TIP-1 0 044
TLP-2 0.054
TLP-3 I	 C.12
TLP-4 0.24
Table 6.10 - Ex.3: TLP-1,2,3,4 Maximum Bu y Utilization.
TABLE 6.11
EXAMPLE 3
1:57o CONFIDENCE LtiTERVALS FOR
QUEUEING DF AY AVERAGED OVERALL ACTIVE STAnONS
TLP-1
	
Load Pi' a e	 5,30 1	 40	 1	 45	 1	 50	 1	 60
	
Conf. nt.
	 < Sao	 16cc 1 36c 1 15`0 1 5-c
T1.P-2
Load (Nfbpe)	 5-30 40 45 50 50 70
Con ► 	 Int. < 5 10 6 c 10% 'y01" 1717, 1	 7 c
TLP- S
Load (W.	 pe) 5-90 100 IN 140 160
Conr.Int <50 lOc 37o 15c 7c
Tr P-I
Load (Nfbpe) 1	 S 1	 10 120 130-40150- 7,0180-100 1 1-201140 1 160 180 1 200 1220 1240 260
Coiii	 Tnt. 1	 15 1'c 11 c 8 c 6% 5Y7 7-, 9 0 13 0 20c 27 c 21°c 32c 38 c 24c
Table 6.11 - Ex-3: 95% ConfidEnce Intervals for QD Averaged Over All Stations.
Again, we observe that the larger confidence intervals at increasing load ( > 160
Albps) for TLP-4 do not compromise our analysis, because the other protocols
fail to perform closer.
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5.4.3.6 EXAMPLE 4: SINGLE HEAVY LOADED STATION,
SMALLER ACTIVE SET
We now examine the case where, for the reduced set of active stations 1
to 7, station 4 has increasing load while the other stations stay in the back-
ground offering a collective load of 5 Mbp p . Message3 are still single packets of
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Fig. 6.17 - Ex-4: TLPA ID and QD vs Station 4 Load.
1000 bits.
Fig. 6.17 shows the results of insertion and queueing delay for TLP-4.
Fig. 6.18 presents the results of station 4 delay for TLP-1, 2 and 3. The delay
.or the background stations under TIP-1, 2 and 3 is shown in Fig. g .19. The
maximum bus utilization for the various protocols is given iL Table 6.12. 95%
confidence intervals for the queueing delay at station 4 is shown in Teble 6.13.
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TLP-4 is by far the best. TLP-4 maximum utilization i° more than 14
times greater than the maximum utilization achieved by TLP-3 (the next best),
and at light load TLP-4 ID tends to 0 while the ID for the other protocols lwels
w
of or increases as for TLP-2. TLP-2 shows lower delay than TLP-1 for increas-
ing load, what is a direct conse quence of its adaptivity to a smaller active set
and single heavy load station. As in Example 2 with one single heavy loaded
station, background stations are not noticeably affected by the heavy tra gic on
TABLE 5.12
EXAMPLE 4
PROTOCOL MAX BUS LTILIZATION
TLP-1 0.009
TLP- 2 0.011
TLP-1 0.17
TIP-4 >0.`'0
Table 6.12 - Ex.4: TLP- 1,2,3,4 Maximum Bus Utilization.
the network.
6.4.3.6 COMPARING TLP VERSIONS
TLP-3 and 4 decisively outperform TLP-1 and 2 in all examples. For
equally loaded and syrr►metrically spaced stations, TLP-3 outperforms TLP-4
and TLP-1 outperforms TLP-2. However, single heavy load station and as y m-
metrical placement favor the adapti ,- 2
 versions TLP-2 and 4.
TLP-4 :s the only version to show no deterioration of performance for sin-
gle heavy loaded multipa^ket traffic. The achieved maximum utilization of
TLP-4 in t:1is cases 6 more than 10 times better than the next best maximum
utilization (TLP-3), and queueing delay at the heavy load station is not affected
n
by traffic type (single or multipacket).
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TABLE 8. 13
EXAMPLE 4
95°b CONFmENC E INTERVALS FOR
QUEUEING DELAY AT STATION 4
IMP. t
Load Mbp+ 1.3 4 .5-10 
Conf Int. < 57" 260)" 1 < 5%
TLP-2
Load (Mbps) 1.4 3 5 10-15
Conf.lnt. < 5% ^°^ 1, c < so,,,
In P.:t
Load (Mb e) 1-10 12 15-40
Conf. Int. < 50 3-.% < 5-0
IT P. 4
Load (Mbpe) 10 1	 20 130	 1	 40 1 50 160 1 70-901 90 1 100 1120 1140 1 150 1180 1201
Cont. Int. i5`c 8.50 IV-, < 5 0 15% 230 18°c 10 0 170 26 0 33-^ 43 c 37°-c 44r
Table 6.13 - Ex.4: 95%' Confidence Intervals for QD at Station 4.
For all protocols, background stations are unaffected by the heavy load
traffic. This tolerance is valuable because it guarantees a fair share of resources.
Furthermore, bounded delays are inherent to all protocols.
The fact that TLP-4 provides queueing delays of some order of magnitude
less than other simple polling protocols like TLP-3 makes TLP-4 an excellent
choice for applications where bursty, high bandwidth traff - occurs (file
transfers, graphics, etc.). The insensitivity of the background traffic to the
heavy load use of the net:^ork guarantees proper service to interactive and prior-
ity traffic.
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CILkPTER 7
APPROMNLXTE ANALYSIS FOR OSCIL k M'ING POLLING
7.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we derive an approximate solutiou to the queueing delay
for the oscillating polling scheme which characterizes both TLP-3 and U-'het.
This solution assumes that load is equally distributed among all stations and
only one packet is transmitted per polling instant (transmission scheme also
called "chaining")
The approximation is heavily based on the assumption that, for any two
stations S; and S,, S, transmissions are independent of Sj transmissions.	 This
independence assumption permits an easy formulation of the Laplace- Stie;jes
(LT) transform of the time between polling instants at a station based on the
probability that a packet is present when a station is polled. This same
approach was used by Heyman (Heym831 and Lehoczky (LehoSil to obtain
approximate solutions for the regular polling scheme where a cycle consists of
polling stations in the order {1,2,...,!1}. In TLP-3, however, a cycle consists of
polling stations in the order {1,...,iV,N,...,1}. Because of above polling order, we
call this scheme oscillating polling.
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Different from what occurs with regular polling in a symmetric network,
with oscillating polling the performance is not uniform over all stations Inter-
vals between transmission opportunities for a station vary depending on its loca-
tion in the network. Only the central station, in the case of equally loaded net-
work and s y mmetrically spaced stations, has Aerpacket transmission instants
equally distributed. So, we do expect stations to present different queueing
delays depending on their position. The asNmmetric behavior of stations in
oscillating polling represents a major obstacle when trying to derive exact solu-
tions. In fact chaining, i.e. single packet transmissions, complicates matters even
further. No exact solution has been obtained for the chaining scheme, even for
regular polling. Therefore, an e;,act solution for oscillating polling under chain-
ing must be ruled out.
The exhaustive (as opposed to "chained") model for oscillating pollin g has
been studied b y Eisenberg (Eise72J, and a gated model has been investi;ated by
Swartz [Swar81). Solutions in both cases are not in closed form and calculations
become intractable for large cumbers of stations.
7.1.1 THE MODEL
Packets are assumed to arrive at each station according to a Poisson pro-
cess with rate X. Packet transmission time (including overhead) is a constant T.
The propagation delay between stations i and j is r,i . r is the end-to-end propa-
gation delay. N is the number of stations. Cycle c;, at station 1, is defined as
the time between returns of the virtual token to station 1, on the same bus.
Because the system is cyclic and each station has exactly two opportunities to
transmit in each cycle, in the long run the cycle length distribution will be
F
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independent of the reference station.
Transmission instants for station i are t;, when the token is travelling
from i to 1, and t;N when the token is travelling from i to N where 1 and N are --
the two end stations. Subcycle c; t is defined as the period of time starting at t,,
and lasting until next t;N, and Subcycle C,N as the period of time starting at t,N
and	 lasting until next t;,. In equilibrium,	 the distributions for	 c,, and c; ,,•	 are
expected to exist. The LT for	 c,,	 and	 c 	 are, respectively, C;^(s) and C';,4sl.
To evaluate these LT's some simplifying assumptions are needed.
The major simplif y ing assumption for the model is that station
transmissions occur independently of station j transmissions, whenever i 34- j.
Moreover, S, transmissions at t, t and t;N are assumed to occur independently.
Under the above assumptions, packet transmission at instat,t t,, occurs
with probability b,, and packet transmission at instant t jV occurs with probabil-
it y b; % . Probabilities b;, and b; V are the key parameters to be determined.
If probabilities b;, and b;,, are known for all stations, then .l',^(s) = LT of
service time at t;, and jA4s) = LT of service time at I iN are obtained as follows:
Xi1 (e) _ ( 1
- bj,) + b,je-'T
(7 11
( .2
Given that	 service	 times	 at	 the various	 stations	 are	 assumed to	 be
independent random variables,	 Ci1(s)	 is the produ2t of the LT of the service
time at t;, times the LT of servi^e times at tjl aad tj'N, j <i, times the LT of
the round trip propagation delay between S, and S;. Thus,
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Similarly, C;,	s expressed as:
_' rs,,	 N
C,;v( s ) = e	 X;"( s ) F1 XJ01(a) Xiom8) .
j-1+1	 (7.4)
Also,
N
C ^( 9 ) = C1 	 CiM S ) = e - " H A;.%{9)x",(9) .i- 1 	( 7.
where C '(s) is the LT of a complete cycle and is independent of the reference
station.
The expressions in (7.3) and (7.4) depend onl y on the round trip dela%
between station i and the end stations This indicates that the stations could be
unevenly separated in each bus and the expressions would still be valid.
The LT s calculated in (7.3), (7.4), and (7.5) are fundamental in obtaining
the queueing delay at each station, because they allow the computation of the
z-transform of the number of packets found in the system b y a random arrival.
As these LT's are completely defined by b, j and b;N, the determination of these
probabilities is the key step in this analysis.
Expressions similar to those above were derived by Heyman (Heym83) for
regular polling. In that case, however, the probabilities b,, and b„ N merge into a
single b, because of symmetry. Then, b, can then be approximated by the long
run probability that the system is busy, which is easily obtained. In this case
the solution is not as simple, and the procedure to determine b, j
 and b,.y is
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explained in the next subsection.
7.1.1.1 DETERMINATION OF bit AND b;N
To obtain 6, 1 and b; ,v, the behavior of the queue size at instants t it and
t,S for the system in equilibrium is studied.
Define:
Q i1 (z) = z-transform of the number of packets in station i at t i1 ,
Q; %42) = z-transform of the number of packets in station i at t;N .
Define the following probabilities:
p i1 (k) = Pr{ k packets present in station i at t i1 },
p;
,% (k) = Pr{ k packets present in station i at t; N }.
Observe that p i1 (0) = 1 - b;a and pjj%40) = 1 - b;N. For ease of notation,
}	 further define:
6;= bit +bl-N
ell = E[c;ll, cl, = E[c,N]
A(.) = G11 (a-az), B( z ) = CiN(A-Xz),
G'( z) = A( z) B( z)
=e-2a.(1-=)	 [ I_bjl(l- e-aT(1-=) ) 1 [1-bj'N(1 	
i.61	 (	 )
E '9"	 *V
A(:), B(z), and C(:) may be interpreted as the z-transform of the number
of arrivals during, respectively, subcycle c;,, subcycle c;N, and cycle c;. Thus, if
till (k) is the probability that k packets arrive during c;,, E tr;,(k)zk
k-0
Similarly, if r;N(k) is the probability that k packets arrive during c;N,
vl-M k ) k
k ^0
Q; ,ti{z) can be related to Q;,(.:) by conditioning on the number of packets
found at t;,. More precisely,
(1) with probability p;,(0) + p;,(1) no more than one packet is found at tai.
Thus, the queue size at next t;N is equal to the number of packets arriv-
ing during c,, and
Ql,%4z) = A(:).
(2) with probability 1 - p;,(0) - p;,(1) more than one packet is found at t;,.
Thus,
Q,.ti{z) = Q;,(zI number of packets > 2)A(:)
Pji( 2 ) z + Pl.1(3)z`+ .. .
A(-)
1 - PI1( 0 ) - P. .i(1)
where the denominator in the above expression accounts for the fact that vwe
must use queue size conditional probabilities.
Unconditioning we get:
Q,,%4	 _ ( P.1( 0 ) + P'1( 1 ) A ( z ) + [pVj (2)z +	 '-
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p , ,(0)
 + P.i( 1 )] 4 (-) +	 Alcl
1) + Q,l(:)
=	 A(z) .
The last fraction on the RHS corresponds to the z - transform of the queue
size at t, j without counting the packet served. Following the same reasoning. we
can obtain:
Q.: (- ►
 = Pi. 	 - 1) 1	
B( • )
Z
Solving the last two equations for Q, l (z) and Q, ,,,4:) we get:
( z -1) B(z)I P .i(0)-A(:) + Pi:,40)
(;.;)
(z-1) A(.)[ PiN( 0 ) B(z ) + P.r (0 )	 ]
Qi.ti4 -1 =	
- C(:)
By imposing the conditions Q, 1 (1) = Q, ,,,41) = 1 we obtain, after appl;v-
rng LIKspital.
P.1(0) + p j ,%40) = 2 - X ( c .l + CIN)
However, from the definiLlons of cil and c, ,,; it follows that:
r r	 1
^. 1 + Ci.tir = 2T + T J , 6j 1 + vj.ti') (7 10)
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From (7.9) and (7.10), and solving for b,:
b—b,—	 2Xr
I - NaT
	 (7.11)
Equation ( 7.11) states that the sum of bit and b;N
 is a constant, therefore
independent of the station index for the equally loaded network. This result
holds true even for uneven placement of stations on the net. For evenly spaced
stations, the symmetry of the network causes all functions calculated a: t i1 to be
related to their counterparts at t; N by the relation:
f^,1( . ) = IN-:+t.j%4-) , 1<i<N
Therefore, only expressions at til are derived.
To determine b11 and b, ,v explicitly, observe that since Q(z) is analytic
within the unit circle any root of the denominator in (7.7) and (7.8) located
inside the unit circle should also be a root of the numerator. Observing that
I A.I ( 1 -e' 7 ) I < 1: we obtain from (7.6) the upper bound I C(z) I < I c •^a a= ^ I.
Consequently, C(-1) < e Arx < I.	 As	 C(0) > 0, it is clear that zo exists such
that zo = C(zo) and -1 < zo <O.
Equating the numerator of (7.7) to zero and using (7.9) to eliminate p,^{0)
produces the following result:
P.1( 0) _ 
12 - 6L
z0 - A(zo)	 (7.12)
Hence,
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0 ^ Dq
A
(2 - b)zo
b, 1 =1-	 b;N =b-b;l.
zo - A(zo)	 (7.13)
Probabilitir; bi1 and b;N can be calculated by computing the b i1 and b;N -
with a fixed zo and calculating a new ze based on previously iterated b; l and b;N.
Fig. 7.1 showns the iteration steps. The dashed oozes correspond :o steps where
zo is numerically e-aluated. b in the first box is the basic parameter. The next
two boxes calculate initial values for zo and b i1 . Although we could have started
tht iterations with -o= -1 and b;, = 1, a faster convergence is obtained by tak-
ing upper boundF on A(z) and C(z) as follows:
A ( zo) = C' (X -azo)
_ e -	 ,(1- Ye" i ^1- bJ1 (1- c -a:(1-zo) ) J 1 1 	 l -e X T(1-^))J
1 ^i
-2a *,,(! ^) ri 
l 
-a T(1-z(,)b11J ^1-A T(1-
zo)6,-.Vjj. 1
c-2x.,,11-k)
	 i1-XT(1 - zo)(b;1+bjN)^
j.1
	 •
-1
-2a*.,(1-to) 1-X T(1- zo) r(bi1+bjN)
1 ^^
t	 2a*,i(1-^) rl -a T(1-zo)(I' -1) 6j .
	
(7.14)
Similarly:
	
C(zo) < e -2d1-zo)a I 1 - tiA 7(1-zo)bI .	
(7.151
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The initial value for ze is obtained from zo = VI-C—"(-Z3) , with C(zo)
approximated by the value of the RHS of (7.15). Substituting i:: (7.13) A(zo) for
its upper bound in (7.14) gives the initial value for b;l.
Our objective is to calculate hil and b;N such that their sum approaches b
for all stations. The iteration is divided in two parts. First, for a given zo we
iterate the b; l 's until twice their average converges within E 1 of its limiting value.
When no further improvement is obtained, a new value fo zo is calculated from
the last set of b; l 's values. Then, we start iterating the b; l 's again. We proceed
until twice tLe average converges to ti within E. We observed that the conver-
gence is very robust. in our calculations we used t = 0.000001 and
t, = 0.00001. Convergence was achieved within 2 to 3 iterations on zo. In many
cases only one iteration was needed. At the conclusion, b; l + b;N = b for all sta-
tions. This result was achieved with different pai.-s (E , c l ). As an example, we
show in Table 7.1 the values of b, 1 and b;N
 for a aetwork with 15 stations, span
of 10,000m, packet length of 1000 bits, and ioad of 100 hibps.
7.1.2 AVERAGE QUEUEING DELAY W
The average queueing delay W for a random arrival is easily calculated
because the distribution of a subcycle is independent of the queue sizes at the
prior transmission instant due to the independence assumption. 11' is calculated
similarly whether the tagged arrival occurs during c il or c,N. 'Therefore we
assume that the tagged arrival occurs during c; t with delay W<,.
The tagged packet must wait for all packets already in queue when it
arrives. Those packets in queue consist of all those present at the beginning of
160
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N ^ 15, packet Inapt/ - Io00 bitc, open - 10.000 m
foal - 100 Mbpo, b ^ 0.749064
b„ 0.55019 6, fc - 0.19888
b 71 0.52617 b2N 0.22290
b„ 0.50164 6y„ 0.24740
b., 0.47675 bv, 0.27232
b b , 0.45149 b&y 0.29757
be t .. 0.42598 4&N 0.32232
b„ 0.40030 b,x
b B, 0.37453 b&x 0.37453
b„ 0.34876 b" 0.40030
b,o 1 , 0.32308 bloN 0.42598
b„11 - 0.29757 611 0.45149
b Lj - 0.27232 bu Y 0.47575
bu t - 0.24740 6, 0.50166
b, , - 0.22290 b, x 0.52617
b, b , - 0.19888 b16 y 0.55019
Table 7.1 - Example of values for b il and b;N.
the interval cil minus the packet eventually served, plus all those which arrived
before the tagged packet during c i ;. The first group of packets can be calcu-
lated from the z-transform of the queue size at t,,. The second a o^up is the
numb,-r of arrivals during the "age" of the selected interval c; l , where the "age"
is the complement of the residual life of the inter-.-al. Age and residual life have
identical distributions [Ross83]. Calling P;,(z) the z-transform of the number of
packets found in queue by the tagged arrival during c;;, follows:
	
P;;(z) = I
	
-z
	
L 	 c;;	 (7.16)
The first factor is the z - transform of the queue size at t;; after eliminating
the packet eventually served. T Le second factor is the z-transform of the
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number of packets arriving during the "age" of interval c&
observe the following. The first queued packet delaysTo calculate W, 
the tagged packet on the average by C,N. The second packet in queue, by its
turn, delays the tagged packet on the average by c it . Average delays caused by
other	 queued	 packets	 alternate	 between	 c;N	 and	 c ii .	 If
p i = Pr { i packets in queue at the end of selected e;, 1, then
	
µt,,= c0i (Pt+P2+2P3+2P4+3ps+3p6+	 ^+
p11
	
(Y2+ p3 +2P 4 +2ps+3p d +3p^ +	 J
Evaluating the series in terins of P i1 (z), leads:
W" +C' r^^ ^^'itl t l - P; i ( -1)  1) + c=—' i`Pi t( 1 ) + Pi'( -1)
'	 4	 4 (7 17)
wbere P; i (7i is the first derivative of P;,(z). 11'7c, is computed similarl y . Finally,
the desired delay 6i' is obtained as:
Wc,^Cil + ^YcNCi.'V
	
Ci i + C i,y
	
( 7 .18)
where C, i 1(c 11 + C6'N ) and c iN1( C i ,+ C;N) are the probabilities that the tagged
arrival occurs during c i , and c;N, respectively.
7.1.3 RESULTS
The analytic approximation was compared with simulation for networks
with 15 stations, packet sizes of 500, 1000, and 5000 bits, and network lengths of
1000 and 10000 meters. The percentage error betwe-2n calculated and simulated
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Cqueueing delay is plotted against bus utilization normalized to the maximum
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Fig. 7.2 - Average Error (%) vs Normalized Utilization (N=15).
achievable utilization for the given network parameters.
Fig. 7.2 shows tL•e error averaged over all stations. Observe that the
different cases correspond to a = r/T of 1,5,10,50 and 100. Fig. 7.3 shows the
results for station 8 (the central station), while Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 show the results
for the eLd stations (as expected these two figures are very similar). From those
figures we observe that the error in the approximation is maximum for the cen-
tral station. This fact has also ueen observed for networks with different
number of stations. However, all figures emphasize the fact that the approxima-
tion improves for increasing a. For a > 5, the error is less than 10% for nor-
malized utilizations less than 0.7. At heavy load, the errors increase, but this
should not cause sev^re concern, since we are mostly interested in the perfor-
mince at intermediate load. Increasing the number of stations also favors the
1
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Fig. 7.3 - Station 8 Error (%) vs Normalized Utilization (N=15).
approximation, as shown by additional results for N = 30, which are not
reported here.
7.2 CONCLUSIONS
A queueing delay approximation for oscillating polling under chaining has
been presented. The approximation is based on the assumption that the proba-
bility that a station transmits a packet on a given transmission instant can be
approximated by a deterministic value. From these probabilities, we obtain the
Laplace Transform of the subcycles at each station, and the z-transfor rn of the
number of arrivals during each subcycle. The transforms above allow us to
derive the queueing delay at each station. A robust iterative procedure is used
to calculate the unknown probabilities. Comparing the analytical approximation
J
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wi!h simulation, the errors show tha, the approximatir^a reflects well the asym-
metric behavior of the stations and is acceptable for medium load situations and
for high values of a. Fiore specifically, the error is less than 10% for normalized
utilization < 70% and for a > S.
A more complex treatment of the problem tried to differentiate between
subcycles c i where a transmission by a station i occurred and subcycles c; where
station i did not transmit. Although the refinement of the approximation fol-
lows the same steps, much more complex expressions had to be derived and some
extra difficulties had to be overcome during the numerical caiculations. The
final results, however, did not show any clear improvement over the described
simplified approach. For this reason, the treatment is omitted.
QVI
CHAPTER 
BL-ILD!NG SYSTEMS WITH A LARGE NUMBER, OF STATIONS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
Fiber optics LANs can be implemented using multimode or single-mode
fibers. !n a multimode fiber the center core is large enough to propagate the
light in man y different modes, while in a single-mode fiber the core is so small
Oat only one mode propagates. The large core in multimode fibers has clear
advantages. LED (light emitting diode), which is an inexpensive and reliable
techuologti, . can be used as a light source because enough light can be coupled
into the large core (LED's irradiate over a large area). Multimode couplers and
connectors have long been fabricated and are commerciall y available at reason-
able prices. However, modal dispersion in mul t imode transmission limits the
available bandwidth/km. In contrast, single-mode fibers do not present modal
dispersion and high oand«-idth/km is achieved. Consequently, if the network
span is large and data rates are high, single-mode fiber must be used.
In a single-mode fiber the small core diameter couples insufficient light
from a LED. Therefore, lasers are required. Lasers used to be unstable, expen-
sive and unreliable devices. Recently laser fabrication has been improved
tremendously, !eading to reliability and life expectancy comparable to LED.
Since single-mode technology is essential for very high data rates/large spans
and more restrictive in terms of component availability, we only, consider singie-
1
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mode solutions to s; • stems with large number of stations. Of course, the single-
mode analysis is directly applicable to multimode systems, if components of
same functionality are used.
In earlier chapters we introduced protocols developed for the dual uni-
directional bus architecture in which stations are interfaced directly to busses
via couplers, each coupler housing a transmitter and a receiver tap. In practical
impiementat ions, it is necessary to interconnect these couplers to the bus via
optical connectors or splices (see Fig--. R.1 and 8.2). Single-mode fiber splicing
techniques are well-developed and provide interconnection with minimum loss
(<-0.05dB) under field conditions. However, splicing requires the intervention
of skilled personnel with refined tools and may be a costly solution to station
insertion and removal in the field. Furthermore, splicing requires access to the
fiber core, and ma y not be a feasible solution if a sturd y and reliable cable
implementation is required. LoA-loss lens connectors for single-mode fiber have
been developed to provide an average connection loss of -0.54 dB and an average
minimum loss of -0.35 dB [MasuKa]. We expect in the near future further
improvement in single-mode connector loss as a result of intensive research and
high demand.
Single-mode couplers can be constructed using different techniques such
as biconical tappering [Iiawa-,,), saphire ball lenses [Nlasu82b], or evanescent
fields [Beas83]. Evanescent wave couplers fabricated by cementing fibers into
plates or embedding fibers in lower melting tem p erature glass befor e grinding
and polishing have shown excess loss as low as -0.1 dB arid allow 0,-e ccapling
ratio to be adjusted at will [Beas831. To date, these excess loss figur.s are the
best for single-mode couplers. Further progress in this area is expected.
MM
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The losses mentioned above contribute to limit the number of couplers
that can be connected in a single bus. The maximum number o' couplers
depends on the available power margin (difference in dB between the maximum
power inserted in the bus and thc• minimum power reliably detected at the
receiver) and the individual coupling ratios, as shown iu the next sections.
A first step in building systems with a large number of stations is to
investigate the optimum selection of coupler parameters to maximize the total
number of stations directl y
 connected to the dual unidirectional bus architec-
ture. We are interested in the maximum number of stations on the bus.
whether or not the stations are used as multiolexers.
Expansion of the dual topology may occur in a single-level of peer coenec-
tions through the use of active repeaters (working as signal regenerators),
bridges (implementing only routing between two networks, no flow control or
buffering, or bybrid topology using a sing'.e-mode passive star. hierarchical
interconnections can be achieved by gateways, performing flow control acd rout-
ing over high level interconnections.
In the following sections %:e discuss each solution to th^ problem of budd-
ing systems mith a large number of stations in detail, explaining the limitations
of the previous protocols in '.he DP A' enVironrr► ent.
9.2 DUAL BUS TOPOLOGY OPTMUZA TION
To describe our optimization problem mathematically, we adopt the
represeucation and nomenclature in ISchrr . 831. Fig. 8.1 shows optical taps and
connections Sor one station, while Fig. 8.2 shows a configuration with N stations.
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Fig. 8.1 - Optical Tap and Station Connections.
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Fig. 8.2 - Configuration with N stations.
Bicnnical or evanescent field couplers can be represented by the following
transmission matrix: (SchmR31
PR = [(I-C)3
Pout 	 3C
3C 1" T J
(1 -C)3 P.
where C = fraction of power coupled between fibers (parameter to be calcu-
lated) and 3 -= excess loss through the coupler, with QdB) = 101og.3.
The fraction of power transmitted through a connector or splice is desig-
nated as a, with L c (dB) = 101op. Transmission loss factor due to fiher
attenuation is represented by rl, with L f(dB) = 101ogY7.
If transmitters have maximum output power Pr and the minimum power
reliably detected by receivers is P;, the ratio PAPS is defined as power margin
170
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Af (fiber attenuation is already incorporated) and can be expressed in dB as.
Af(dB) = Pr4dBm) - PS (dBm) .
If the minimum power received	 by a transmitter is Ptnin , the maximum
loss in the system is L^, u (dB) = 101oy(PQ,; o/PT), and the power budget simply
requires:
Af + Lmu ^ 0 .
Our optimization task consists in determining coupling ratios v hich maximize
the number of stations attached to the network while still satisfying  the above
inequality. In the following subsections we analyze four cases where:
(1)	 all taps iu all couplers have the same coupling ratio.
(1)
	
	 taps in the same coupler have equal coupling ratios but couplers may
differ.
^.	 (3)	 a hybrid approach mixing the two previous cases is adopted.
(4)	 each tap is independently optimized.
An important issue in practical implementations is the d y namic range
(the differ°nce between the maximum and minimum power to be detected i,i M)
required at each receiver. Received power must be inside the receiver dynamic
range to avoid saturation effects that may delay response and cause erroneous
operation. Complexity and sophistication of receiver design increases with
inrreasing required dynamic range. An economically feasible local area network
would tune receivers for a limited power range The receiver d y namic range
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issue Is discussed in each apt ► m ► za. tie.n 'A.Thr.ique
8.2.1 OPTIMIZAT:Ori WITH EQUAL COUPI EW,'
For this ca ge, all lap = in ail cruF:iers hav P the s3rne coeplI , r ^.iG. l il
(Schrr,831 it is shown that the minininry; recJr ed power occurs b : twPcn 'nd sta-
tions and that Pmin is expressed as:
It 23 easily shc.wr. t.a?t PM.  1.s ;raximized for C = 1/(.V-11 [SehmSS. 'rLe
correspondent maximum loss (6: dB ,
 is ben by.-
L mu = Lr "+ ^^.^-2;(i.^ + L .,i + 20( -ic(N -?) + 2 r)('.'- iiloC t `^1
The ^ower niarg;D iequ '! , e'd ;o, d I f^ie ut riumi^ers of n'.otlons 1cd different
values of L r + L' , assuming neg!igihle L is sho-.^'n c . Table 8.1.
Typical values for Pr aad P, are - . 0 dBm and - 4; dism• respectively , gi-,-
ing us a power margin of 45 dB. For ±`ais mirgrin, we plot in T:hle 8.2 the max-
MUM number of stations Dbtained directl y rrcn: Tabl,- SA
If w? look at bus P-to-L, s'atio_ N re^7eiv2s rn i ip l mum power from th::
opposice end s'stion. Tae po`ver received from t he other stations increases as
we more c loser to N, ass:Imi,og coestan t output power from al; stations. To
diminish the required dynamic range for station N, adicstment cif :ac (..;tltput
power from stations 2 to N-d into the F.-to-L bus must be performed, or an opt-
ical attenuator m , ISt be inserted in series with the trausmitter of tho:, e stations.
Assuming all stations deliver equal power to station N, receivers at stations 2 to
i
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T.4BLi:8.1
Power SiarRin Required for N Equal Couples_
LPL,+L„L, •0
N L--0.2 dB L--04 ^B L -08 dB L^-1.0dB
3 1	 13 04 14.0, 15.134 16.04 1704
4 17.99 MH 2). 7 9 22.19 23.5w
5 2134 2314 24.94 26.74 28.54
6 23.93_ (_	 26.13 23.33 30.53 32.73
M G8 ^` 28 62 3 1. 28 53.88 36 48
R ^:' 94 3094 33 94 36.94 39.94
9 N S8 3^ 98 3618 1	 39 78 43 18
10 31.07 34 87 35.37 42.47 45 27
11 32.44 36.54 40 84 45 04 49, 24
12	 33 -'1 :9.31 42.91 47 51 5.' 11
13 34 90 39 90 44.90 4910 54.90
' 14 36 02 41.4a 4682 52.22 57.62
15 3709 12 Y9 48.69 54 49 1	 6029
16 38 ! _- 44 3: 50 51 53.71 52 9!
17 39 OC 15 69 52.29 5889 65.49
18 4003 1	 47 03 54 03 61.03 68 03
19 40 95 48 35 55.75 63 15 1-055
20 41 83 49 S3 57.43 65.23 73 03
21 42 % 5089 59 09 57.29 11549
22 43 52 52.12 50.72 69.32 77.92
44.33 53.33 62 33 71.33 8033
F
23
24 45 13 5453 63 93 73.33 82 73
25  4511 55.71 65.51 7511 85 "1
Table 8.1 - Power !Margin Required for 1\ Equal Couplers.
N receive a constant power at different 'levels. If all receivers are to be tuned at
the same power level, further attenuators are required in front of each receiver.
8.2.2 OPTMHZATION WITH SYMMETRIC COUPLERS
In a symmetric coup!er the two taps (i.e. transmitter and receiver) have
the same parameters C and 3. Having two taps with the same parameter may
1,73
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TkDLE 8.2
Equal Coupler optimiietion
M-45eB L,m0
L — L, + L, Nti
-02 23
-0 4 16
-0.5 13
-0.8 10
-1.0 9
Table 8.2 - . ML, for Equal Coupler Optimization.
facilitate a one step coupler construction. Mosi fabrication procedures require
monitoring fusion temperature, etching, physical polishing of surfaces, or ten-
sion. These processes may eventually be performed in two close taps in parallel
leading :o accurate dual taps.
The problem of minirr.izing throughput loss when coupling ration C is
allo«ed to var y along the link length has been solved by Altman and Taylc,r
(Altm7 1 and by Auracher and Witte (.aural. Their anal y sis was Lpplied to
planar Tee coupler for m,ilti-mode fiber which presented a transmitting rr,atrix
slightly simpler than our coupler matrix. which has second degree dependencies.
°R Pr
X = rpiice or c000ectot
Fig. 8.3 - Two Tap Coupler.
That analysis can be directly extended to our case, and we proceed to do so.
At station i, the transmission matrix for the i
Fig. 8.3 is given by:
PR tr;3 C;
IP7Pour
"Ki tr`"3=(1-C,)= P",
Without loss of generality. we focus our attention to the R-to-L bus. The first
step in the optimization process consists of a recursive procedure that starts at
station N and moves backward toward low numbered stations. A.-s-suming
PR = P_ and Cv = 1 at station N, the minimum required power level before
station N-1 is found by calculating CS_, s^ ! h; t P- ns nt sistlon N-1. In so
doing. only the necessary power is absorbed before reaching station N. This
procedure is repeated recursively until station m ; r n %ched, when due to other
constraints, the iteration can not proceed.
Calling P the power level observed on the bus half-hay between the con-
nectors or splices of stations i an] i-1, we writf the following:
	
PN = Q L.-	
(8.1)
p•-t _	 P'
P' -i = P:o
C;_ta^
	
(8.3)
Eliminating PS yieids:
,forC; <I,CN=1.C;-t	 a`d`d';	 (8.4)
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Defining b =
	
	
1^	
, the solution for C;-t is:
Q 2 ,3` C;
Ci- 1 =	 2	 (8.5)
We observ e that C;_ t < C;. Consequently, less and less power is coupled
from P; into P.,,,- We also note that C; values are independent of P: or PT.
Limiting station m is -cached when P 7,aK,,, < P'° +t and (8.4) cannot be used
to determine Cm anymore. P' +t is the minimurn power level that guarantFes
PR = P; at station N.
In the second step, we start with C1 = 1 for station I and calculate cou-
pl •,ng ratics so that any preceding statt„n generates the same output level as the
last station in the series. We proceed re-ursively until we reach station I such
that the output level does not satisfy the minimum requirement P m+t from the
first step. Developing the expressions for this recursion we find that the new Cis
still obey (8.4). Therefore, the couplers are completely symmetric and
C; = C N-;+t . The middle point in the link is located between stations I = 1172
and m=A72+ 1.
It is interesting to note that all stations to the right of the middle point
receive equal power P; from all stations situated to the left of that point. To
equalize the dynamic rang? of all stations, it is only necessary to attenuate the
signal le • el received at stations 2 to N/2 and adjust output power for stations
N12 +1 to N-1. Compared to the former optimization case, only half the ports
mu3t be compensated.
.;	 1
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Given the ratio I'S/r' T and the coupling ratios Ce calculated according to
(8.4), the maximum number of stations in the network is equal to N = 2n,
where n is the lowest integer to satisfy the fullowing inequality:
P^"PT
C" C. ` 1 < a 2^2
For a power margin Af = 45 dB, Lf = 0, and diJerent values of
L = L, + L C , the maximum number of stations is calculated and shown in
Table 8.3. Comparing these values with those for the equal coupler case, a gain
of approximvely 2 is achieved.
T,A&Lr 8 3
Svmmetnc Coupler Optimization
M l 45 dB. L, m 0
L — L, + L,
	
.ti's
-0 _'	 50
-0 4	 32
-0 6	 _A
-0 8	 20
-1 0	 IS
Table 8.3 - NM ., for S y mmetric Coupler Optimization.
However, for this case, Al2 different coupler ratios are needed. Aithouga
these ratios are independent of A!, the network may not be easily upgraded
because the ratios must correspond directly to the physical position of the sta-
tion in the network. A solution to this problem is in the next section.
(8.6)
N
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8.2.3 HYBRID OPTIMIZATION
To avoid the problem of a large number of couplers with different ratios,
r
we extend the analysis tc investigate a hybrid approach where only an equal
number of stations from each end of the network have coupling ratios according
to (8.4), and all the other stations have equal coupling ratios.
r- - - - - - - - - - - -	 T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
end block	 central block	 end bl(•ck
i	 1	 6	 1
k stations	 n m h•2k Stations	 I	 k stations
L- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J
Fig. 8.3 - 3-block- network layout.
As with symmetric couplers, we focus on the to R-to-L bus. We assume
3-block network la y out shown in Fig. 8.4. The first and the last blocks contain
k stations each with coupling ratio C; optimized according to (8.4). The cebtral
block contains n stations with equal coupling ratio C. Of course, N = 2k + n
Transmitter power and receiver sensitivit y are the same as before, and fiber
attenuation is also neglected. For a given k, we want to find a lower bound to
C. namely Cmi ,, that allows the maximum number of stations in the central
block, aid consequentl} in the entire network.
In the analysis below P is defined as in the previous section. P, denotes
the power ahead of the connector of the first station in the central block and is
equal to Pk*".
 
P;,,r denotes the power following the connector of the last station
in the central block. and is equal to P" +k+t . Because of the optimization pro-
cedure, the first k stations produce equal Pb„ such that:
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M., = c C,,9P T .
(8.7)
To produce minimum detection levels in the last block, Pb,, must satisfy
the following inequality:
Ps
out > 
Ck a3 (8.8)
To satisfy (8.8) for a given input power Pb we must have:
^	
PIZ
Ck a3	 (8.9)
Using (8.7) in the above inequality and taking the logarithm of both sides yields-
P,/ oT
1 n
 n ^„O ` i7 ` Ck
n <
In (Q2,Y=(1-C)2)	 (8.10)
.another constraint requires that the last station in the block receives
minimum power P; from input Pb, Thus-
^- t	 f'c
Cad ^	 (8.11)
Using (8.7) and (8.11) we get.
1-C)- <	 I
C	 Q2i32Ck	 (8.12)
Because the left-hand side is a decreasing function of C, for 0 	 %'^' <1,
and comparing equation (8.12) with equation (8.4), we conclude that Cmin is:
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Cmin — Ck +1 (8.13)
Equation (8.13) is equivalent to requiring that a transmission from the first equa-
tion in the central block produces Pb ,,,.o  satisfying equation (8.8). We observe
that if equation (8.13) is true, any path from a transmitter to a receiver inside
the central block meets the requirements for maximum path loss.
To equalize the d y namic range in this hyErid implementation, attenuators
must be added to all transmitters and receivers, except to station 1 and the
receivers in the last block. if k << N, the cost is approximatel y the same as for
equal couplers.
TkBLE 8 4
Hti13RID oPMUZATTON
A!-45 dB. L —L,+I.,L,-0
L--02 dB L- -04 dB	 L--06 dB L--0F dB L-- LO dB
4
R .^ R ^•n- R	 ^^ R tip„- R .ti'
1 10 12 9 11 9	 11 8 10 8 10
2 14 18 13 1, 12	 16 10 14 9 13
3 18 24 i5 21 13	 !0
4 20 28 16 24 13 21 10 18 8 16
5 22 32 16
16
26
28
12
11
22
23
9
8
19
20 5
17
16 23 3"
24 40 15 29 10 24 5 20 13 1;
Table 8.4 - Nm „, for Hybrid Optimization.
Table 8.4 shows the maximum number of stations achieved for different
values of parameter k and loss L. Comparing the values of N m ,,. with those
found in Table 8.2, we note that the hybrid approach is always better thau the
equal coupler optimization for k > 3 in the range of chosen parameters. There-
fore, optimizing only a few couplers may lead to substantia', improvement in the
maximum number of stations allowed. For example, for k = 5, there is an
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increase of about 9 in A'mu for all L. The hybrid approach represents an
improvement over symmetric optimization in that only a smail set of coupling
ratios is necessar y , and insertion in the central block does not affect the connec-
tion of the other stations.
8.2.4 SINGLE TAP OPTIMIZATION
The final step in the optimization of the dual bus architecture is calculat-
ing each indi v idual tap to maximize the number of couplers inserted in a series.
At station i (see Fig. 8.3), the receiver tap is assumed to have a coupling rati o) of
CR, while the transmitter tap has a coupling ratio of C, T. P is defined as before.
Optimization be^omes a simple task. Looking at the R-to-L bus, we start
from station 1 and maximize the Lumber of succeeding stations which get
minimum power F at their receiver. Assuming C^ = 1, the following relations
are immediatel y obtained from the architecture in Fig. 8.2:
PTO 3=P'-,
(8.14)
Q 2 32 (1- CR ) (1- CTi)P = P *1 .
(8 15)
Q^CRP' = P,
(8.16)
P = O,3C,T i .
(8.17)
Using (8.17) in (8.16), end solving for CR brings:
R	 PSI PT
(8.18)
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Equations (8.15) and (8.17) all(,w us to derive the following relation:
(1-C,T); I - CR O 	I
CT	 a 2 ,32 CT I
	
(8.1 fl )
From (8.19) and (8.18) we derive the following recursive formula for (,7:
C',T =
1 +
I
0 = 3= CT 1 - P VPT
,I > 1 .
(820)
Starting with C 7 = 1 we calculate the other CT's using (8.20). C;R is
obtained from (8.18). The iteration stops when we End index N such that
0 ;y+1 > 1. N is the maximum possible number of statioca in the network.
li T ^ f1 P" [,
Sintle Tap
—
Opt I m 1z &I ion
M — 45 dB. L — 0
L — L,+L
N-
81-02
-0 4 3'
0 6
08
-1 0
21?
2:
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Table 8.5 - ,ti's,,,, for Single Tap Optimization
Table 8.5 shows NMLI using the same parameter as in previous optimiza-
tions. Compared to previous techniques only a small percentage increa_^e in
Nmu is achieved, especially when loss L is high.
We observe that the coefficients CR and C,T are functions of the poi%er
margin. This dependency was not prt ,
 )ent in previous optimizations. 'Moreover,
the coupling ratio is associated with the position on the network, making
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insertions a difficult task, as observed for symmetric couplers. The complexity
of such a variety of coupling ratios is only worthwhile because the receivers
input power is equalized. In field implementations this optimization approach
would not be practical.
8.3 PASSPE STAR/BUS CONFIGURATION
Single-mode fiber star directional couplers have been successfull y
 fabri-
c :ted to present excellent uniformit y and throughput (excess) loss of less than
P„ -WX	 Y,^P,
11
pZSaiv. li sK star	 ) pwsive /i s K atv
r-- -	 ------- ----	 - --^
i h	 h	 i
i
t----------`ursswur9L--------^
group
Fig. 8.5 - Passive Star/Bus Configuration.
0.7 dB for a 10x10 mixer (Shee j. As shown in Fig. 8.5, two passive directional
stars can be connected in pla c e of a station in a bus to provide access to a group
of physically near stations. A full connection to two busses requires four stars.
The star functions as a passive multiplexer. We study the power budget of this
star/bus connection and identify the limitations imposed in our previous pro-,o-
cols.
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8.3.1 WIRE CONTROL INSIDE A GROUP
Assuming the same propagation delay from the bus coupler to any station
in the group, all stations in the group react synchronously to events that have
been propagated from the main bus. In our protocols we exploit the physical
sequential location of the stations in the network to implement deferral or impli-
cit control. Without an additionai ,ontrol, stations in a group react ideritically
and the possibility of a conflict arises. To arbitrate among the station-s, we pro-
pose a simple wire control as seen previously in the literature [I`1ark80. Eswa81.
Frat83]. The wire control is logically explained be'.ow.
We assum- that stations are numbered by decreasing priority inside a
group (i.e. station 1 has highest priorit y). Station j is represented by Si . Si.
r pr eives a control signal C(j) from S, _ t and propagates Co +1) = C(j) + P(j),
where P(j) is its own priority signal. We call E0.4, the end-of-activity detected
at the 1th station in the group (,generalization of MI. Similarly, the
beginning-ef- activit y at ith station in the group is BOA,. Both EO.-, and B0.4i
are derived fro-n the signal that is the logical sum of the signal at the receiver
tap and the incoming control signal C(0. Therefore, activity is an OR of the
activit y on main bus and the activity in the group.
Whenever S, is	 transmitting	 a packet.	 it	 sets	 P(i) = 1. This action
causes all	 C(j ► , j > i,	 to be set	 to	 1. Consequently, BOA ; occurs for all j> r.
Low priority stations in the group then abort their eventual transmissions and
wait for EOA '. as in a regular deferral procedure. At the end of i:s transmission
S, sets P(i) back to 0, generating LOA ' for stations Sp j > i. The cont r^1 wire
performs the scheduling inside the group and works as a complement to the eet-
 Q41 4—N .
rwork access protocol.
To allow transparent	 operation of the protocols when star groups are
allowed, the	 priority	 scheduling	 to	 access	 one	 channel must be exactly the
reverse of the access policy for the opposite channel. In a group, if S, precedes
S, in accessing bus R-to-L, then S^ precedes S; in accessing channel L to-R.
Moreover, because of the extra overhead in propagating activity between the
group and the main channel, the value of parameter d in previous protocols
must be adjusted. We call the new value d^. Originally, d represented the max-
imum reaction delay of a station. Cons,quently, d was also the maximum time
between consecutive packets W i train, and the maximum amount of preamble
garbled whet, deferral occurred.
If ^ is the maximum propagation delay of the control signa l between the
first and last stations in a group and -1 is the maximum prop-Agation delay
between any station in a group and one of the main busses, the delay between
EOA at the bus and BOA due tc the first transmission of the b oup is in the
worst case equal to 2-1 + d. The maximurn delay bet A'een consecutive transmis-
sions from the same gro!lp is ^ + d, assuming d seconds to start a packet
transmission after detection of a transition from ! to U in signal C(.). Therefore,
d ' = max `'-,
	
+ d .
Fig 8.6 depicts a corruption caused b y the first transmission !rom a
group .when the corrupted packet was transmitted b y a station directly con-
nected to the main bus !the packet follcws previous packet within a station
reaction delay. The two time axes represent events on the main bus and at the
1$J 1
ik- 27 + d -----•^
main bus	 -
group	 d-7^
lc/t rr al
time
Fig. 8.6 - Corruption by first transmission from a group.
station is a group. The corruption starts 27 seconds from the beginning of
packet transmission and ends d seconds later. Note that the packet first 2^
transmission second-, are not affected.
f'--- 2 ? -` d --+^
27+ d _^------	 ------cor►apted	 ,---
main bu!
group
d -'y' -- — 2 7 -- + d
defrrra.'
time +
Fig. 8.7 - Group transmission corrupted by another group.
Fig. 8.; depicts a group transmission corrupted by the first transmission
from another group. In this case, the packet first 27 + d transmission seconds
are completely corrupted. Observe the idle time of 27 + d between packets. In
the case of consecutive transmissions from the same group the maximum idle
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time would be
All prev ious protocols work correctly if the the preamble at the beginning
of each packet accounts for d ' seconds of garbled data and end-of-train detec-
tion only occurs after d' seconds of idle time. From Figs. 8.6 and 8.7 it is clear
that idle periods of size d' or less occur. The large preamble guarantees that a
group corruption triggered by a preceding end-of-transmission occurs during its
transmission, thus preventing destruction of any succeeding packets. The
increase in preamble may degrade performance considerable and force the use of
large packets. However, without the large preamble, packets may be destroyed
on the way, and an end-to-end acknowledgement protocol is required for reliabil-
ity. Even with end-to-end acknowledgment, transmission times N%ould not
longer be assuredly bounded anymore.
An impro v ement in utilization can be achieved if a lower bound for d,
d,,,,,,;m„m, can be guaranteed and packet transmission tinl:S for stations directly
attached to the main bus are such that T < d,,,,,,,m„m. These stations can
transmit their packets with a regular preamble and, art,. ,- the packet transmis-
Sion is over, continue to transmit activity for a time long enough to guarantee a
total transmission of d ' seconds. The relationship T < dminimum assures the
packet integrity against a group transmission and the total transmission time
> d' prevents eventual destruction of succeeding packets. as mentioned before.
r
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8.3.2 POWER BUDGET AND UTILIZATION IN A STAR/BUS
NETWORK
To achieve the maximum number of stations in a Star/Bus topology,
namely NR„,, we assume that a star group is connected to each pair of
correspondent cou p lers in the dual bus architecture. For this analysis we
assume that all stars are equal and that all stations are equidistant from the
couplers connected to the main channels. If the stations are not equidistant,
then the maximum distance is assumed for all stations to determine the power
budget's lower boundary.
The optimization procedures developed in previous sections are still valid
If we substitute Ps and 6 for PS and P T , where PS is such as to guarantee that
the minimum power delivered to each station in a group is PS , and PT is the
input power to the coupler in the main bus from a transmission originated in a
group. Once the maximum number of couplers N R,,,, is calculated, the total
number of stations in the network A"..i given by ,ti'R„x *K, where K is the
number of stations in a group.
Single-mode star unidirectional couplers have been fabricated using the
encapsulated etching technique to overcome the geometric problems associated
with single-mode fibers. These star couplers have relatively low losses which are
characterized by the K port coupling loss, - 10logK, and excess loss L:. The suc-
cessful fabrication of 4-,6-,8-, and 10-fiber star couplers with L: as low as 0.5 dB
and excellent output uniformity was recently reported (Shee79). This value for
L: is assumed in our numerical examples. A proposal for building a star coupler
by the interconnection of smaller optical components appears in (Marh84). How-
1.^JLM
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ever, it is highly unlikely that the proposed procedure could lead to star imple-
mentations with excess losses as low as reported above. Considering the connec-
tions shown in Fig.8.4, the requirements for Pr and PS are:
Ps > PS - Le - 4LC + 10logK ( dB),
PT = P 1. + L: + 4L: - 10logK (dB),
and the new power margin is Af^ = PT - PS (dB). As before, Lf is assumed
negligible. L: is the loss of the connector for coupling with the star. We assume
L C = L:.
For Af = 45 (dB), L, = -0.1 dB and L: = -0.5 dB, we show Nmu in
Table 8.6 for different values of connector loss and 4 < K <32. Entries where
an increase in K leads to a decrease in Nmau are suppressed. For instance, for
L = -.2 dB and K = 10 ,A• e obtain Nm. = 120. This figure is not entered
because it is less than 126, which is obtained for K = 9. If the connector max-
imum loss is know p , then Table 8.6 gives us optimal values for K to maximize
N.
To illustrate the degradation in -performance due to an extensiv e pream-
ble, we assume .%'R,x = 120. assuming that the underl% . iug protocol is TLP-3.
the maximum utilization is given by-
S( N' „ 1 ) = NM &X T,
r + A'm,x ( T + d ) 
+ d .
The above formula follows from (6.2) where the reaction time d is not
neglected. We assume that 27 > ^, and, therefore, d '
 = d + 27.
Table 8.6 - NMU for a Star/Bus examp;e.
Y^
TABLE 8.6
STAR	 L'S EXkMFLE
Pr	 0 dBm, Ps — -A5 dBm, L. — .1 dB, L; ^ .05 dB, L, ^ L,, L ^ L. + L„ L, — 0N.4
L^-0.2 dB L--0. 4dB L--0.5dB L- -0. 8 dB L--1.0dB
4 96 54 48 40 32
5 100 70 50 - 40
6 108 72 - 48
7 112 84 70 56 42
8 - 64 48
9 126 90 72 54
6010 100 80 -
11 132 110 88 66 66
12 144 - - 72 -
13 78
14 112 84
15 150 120 90 90
16 160 128 95
'	 I7 - 102 68
18 1" 72
19 114 76
20 120 80
21 158 - 125 84
M 1 176 132 88
23 184 138 92 92
24 - 144 96 95
25 I50 100 100
26 156 104 104
27 162 108 108
28 168 112 112
29 ;16 116
30 120 120
31 186 124
32 r	 192 128 121+
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If v is the speed of light in the fiber, then 1, the span of the main busses,
and 1 ' , the maximum (Aistance from any station in a group to the main bus, are
related to the previous parameters r and 7 by I = ry and I s = ryv. Numerically,
p
we assume v = 2r108 m/s. If the minimum preamble required for clock lock-in is
TP , the total required preamble in the star/bus topology is d' + TP . Conse-
queniiv, T _ i, + TP + d Numerically, we assume TP = 100ns (100 bits x
1Gbps).
TAD LE 8.7
NVA MLIZATION FOR A STAR/BUS "ITH 120 STATIONS
z-1 >E
S(1201
I^ 10 km 1^ 5 km I— l km r— 0 5 km
0 0 642 07,42 0.846 0 F61
50 0.390 0.425 0.457 0.462
100 0.280 0 ^98 0 313 0.316
200 0.179 0.IE6 0192 0.193
300 0.132 0.136 0139 0.1^9
400 j	 0104 0.107 0.109 0109
500 0.086 0 088 0 089 0.089
600 0.073 0.075 0 076 00,15
700 0 064 0.065 0 066 0 056
800 0.057 0.05-1 0 058 0 058
900 0.051 0 051 0.052 0 0.52
1000 0 046 0 047	 0 04" 0 047
Table 8.7 • Max Utilization for a Star/Bus with 120 stations.
Because r <<m T + d'). we expect S(120) to be somewhat indepen-
dent of 1. Table 8.7 depicts .S(j20) for 1 = 10000, 5000, 1000 and 500 meters,
and confirms our conjecture. Figures for 1^ = 0 correspond to the ideal case,
where all stations are connected directly to the main busses. We observe that
substantial throughput is lost as I - increases. However, if I' is small, a large
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Vnumber of statioLS can be supported while maintaining reasonably good utiliza-
tion.
8.4 LINEAR EXPANSION THROUGH ACTIVE REPEATERS
The span of a network can be increased by simply adding repeaters (or
regenerators) to a channel. The repeaters reconstitute the signal to the initial
power level and shape, allowing another bus segment to follow the previous seg-
ment. This approach is completely transparent to the underlying access proto-
col. All segments are considered peers and no hierarchy is introduced. The
whole network performs a single entity, but performance may degrade due to
increases in end-to-end propagation delay. High speed integrated regenerators
for long haul optical systems have been fabricated for speeds up to 320 Mhz
[Coch83]. These regenerators perform reshaping, retiming and regenerative
functions. In a L.A.ti shorter span length alleviat;-s 'he regenerator performance
requirements, and we expect further developments reaching the gi gabit range in
a near future.
The introduction of an active device may compromise reliability because a
repeater failure may disrupt the whole network operation. To improve reliability
repeaters can be constructed with internal redundanc y , orby•p optical
switches that are activated in case of repeater failure (Albas2, AlfeSij. A hybrid
approach using redundancy. and by-pass may also prove sound.
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8.5 LINEAR EXPANSION THROUGH BRIDGES
The total number of connected nodes in a dual bus topology can be
increased by interconnecting separate segments of the network through bridges.
Bridges are active devices which provide simple real time routing based on desti-
nation and/or source addresses. No flow control is implemented and no data
buffers are provided. A small delay buffer may be required to allow processing of
the routing decision. A se-ment is said to be local to the bridge to which it is
connected and vice versa. If two segments of a LAN are intcrennnected by a
bridge, local traffic (i.e. with destination within originating segment) is recog-
nized at the bridge ,.,,d i;u,red. External traffic (i.e. destination is external to
'he originating segment) is inserted in the neighboring segment at the highest
preemptive priority to avoid blocl ng and buffering. In brief the bridge works as
a filter, with non-!ocal traffic pwssing through. For dual unidirectional bus
topology, high preemptive priority is inherent to end stations, which naturally
perform as bridges. Another consequence Df the absence of buffer for external
traffic is that, if traffic loss is not tolerated, bridges can only interface with two
segments. If three or more segments are interconnected, a conflict niav result
when two or more segments originate packets for a third segment simultane-
ously.
Bridge connection mandates that segments be at the same level, so sta-
tions are considered , eers, the condition usual for LANs. Naming can be done
by the concatenation of a unique segment identifier to a port identifier. A port
identifier is an address recognized by the lowest level hardware interface con-
nected to a coupler. A port could be a physical entity representing a station or
a node, or a logical entity representing a set of stations or processes. A special
193
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segment identifier could be also used for overall broadcast capability. The
bridge stores the identifiers of its local segments enabling the recognition of local
and external packets.
Bridges can further filter external packets originated locally by retaining a
set of the destination segments to which they are allowed to retransmit. Each
set is called the reachable segment set for the incoming bus. In a local segment
where transmissions are bidirectional, if a bridge maintains a reachable segment
set A for one bus, and the opposite bridge maintains a reachable set B for the
other bus such that A and B are a partition of the network (the two sets are
mutuall y exclusive and their union covers the whole network), a local broadcast
packet is retransmitted by only one bridge and, therefore, propagates externally
in onl y
 one neighboring segment. If a segment has local bridges which satisfy
the above conditions, the segment is denominated a uni-segment. If the local
bridges retransmit all external packets, the segments are called regular segments.
Regular and uni-segments imp!y that local transmissions are bidirectional. if
transmissions are unidirectional, bridges always retransmit all external packets
and segments have no special denomination.
;Fig. 8.8 (a) i s a schematic representation of a linear bridge expansion.
This solution is adequate when a high percentage of external traffic goes only to
neighboring segments. Operation is very simple for regular segments. An exter-
nal packet is propagated from one segment to the next until it reaches the desti-
uation segment. In this implementation, bridges have only to compare the seg-
ment identifier of the destination address with the identifier of the originating
segment.
J
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Fig. 8.8 - Bridge Connections.
Fig. 8.8 (b) shows a loop implementation of interconnected segments.
This solution is convenient for equall y balanced traffic between segments. If bi-
segments are used, in absence of errors two copies of the same packet reach the
destination segment (assuming the local transmission is bidirectional). The next
level in the protocol hierarch), must be capable of filtering out multiple copies,
or the destination port must store the sequence number of the received packets.
The problem of multicopies in long haul networks is ver y
 complex because
packet delay is large and unbounded. In high speed LANs packet delay is small
and bounded, and retransmission can occur from the source node (no intermedi-
ate buffering is re;uired). Therefore, sequence number of received packets need
onl y
 be stored for a fixed time (a function of the total number of nodes in the
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network). Although it is possible to implement multiple copy control i q
hardware, for very fast processing it is advisable to perform this function at a
higher protocol level. Solution choice is an implementation issue. Despite the
cost of eliminating multiples, the presence of a copy travelling the loop in oppo-
site direction enhances reliability and may improve delay. The extra bandwidth
wasted by the copy is usually not a significant problem for high bandwidth
L%_Ns. If extra bandwidth is needed, uni-segments solve the problem.
The final example in	 Fig.	 8.8	 (c)	 sho,k-s a segment interconnecting two
loops.	 In that case the clockwise direction	 in the loops carry	 onl y	local loop
traffic. Therefore, in bidirectional transmissions the reachable segment set for
the counter clockwise direction in the bridges at each loop must to be such that
it covers all segments external to the local loop.	 If regular segments are used,
the endless circulation of external packets in the inner loop can be eliminated by
removing the dashed connection local loop in both local loops. This elimination
may cause extra delay, for local loop packets because a longer path may be fol-
lowed. If uni-segments are used, onl y local loop packets circulate in the inner
loop and the above connection can be maintained. Depending on definition of
partitions, local loop traffic performance ma y be improved.
8.5.1 COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN BRIDGES AND _ACCESS PRO-
TOCOLS
The requirement that bridge traffic be forced into the local segment in
real time implies that, for asynchronous p rotocols, :he local access protocol can
assimilate the eventual collisions caused b y
 the high priority insertion. Protocols
such as Token-Less and Buzz-tiet, which perform normally when collisions are
1
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not frequent, are not suitable for bridge implementations. Recover y
 overhead
due to constant collisions deadlocks the local traffic. TDT-Vet does not tolc-ate
out-of-sent traffic, making bridges unacceptable. The above protocols cannot be
modified to recover from the problems caused by bridge traffic and are discarded
from further consideration.
Fasnet and L-Net,on the other hand, appear to be suitable for bridge
implementations. Fasnet provides easy bridge implementation because the end
stations are responsible for generating time slots in the system. Since the s} stem
is s y nchronous, incoming external traffic may be forced to wait (in the worst
case) for a slot time before insertion. Therefore, a buffer the size of a slot must
be provided. No further modifications are required. Fasnet bridge connections
are discussed in jLimb82).
As for U-Net, the external traffic inserted in a bus of a Iccal segment can:
(a) be external packets that were part of a train of consecutive packets fol-
lowing a token. External iraffic Werpacket gaps correspond to local
packet transmissions in the original train that were filtered out b y the
bridge. These gaps are large enough to allow local traffic insertion.
(b) be external packets transmitted when stations were s y nchronized b y the
token in the opposite bus. As explained in Section 2.2.', the packets in
the reverse bus are separated by gaps equ11 to twice the propagation
delay between two sending stations, plus 2d. Alter local traffic is filtered
out, external traffic interpacket gaps are of the order of 2 -,, or
2 r,J. + nT. Also in this case local traffic can be inserted in these gaps.
L^
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A .first problem Kith U-net is that, independent of the type of external
traffic (a or b), collisions with external traffic occur, and collided stations abort
their transmissions. Second, using bridges causes problems with single token
and bidirectional transmissions, beca yise the token is travelling in one direction,
but external traffic is being inserted in both directions (assuming two local
bridges).	 If external traffic gaps do not occur at the taps of a station in both
busses	 simultaneou-sly,	 a lock-up	 c.adition develops	 where	 stations al%%ays
transmit is both directions simultaneously.
A solution to these problems is to modif y
 the standard U-Net protc^ol to
make transmissions either un:directioz)al or scheduled in independent output
queues, one for each channel. The queues are managed se p arately, witb packet
transmissions occurring only when synchronized by tokens detected in the
correspondent channels. Following this approach, the number of tokens can be
selected as follows:
(1) One token in the entire segment. End stations regenerate the token as
usual. The token starts a train to which stations append their packets.
If a collision w.tb external traffic occurs, the single packet transmission is
aborted and tried again when the bus is sensed idle. Local traffic Ells
external traffic gaps. Bandwidth is wasted because onl y the token bus is
used for local transmissions. While the token 1.^ travelling along one bus,
the reverse bus is used exclusively by external traffic. If the external
traffic is light, the reverse is idle most of the time.
(2) One token for each channel. Bandwidth is not wasted, but token regen-
r	 eration is a problem.
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Token regeneration can be implemented by out-of-band signalling in the
reverse channel. Signalling c1n be imbedded in packets, use a special packet, or
be an identifiable sequence of carrier bursts. If stations other than the end sta-
tioos can detect the out-of-band signalling, some bandwidth can be further util-
ized by allowing stations to transmit following the detection of EOA events,
after	 the regeneration signal	 has been detected iu	 the	 reverse channel. This
scheme	 is fair;	 although	 downstream stations detect	 the	 signalling first,
upstream stations have preemptive priority over downstream. Of course,
improvement is onl y achieved if T << r. As T approaches r, collisions corrupt
the extra transmissions.
If the maximum packet transmission time ( Tm ,x ) is less than r, tokens can
be automaticall y regenerated every T, r,,,,. To maintain fairness (prevent	 S
upstream stations from monopolizing the network), out-of-band signalling in the
reverse channel is still necessary. After transmission a station only transmits
again after an EO.4 if out-of-band signalling has previously been detected in
the other channel. The out-of-band signal is sent on the reverse channel each
time an end-of-train is detected. The train always starts with a token (whatever
implernentation) and ends when a silent gap of more than 2d seconds is
detected. -]though automatic token regeneration may corrupt some packets, it
may improve performance when T << r and the external traffic inserted in the
segment is light, failing to provide sufficient EO.4 events to trigger transmis-
sions. This scheme is especially useful when the end-to-end propagation dela y is
high, external traffic is low, and token regeneration is slow. When external
traffic is heavy, token generation is not necessary to trigger transmissions, but it
provides the means to frame the channel and bring fairness through out-of-band
signalling at the end-of-train..
	
,i
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External traffic gaps in this modified version are nT + (n-1)d in length.
If packets are fixed in size, collisions are minimized and performance is
improved. This designs resembles a synchronous system with slots of size
T + d. The advantage of using bridges instead of repeaters for the synchronous
system was explored in [Limb82]. If, in our asynchronous case, we ignore the
packets transmitted after out-of-band signalling is detected and assume that (in
the worst case) each external packet always collides with a local transmission
and wastes on the average T/2 seconds of transmission, then xve can easil y show	 ,1
that bridge expansion always perform better than repeater expansion when there
are more than two segments.
8.8 HIERARCHICAL CONNECTIONS USING GATEWAYS
A more general way to provide access to numerous stations in a LAN is to
use gateways to interconnect independent segments. Because the segments are
par t of the same network (in our view), the protocol layers in each segment are
the same, with the possible exception of the access protocols which are riot
equal. Access protocols, optimized for the traffic characteristics of the particular
segment, are required to provide the same basic service to the immediate higher
protocol layer, therefore eliminating the need for protocol conversion at the gate-
ways. This property, is very valuable because it avoids excessive processing at
the gateways which could degrade delay performance.
Gateways interact directly with the access protocol providing routing,
buffering and flow control to intersegment traffic. Flow control must be pro-
vided because the gateway has limited bandwidth and may run out of buffers if
through traffic is heavy. If the gateway cannot accept an incoming packet for
it
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retransmission, the packet must be dropped and a NACK sent back to the
sender, perhaps with information about buffer availability. if the packet is
accepted, an ACK is returned. In the latter case, if the sender is another gate-
way, a buffer in that gateway is freed. If the sender is a station, a transmission
buffer is freed at the communication interface. To prevent deadlocks and sim-
plify link control over the high speed broadcast bus, whenever a packet is
accepted in the gateway a buffer reservation for accepting future ACK or 1ACK
is made at the corresponding inbound link. Due to the broadcast nature of the
segments, ACKs and NACKs must be implemented as control packets.
To guarantee bounded delay and required thrcughput, traffic through the
gateways must be sent through virtual circuits (VCs). Each gateway can con-
nect with a fixed number of VCs depending on local buffer availability and local
segment utilization. VC characteristics are negotiated during the set-up phase.
If VC requirements canact be satisfied for one of the gateways in the desired
path, the connection is not made. Some traffic may require bounded delays (real
time,V;,:,•: •.-ides, etc.), others may require high throughput (graphic terminal
refreshing. fit- transfer,etc.) A VC may span many segments. A gateway must
handle local (segment destination is local) and through (segment destination is
external) traffic with different priorities if necessary.
Because of short delay, the numb?r of outstanding packets in a VC path
may be very small and still satisfy throughput requirements. If segments are not
heavily loaded, one outstanding packet will suffice, simplifying protocol handling
and speeding up gateway processing. Protocols between gateways (G-G) or
between gateway and stations (G-S) may be implemented as a stop-and-wait
protocol ( [Tane81] , pp. 151-153), or as a sliding window with :MACK ( [Tane8l]
fir'
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, pp. 153-164) if high throughput is required. The stop-and-wait protocol can be
viewed as a sliding window protocol with window size 1. This simple protocol is
advisable for easy implementation directly in hardware or firmware. At very r
high speeds, software interaction must be minimized to avoid causing a
bottleneck in the system [Magl821. To speed up processing, associate memories
may be used in the gateway interface implementation (Blau , 9l.
VCs can be established as usual. Datagrams can be imbedded in VC call
requests as provided in CCITT X.25 ( [Tane81] , pp. 2 .14) or supported directly.
A minimum throughput for datagram service is guaranteed if datagrams are sent
through a permanent VC between so^irce and destination segments. Because
segments are broadcast, VC connections are primarily used for intersegment user
sessions. Direct broadcasting provides an easy solutio- to VC establishment.
Different stations with sessions to the same destination segment can be multi-
plexed on the VC. The choice of datagram approach is an implementation
issue.
Paths are not necessarily unique between segments, especially if the se —
meat is connected to more than one gateway. However, it may be possible for a
network tc provide a unique path between an y pair of segments. If so, the gate-
way must maintain a routing table that provides for each segment destination
the next segment to broadcast and/or the next gateway to which to send. This
table must be maintained to avoid multiple paths or loops in case of gatewa y or
network failure. One advantage of unique routing is that datagrams may arrive
in order (this property can only be guaranteed if datagrams are sent in a VC).
The routing table is consulted to establish VC or to route datagrams. For the
VC service, a routing vector can be maintained. The routing vector gives the
N)
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destination gateway (or segm^nt) depending on VC identification. For fast pro-
cessing, the routing vector can be kept in an associative memory , for quick rout-
ing without software intervention.
If bandwidth is plentiful, one option is to have the first gateway in the
path provide the full route for the packet. The routing processing takes place
only at this first gateway. which is responsible for maintaining the VC connec-
tion and stamping the address in the packet header. Each intermediate gate-
way simply extracts its owa address from the packet address field and uses the
subsequent address specification to determine to which segment to broadcast the
packet. Although the packet address field of the packet must be variable, the
extraction procedure at each gateway can be fixed and executed by hardware.
The construction of the routing table at the gateways can be imple-
mented using the algorithm described in [Nior1831 , with minor additions. This
algorithm is an extension of the version presented in [Merl-,Q]. The protocol
maintains packet sequence and recovers from single segment or node failures
without loss of packets, and from multiple failures occurring simultaneousl y with
the possible loss of some packets. The protocol does not require a priori topolog-
ical information and handles network Mitialization and reconfiguration automat-
icall y . In the brief description below we detail the necessary additions.
In the terminology of [Mor183] , nodes are gateways and links are seg-
ments. An end station that is not a gateway must participate as a leaf node (as
is a gateway that is connected to only one segment. For each node the protocol
constructs a multi-branched tree (a spanning tree) rooted at the given Lode (the
SINK). Each node selects a preferred neighbor to which it points.
C,
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t Two types of messages are used in the protocol. The distance update
(LTD) message carries an estimate of the distance (delay) to the SINK from the
sending node. The estimate may be for the direction from the node to the SI\K.
The flush control (FLS) message is used to ensure that the old pathway is clear
before making a route change.
The update cycle consists of four phases, with only the last one requiring
some additions. In phase I, LTD messages move up-tree (away from SINK) to
enable nodes to know their distance to the SINK. In phase II and III FLS mes-
sages verify connectivit y and prepare nodes to clear the old path. In phase Iti', a
node propagates LPD along the down-tree (towards the SINK) after tPDs have
been received from all up-tree links, and after the node has determined a pre-
ferred neighbor to the SINK (the node ma y maintain its previous preferred
neighbor). We make the following addition. The node adds, to the LTD sent
down the tree, its identification, its delay to the sink, and its set of local Se g
-ments. The LTD is only sent after LPDs from all neighbors except the preferred
neighbor have been received. Upon receiving the LTD, the SINK knows the
minimum delay path to all segments, including rn.ultiple routes. If single path
routing is implemented, in phase R' a node erases previous entri,-s corresponding
to its local segments if one or more local segments are alreadypresent in the
received LPDs. This occurs because the present node receives the packets
addressed to those segments first than the other nodes up-tree. We observe that
intermediate gateways have acquired the routing to any local segment of the
SINK. If that segment is also connected to another gateway, than the minimum
delay route can be selected or multiple routing implern,nted. In summary. the
above protocol ai'ows implementation of individual routing at each gateway, or
full routing at the first gateway of the path.
1I
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CHAPTER9
CONCLUSIONS
9.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The major contribution of this dissertation is a comprehensive stud y
 of
asynchronous protocols for the high speed dual optical bus topology. In our
opinion, optical fiber is the most promising medium for the implementation of
high speed LANs. If bus is used, the dual bus topology offers the best solution
to the problem of high insertion loss presented by optical couplers.
A]1 proposed protocols are distributed and able to handle variable size
packets. Initialization and recovery procedures are incorporated in the protocol
definition (no external intervention, e.g. NCC). The above features are impor-
tant to assure reliable and efficient operation of the high speed medium.
U-Net (Chapter 2) is a token protocol which circulates the token (a spe-
cial pattern or packet) between end stations, and incorporates a distributed end
station election procedure to improve reliability. TDT-Net (Chapt^--r 2) utilizes
the infrastructure of U-Net but provides corruption free transmissions b y
 using
synchronizing mini-slots to perform station scheduling. Both protocols perform
optimally for equally loaded and symmetric network, and their operation can be
modelled as an oscillating polling scb,^ine.
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Buzz-Net (Chapter 3) uses a hybrid random/token scheme to provide
high bandwidth to a single sending station and optimal performance at light
load. A special buzz pattern is used to force stations from random mode to con-
e
trol mode. However, cycle rein itialization overhead has significant impact on
performance when multiple stations collide during the random phase.
Rato (Chapter 4) is a very simple pure random scheme which uses a
time-out delay to bring fairness to buss access. An interesting feature of Rato is
its complete insensitivity to end-to-end propagation delay. Performance, how-
ever, is dependent on the Dumber of active stations and maximum packet
transmission time. Rato reflects a compromise between simplicity of implemen-
tation and performance.
The most original contribution to high speed I.A.\s is the Token-Less
family (Chapter 5). The simple control of th , channels by sensing activity only,
provides the means for a reliable and easy hardware implementation. One ver-
sion, TLP-3, perform as C-Net without relying on the detection of special pat-
terns. The adaptive version TLP-4 outperforms any other protocol under
unevenly loaded and multipacket traffic, and perform optimally at light load.
Simulation experiments with single heavy loaded station have shown that back-
ground stations are not affected by the heavy load traffic in the network for all
Token-Less versions. This fact makes TLP-4 an excellent choice for applications
where bursty high bandwidth has to coexist with interactive aad priority traffic
(real time, etc.).
The approximate solution to the queueing delay for oscillating polling
under chaining (Chapter 7) is useful contribution. The approximation is basedi
on the assumption that station transmissions in a round are independent events
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with a fixed probability dependent on total networtt load. Simulation results
show that the approximation reflects well the asymmetric behavior of the sta-
tions and is acceptable for medium load situations and fo; high values of a.
v
In Chapter 8, the complete treatment of the biconical coupler optimiza-
tion problem for the dual bus topology is novel. Our results show that a sub-
stantial increase in the number of couplers can be obtained b y
 optimizing a feu
couplers closer to the ends and using a constant coupling ratio for couplers in
the mid-section of the network. The star/bus solution to the problem of build-
ing systems with a large number of stations had not been analyzed before.
Furthermore, our results show that a large number of stations can be passively
interconnected using off-the-shelf optical elements. The gateway considerations
emphasizes simplifications to the interconnection problem due to the hig^ speed
environment.
9.2 EX L ENSIONS OF THIS RESEARCH
Our research concentrated in protocols with bounded delays. Simulation
results for a version of CS.%L-k/CD in Chapter 8 show that adapting the random
scheme to the dual unidirectit , ijal topology can produce acceptable utilization
even at very high speed further research is necessary to identify the critical
parameters and gLurantee no capture effects among the stations.
Although insertion and deletion is automatically handled by the proposed
protocols, the side-effects of cable rupture has not been investigated. Whether
new mechanisms can be incorporated to the protocols or new protocols have to
be devised is an open question. New protocols should be investigate when multi-
pie unidirectional busses are used in each direction, with a major emphasizes in
I&
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Development of more accurate analytical models for oscillating polling is
an open area for research. Extensions to handle unbalanced and chained mul-
tipact et message traffic would be very useful.
The existence of a very high speed interconnecting medium may enable
applications running in a distributed environment to relinquish constraints
applicable to low speed environments and simplify protocols and algorithms
dealing with data transfer and consistency check. Currently, L.kN-'s use rela-
ti-ely small packet sizes. The availability of higher bandv;idtb allow the
development of applications using large message transfers. High speed interfaces
have to be devised to avoid the bottleneck caused by protocol processing and
data transfer to the host. We believe that new ideas in the high-level-
protocol/US/architecture Mds will match the above suggestions.
I i'
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